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i* striving to attain aconomlc self-
raiianca through Viva Yaar Plana for bringing about 
the desired socio-economic transformation of society. 
Being a devel^^ing nationy the countx^ attaches due 
iii^ )ortance to industrialiaation for the sake of economic 
developoMmt* Speedy industrialisation depends« besides 
other factors* on literate and trained labour force to a 
siseable extmit* The majority of Indian 2:«abour Force 
is illiterate and comes from rural and tribal areas. 
Education and training are capable of developing a work 
force in the country to undertake the giant task of 
industrialisation. The present study analyses critically 
the education in general and the workers* education in 
particular to assess as to what are the social and economic 
reasons on the basis of which education can be suggested 
as a measure to catalysing the process of industrialisati :yn 
in the country* further* it has been probed in the study 
that %«hat ought to be the scope and€i.einents of workers* 
education in India* 
m ordev to develop a literate and trained class 
of work force* the Central <3overmtent established at 
Kagpur* the Central Board for workers* Education (OBMB) 
on i6th Septsniber* 19S8* The Board has been entrusted 
with the task of disseminating education and providing 
training through various education schemes and training 
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prograimitts. For this purpose* the cmm has established 
43 regional centres £or workers' educaticm spread 
throughout tlie country. The present work evaluates 
critically the working of the various woricera* education 
schwnes sponsored by the Central Board for Workers* 
Education* The evaluation is confined mainly to the four 
regional centres in Uttar Pradesh namely'Regional Centres 
for Workers* Bducation' at Agra, Allah^ad, Bareilly and 
Kanpur, The study of the working of the regional centres 
has been made since their birth upto the year 1979-80 in 
general and from the year 1972-73 to 1979-80 in particular. 
In this connection, the author has used available statistics 
which has been classified into different tables and an 
analysis has been done raainly on the basis of the training 
of workers and worker-teachers by way of full time and 
refresher courses* A criticai appraisal regarding the 
working of the training programmes through short-term 
cou ses, constituting of one-day schools, three-day 8«minars 
and study circles, has also been made* it has been noted 
that generally the various education scheraes and training 
progranmes are to the benefit of labour force yet they need 
some iiT^ rovements. 
One of the major benefits that accrued from the 
various education schemes and training programmes, is its 
sizeable intact on industrial peace* The study makes a 
m • 
critical analysis of th« intact of various aducation 
•chanaa on industrial paaca in ganaral and the irttar 
Pradash State Slectricity Board (UPSBB) in particular, 
?or the aaka of eliciting information from various 
categories of workers* trade union officials and managerial 
personnel, the technique o^ • Saa^le Enquiry • based 
on the questionnaire has been employed. The responses 
of the various groups of people have been collected^ 
classified and con^iled in the fozm of tables that have been 
analysed to Imow the impact of the said schesnes on 
industrial peace. 
Industrial peace depends largely on a nuinber of 
factors such as discipline consciousness* absenteeieRai 
labour tmmover & tardiness* strikes & other agitational 
approaches* trade unionism, workers* participation in 
management* working efficiency and organisational behaviour. 
This study shows that there is a positive correlation 
between the various workers* education schemes and industrial 
peace. The majority of workers* trade union officials 
and managerial parsennsl a^mit that since education schemes 
have been introduead in the HFSIB* there has been a marked 
improvement in diseij^ lina consciousness* trade \inioni«ii* 
workers* participative role in management* woiking efficiency 
and organisational baiiaviour. They also confess that 
absenteeism* labour turnover & tardiness* and strikes & 
JS. JLM. 
Other agitati^al approaches have ahown a declining 
tendency on account of the various education schemes 
promulgated in the UPSEB, 
It is« therefore, inferred that on account of the 
education schemes and various training programmes sponsored 
by the CBWB, there has been a characteristic raodiCication 
in the attitudes and behaviour of workers in general and the 
workers of the UPSEB in particular to augment stable industrial 
peace. The schemes can be enforced more effectively to 
generate still better industrial climate, if certain 
palliatives are adc^d to overcome the bottlenecks of the 
present system and practices. Some of the important 
suggestions include raising the quality of workers' education 
schenes, modification of currictiltsn with enqphasis on the 
requirements of individual industries, modernisation and 
extensive use of audio visual aids and facilities for %fOinen & 
child labour for seeking education. The other proposal such 
as increased co-operation from state governments, ^ nployers* 
organisations, workers* trade unions, universities and social 
organisations for the advancement of the cause of workers* 
education is worthy to be considered by those who are at the 
heljQ of affairs. Besides, certain Bionetary and non»mcmetary 
incentives be given to those woxicers vho evince keen interest 
for education programmes, further, labour education be linked 
with the broad national objectives like socialism, secularism 
and democracy. 
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finally* the stu^ suggests a strategy to be 
followed to bring about a futxire for workers* %fhich 
would be full of hopes and prosiises* An enlightened 
work force can be evolved,the study suggests* if a 
separate Ministry for workers' Education at the centre 
is established. The Ministry may have separate departments 
for heavy, mediiim* small scale and cottage industries 
to enforce policies and practices for evolving a culture 
of education among Indian labour specially industrial 
workers. Separate universities be opened under the 
auspices of the heavy* meditim and small & cottage industries 
departments to generate literate class of workers as per 
needs of individual industries by the proposed tiniversities. 
Village polytechnics have been proposed for piroviding 
educaticm anil training to rural workers before they come 
to seek jobs at urban industrial centres. The polytechnics 
be run* controlled and finanoMl by the said universities. 
On the basis of the guidelines and the strategy 
proposed above* the Indian industrial labour fo2x:e can look 
forward to usher in an era of industrial peace conducive 
to speedy industrialisation in the country. 
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India Is a developing country with vast potentials 
o£ material and htarian resoiirces at its coiranand. The 
resources hove been aimed to bring about rapid economic 
transformation of society through economic planning. One 
of the main tenets of planning is the industrialisation 
of the country. Reedier the industrialisation quicker 
would be the economic development that would tell on the life 
style end standard of people. Labour force is one of the 
main input factors in the process of industrialisation. 
The majority of industrial labour comes from villages 
and tribal areas and require time and efforts to be groomed 
to be adapted with the existing industrial culture in the 
country. The illiterate work force drawn from rural India can 
gainfully be engaged in the pursuit of speedy industrialisation, 
if adequate arrangements are made for their education and 
training. It is with this idea in mind that an att^pt has been 
made in this study entitled "A Sttsdy of th«t WMrkers* i^ tucation 
Schemes sponsored by the Central Board for Workers* Education 
and their 3QRipact on industrial Feace wit^ l^ articular Reference 
to the Uttar Fradesh State Electricity Board" to analyse 
critically the schemes available for workers* Education in 
Zndla. The study further makes an analysis of the 
impact of these schmes on industrial peace with special 
refeiM<^* to the Uttar Pradesh State electricity Board 
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and suggests prc^os^ls for making these ach&aea more 
effective for augmenting stable peace in the Xndian 
industrial scene. 
The present Study is coR^rised of five Chapters 
in all. The Chapteif-X deals with the Economic Appsaisal 
of Workers* Educaticm. Qiapter -I is divided into three 
l^frts* TiM. Part, t a at?ad?f Iti geaecal 
It is also linked with the study of the meaning, scope 
and the various elements of workers* education. The Part II 
relates to the'Bconcwiic Rationale of workers* education*• 
The Part III of the caia^ ter highlights tiiie* Social Rationale 
of workers* education*. The Chapter undertakes the analysis 
of workers* education from econcmic and social point of 
vi^s. 
The dbapter "II refers to t^e History ®ad Organisa-
tion of the Central Board for Workers* Education(CBWE). 
In this CShapter a critical evaluation of the history of 
workers* education is made. The Chapter corresponds to 
the study of the evolution of the GBWE» its aims objects* 
organisatioKtal stru<:tiijr«« terms of office for meinbers» 
obligations and priiTileges of the functionaries* structure 
and powers of the b<^ ard of governors and details regarding 
the sub^ connlttefts end their con^osition. The Chapter 
further points out the working of the C8WS in whicih the 
various scheuMS of the board at the national, regional and 
the unit levels alongwith the schemes of the Indian 
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institute of workers* Education (IZWS) are dealt with* 
Besides* various other schemes and training prograiraoes of 
different time duration and nature including the Mult 
Educaticm Programme are discussed in the C!hapter« Xn short, 
the C3ia$>ter inirolves a critical study of the working of the 
CBWE# from the inception till it became a national 
phenomenon* 
The Ghapter'-XZX is connected with the study of the 
Working of the Regional Centres for Workers* Education in 
trttar Pradesh, The study of the working of the regional 
centres in the state has been made since their inception 
upto the year 1979*80 in general and from tiie year 1972-73 
to 1979-80 in particular* In Uttar Pradesh, there are 
in all four regicmal centres for workers* educHtion located 
at Agra, Allahabad, Bareilly and Kanpur* With the help 
of statistics compiled in the form of tables, a s^arate 
critlcXal analysis of the working of the four regional 
centres together with a coi^arative study on an all trttar 
Pradesh basis has been made in this Cliapter* The evaluati(m 
of the working has been done mainly on the basis of the 
training of iK>skers and worker-teachers through full time 
and refresher courses* However, the training of workers 
by way of short-term programmes coiiqp>rising of one-day 
schools, three-day seminars and study circles has been 
included as a part of the study for dra%ring conclusions 
regarding the said working* 
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She Chapter -XY pertains to the study of the 
SRiqpact of Workers' Education Schemes on Industrial Peace 
with l^ artlcular Reference to the fJttar Pradesh State 
Electricity Board (UISSB)« Znltlally, the CSiapter furnishes 
a background study of the various facts and figures related 
to the UPSEB alongwlth the Justification as to why OPSEB 
has been chosen for this research work. Xiater on. 
Industrial peace has been dealt with In this Chapter to 
show that Industrial peace le influenced slxeSbly hs^  
discipline consciousness* skbsenteelsm* labour turnover & 
tardiness* strikes & other agitAtional approaches* trade 
unlonlKo* workers' particlpatlm role in management*working 
efficiency and organisational behaviour* W.nally* the criti-
cal analysis of the inqpact of the workers* education schranes 
on industrial peace through the various parameters has been 
made by employing the technique of ' Bangle Enquiry • with 
the help of questionnaires to elicit Information from 
the different categories of respondents of the TTPSBB. 
In this connection certain tables have been designed and 
analysed by the author to show the impact of workers* 
ed\]cation schemes on Industrial peace in the various 
divisions and sub»divisions of the WSEB. 
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The Chapt«r»V sums-up the study in the form 
of conclusions drawn from the Chapter -I to the Chapter-IV, 
m this Oiapter various proposals and suggestions have 
been given to make vrorkers* education schemes and 
programnes more effective to ultimately tone-up industrial 
peace* 
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The bulk Of labour toece in this eonntry 
is illiterate. The majority of them hails from rural 
India• The country is pledged to the policy of rapid 
industrialisation* To achieve this^  a large ntunber of 
enlightened labour force is required. The development 
of various industries in this country has enlarged the 
scope for industrial workers* Trade unions and workers* 
organisations are coraing-up to see that rural workers 
smehow adapt to the new ways of city life in general and 
factory units in particular. Factory workers, though small 
as compared to agricultural labour, form the largest chunk 
of the industrial labour force in this country. The 
increase in the nuadser of industrial labour has witnessed 
remarkable upsurge specially after xndepcHadence. The 
country wants to bring about social and eccmonic transfer-* 
mation of society through economic planning. "Planning 
itself is neither good nor bad. It is the framilng and 
moreover it is its implementation that is much more 
important." ^ The economic planning in the country has 
taken up the problem of labour force fron the inception 
of the planning era. "All the five year Plans have had 
as one of their objectives, rapid creation of employment 
W9M990.0 *M»er0 fttrueture of Public Interprises 
in infti«S Am, Aligarh,19i8, p. 
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cqpportunltie«« but all of then have not satisfactorily 
achieved th« <d>J«ctivas« Instaad* only ineraaslng backlogs 
have been created. Zn this context it has also been pointed 
out that a mere increase in production does not automatically 
lead to the creation of enq^ loyment, Zt is equally or even 
more Important that investment and flow of technology are 
steppedoiQ). Therefore, the draft Sixth Plan document says 
that 'an attttaqpt has been sade to make radical dhanges in the 
pattern of investment and to initiate a technology policy which 
should stimulate labour absoxption at a satisfactory rate** 
The Planning Consnission has^also estimated that the labour 
force will increase from 265.3 million in 1978 to 294.8 million 
in 1983. This will be en increase of a 29.5 million during 
the Sixth Plan period, or 6 million per year. The approach 
in the Sixth Plan also differs from the others to the extent 
that conventional industrialisation except in some selected 
sectors, will not provide the answer. This is supported by the 
fact that large scale organised sectors will not be able to 
absorb more than 0,3% out of the 2% annual increase of labour 
force. The ever increasing nunibee of industrial laborir force 
and the associated problsns of industrial workers can be 
sunnoonted considerably by promulgating education in as large 
nuiia»er of industrial force as is possible. The number of 
1. *Kothari*s Iconomie & Industrial Ouide of India*, 
Bombay, 1980*81, p. 18. 
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Industrial units in the public sttotor is increasing with the 
increase in the number of worloforee. The number o£ public 
sector enterprises was OS^ at the coinnience»nent of the First 
Five Year Plan (1951) which increased to 21 in the Second 
Plan and enlarged to 48^ at the begining^e Third Plan. The 
ntxmber of enterprises increased to 122^ at the end of the 
Fourth Five Year Plan. By the end of 1979, the nuxnber of 
c 
public sector enterprises swelled to 176 • There has been an 
spurt in the position of enqployment in ptiblic sector enterprises 
•The employment in public sector increased from 70.58 la3dis 
in 1961 to 73.79 lakhs in 19661 to 10730 in 1971; to 13363 in 
1976 and to 15045 in 1979."® The increase both in the numbers 
of industrial units and esiployess has led public sector enter-
prises to become a strong division of Zndian industry. At the 
same time, the problems associated with the workers of this 
Aector are also multiplying and necessitate education to 
understanding and solving them* 
The documents related to the various five year plans 
in our country reveal that besides agriculture, rapid and 
industrialisation has b«en the target of the industrial 
1* *Ziidla«81*, Publication Division, Oovt. of India, N^w Delhi, 
1981, p. 300« 
2. Ibid, p. 300. 
3. Ibid, p. 300* 
4. Ibid, p«300* 
300. 
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Policy, tn this diroction, if the same zeal and spirit 
are maintained loy the Oovemment and various laboxir organi-
sations and trade tmions eoqperated with the policies, the 
country is eaqpeeted to make rapid strides in the sphere of 
industrialisation* industrialisation in its wake may offer 
opportunities of enq^ loynent to teeming millions in this 
country* Larger the number of labour force attached to 
industries greater would be the requirenmnts of educational 
needs to harness a climate of industrial peace. Industrial 
peace is pr»»reguisite for any industrial activity without 
which steady production in industrial units cannot be imagined, 
Another noteable fact is that the bulk of the labour 
force comes from country-side and poses problems of orientation, 
adjustment and adaptation in the changed socio-economic set-up 
of city life. The problem of adaptation is further enhanced 
on account of illiteracy and backwardness of these workers. 
The influence of illiteracy end backwardness cannot be over-
onphasized as it can be reflected in several areas such as 
industrial relations* trade imionian, and productivity etc, 
illiteracy and ignorance of industrial labour may also cause 
hindoranco, as to the fuller cooperation on the part of 
workers* Xn certain cases it may also be a cause to invite 
external elements into the trade unionism* Any outside vested 
or political interest when finds its way into any local trade 
union unit, m^y «ause substantial injury both to the industry 
. 9 
as wall as to the labour force. The trade imlon movement 
Instead o£ gathering momentum, may plunge Into stagnation 
that cannot either be «a£e or suitable for industrial 
democracy. The stagnation that trade unions sometime 
estperience^  can be averted by making industrial labour 
educated* 
£adia is not in a position to wait for the 
spread of education through the normal process of general 
education reaching to the labour classes and thereby,improving 
the position of illiterate labour class* Zt is in the 
fitness of things that the labour develops a zeal and }cnow-how 
to adapt with new conditions or work and turn-out to be 
responsive to higher production* A Hisowlc^ dge of the causes 
that have been instrumental to increase industrial production 
and also to develop enlightened labour force among the developed 
nations» woidd reveal the importance of workers* education* 
Advanced nations of the world have acdiieved economic^ social, 
labour and industrial gains by devel<q^ ing a class of educated 
industrial workers* This class of educated industrial workers 
has been an outcome of the liberal labour policies of the 
Oovernmentst and for too imx«[§i co-operation lent by universities, 
•oq^ loyers* voltmtary organisations* workers* education bureaus 
and trad* unions etc* in this direction* On account of the 
introductlcm and •ag^ ansiCMn of workers* Bducational Programnes, 
a sizeable iingpaet on production can be attributed to these 
schemes. These soh«Ms, as they cannot be separated from 
• 7 • 
Other infiuencos« the estimaticm of their effects Is 1 
difficult both in an industry as well as in a Oovemment, 
However* the learned olass of industrialists and academicians 
are all praise for the richness of educational schemes in 
fostering high production and vitalising the trade unionism. 
The industrialists and academicians are at a loss to find any 
economic device to measure the isqpaot of the workers* education 
on raising productivity and in^roving trade unionism. So 
educationist or economist can prescribe the limit beyond which 
the economic investments be made in other welfare ventures and 
that the same investments be utilised for the education of 
workers on the pretext that they give increased benefits. 
"There is no gainsaying the fact that while education for the 
sake of education is still in great demand in India, several 
youngnen and women are trying to seek it in order to improve 
their professional prospects."^ 
The goodness of educational investments is hard to 
put to a quantitative treatnMint« the gains accruing from worlcers* 
education are as suc^ incalculable and subject to a question 
of liking and disliking and cannot be measured on one scale with 
unifona pattern and mathematical exactitude. Instances are not 
lacking Tirt>ere one nation or industry with myopic out«look 
adopting a weak labour policy would not opt for educating its 
workers. On the contrary, nations and industries with modem 
1. farooqueet 'Commerce and Management Sducation in xndia 
and Abroad, Aligarh, 1970, p. 123*124. 
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out-look may ehooae to adq^t a policy o£ education for 
their labour force. It ia needless to mention that to 
bring about better co-operation betireen lalsour, management 
and Government for improving the growth rate in econonty* 
the workers* education plays a vital role. There, is a growing 
realisation that the need for education among workers is 
increasing day by day to discharge their economic and social 
coinaitments. For a country like India Workers* Sducation 
is all the more necessary where it can play a powerful role 
for economic and social development* Zn the light of this 
background the inclination of economists towards workers* 
education has gone in favour of literacy in India* Recent 
studies in this area of knowledge have shown that how with the 
help of education, workers* ability to work can be increased 
and how workers can earn mors income. This ultimately leads 
to econc»Qic growth by insfproving the earning capacity of workers. 
Taking into account the impact of workers* education 
sdhteaaes, this chapter has been divided into three parts, viz.. 
Part I relates to the Workers* Education and its meaning and 
scope, part II relates to the Iconoraic Rationale of Workers* 
Education whereas Part III discusses the Social Rationale 
of Workers* Educatioa. 
• 9 • 
PART -I 
WQRKIRS* IDtrCATlOW MIAWING AMD ITS SCOPl 
tfock«rs*«dueati<»» i» cougaratlveXy of recent 
origin* Zts need hat been felt for the salce of economic 
develq;>ment through quick industrialisation* Workers* 
education can accelerate the pace of industrial process by 
providing enlightened labour* responsive to the calls of 
discipline, hardwork, social consciousness and economic 
awareness* The conditions for the mtooth and rapid industria-
lisation are created by educating industrial labour* One of 
the important conditions of industrialisation is industrial 
peace* industrial peace can be evolved by developing 
discipline consciousness; reducing absenteeisi&i labour turn-over 
and tardiness; ministising strikes and other agitational 
approaches I strengthening trade unionism; giving a way to 
woiOcers to participate in management; toning«up the woekers* 
efficiency and having a full consideration for organisational 
behaviour* 
A gooA n w d ^ of definitions of wovkers* education 
have been given by various eiq^rts in this field* This 
resear«her propose* first to eiqplain the phrase * education* 
before anelysing the Meaning of*WQXkers* education** The roots 
of the word ^Muettion* are endbedded in the Zatin language* 
"The lAtin word* *tducare* and 'Clever** are the mother of the 
^ 10 
irovd*iaiie«tioiil Wtm ftyi>l©gieal view point "the word 
•tdueattoii' ia dorivod from Latin word •idueatua*. The alphabet 
indicate® •from Internal* and •Baco* »tand» for 'to lead*"^ 
thus 'Idueation* means 'to lead forth*. The Spens Report 
on Idueatlon »ay» "education consists in developing specific 
habits, memories, ideals, forms of mannal and mental skill, 
intellectual interests, moral ideas and a knowledge not merely 
of facts and conclusions, but also of methods"? From the 
point of view of Mams, "Education is a bi*polar process in 
which one personality acts on another to modify the development 
of other. The process is not only conscious but delilierate.*.. 
«,«• the means*..**,,, are two fold, (a).....educator's 
personality^ (b) use of knowledge in various foms",^ Zn the 
words of Socrates "Bducation means bringing out of the idea 
of universal validity which are latent in the mind of every 
man."^ The famous writer, Addison speaks out that "Education, 
when it works upon a noble mind, draws out to view every latent 
virtue and perfection which without such helps, are never able 
to make their appearance."^ Prof* J^ ames, the noted authority 
1* frof. Ami, !«€»« 'Theory of Education** LiiGknow,1964, p.3. 
2« Ibid* p. 2« 
3. Shatia* *The Theory and frinciples of Education*, 
Mlii* 1991» p, 
4. f«oi« 1«C.« 'Theory of Education*, Zifucknow,i9d4,p. 3«4« 
5. SbtAc 
ihatia* 'Th* Theory and Vrinciples of Education', 
Oolhi, i m « p« t. 
" II M 
en e^catioi is of th« vioir that "Iducation the ergmi* 
i&tion of acquired habits of such actions* such wiii^fit 
for the individual to his physical and social environments 
Another familiar writer« <3«H* Thomson defines *SducatiM* 
as "the influence of tlie environment on the individual with 
a view to producing a permanent change in his habits of 
2 behaviour, of thought and of attitude.** According to p.c. 
Bannerji "education is the development of the power of 
adaptation to an ever changing social environment?^ Walton 
James in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica dubs education as **an 
attonpt on the part of the adult members of the human society 
to shape the development of the coming generation in accordance 
with Its ideals of life,"^ 
The various definitions mentioned above clearly 
show that education is basically a two*way process which calls 
for the reciprocity of teacher and tou^t. The natural 
behavioar of tought is based on instinct and the teacher wishes 
to harness this on a particular direction through the mechanism 
of change and influence on this type of behaviour* Thus^the 
process of education implyi 
t« f»of» Rait 'Theory of Bducation'^ ZAcknow* 1984* p. 5* 
2* Miatia* *The Theory and Principles of Bducation*# 
M M , p. 1* 
vol. m* i m , p.219, 
wadtoji Mws* •tn^ol^Mdia irittaaica% vol.vzxz^ p* 951» 
^ %2 M 
(1) a <l«£iA«S idttology* (2) « witli « fix* eemrletloii 
in that id«0l093r •^«atioii«l «ii4««vour of tha taaehar 
who attaints to gvooiR or ehanga tha x-ela of tha tau^t either 
through (a) tha divaot ai^ piieation of hia paraonaXity or 
through (b) eaptoring hia Mental faeoltiea by the disaemination 
of certain knowJladfira or (o) through both the proeesaea at a 
time. 
The above mentioned mechanism regarding the impact 
of education on reaponaive industrial work-force is quite 
necessary because the other method of education involving 
instinct and non-direction is slow on the one hand, and 
unnecessary and detteiving on the other. On account of th© 
complex and changing nature of modem society* quick learning 
is inevitable to make proper adjustments* With the pace of 
cultural develo]^ent# the tineducated soul shows multiplication 
of dmands which can be rati<»)alised throu^ education. 
Iducation is necessary not only for having whole-some life but 
also related with the htman aspirations^ and the sentimental 
and ethical aspects of life* ^ucation^ therefore kindles 
kAOMrledge in the head Ik hearts of those who truly need education 
and makes than feel to know their depth of unawareness* 
•dtttation is a beacon and an adviser that paves the way for the 
•Ximinmtion of eertain drawbacks from tha society* To the 
«ofMtoiioy# oiuoation is e siystory which earns riches« raises 
status and won&ds emiduet* iducation is the foundation of 
• 13 • 
culture and civilisation and controls all aspects of human 
behaviour* In a nut>»shell# education is con^rised of 
understanding and capa]oilities# development of personality 
and the powers of the intellect;* that are consequential from 
methodical training and teachings* "it is hi^ly called for 
in countries which believe in democratic pattern of Government 
and economy. Therefore* the educational system of a country 
should be such as to provide that equality of opportunity 
which democracy proclaimsSf ^  In the whole process of education 
industrial worlcers have been least attended to» Zt is with 
this democratic freedom in mind that suitable opportunities 
be made «vailable for workers of industry in particular and 
other types of workers in general* 
The pbrase •workers* education' is spelled differently 
in various countries depending upon the development of social, 
cultural and educational standards prevailing in such nations • 
Trade union education and workers* educati<»i are considereix 
in a broader sense in the Oreat Britain and also in the 
8c«uadiiuinri«a oountries* itnlike luj^ean countries* workers 
reeeiv* eAaestieB in « larse measure* in their childhood in the 
im % id** ei workers* education does not 
iael^e ^ proviidoA of education* which is carried 
ovit hf o«Keir eoKkxmtf to this* the workers of 
m w p m n oouiitries wmwm tmmt be»efi«tod both economically and 
1, *0Btmmm m ^ Muiftgeiiient Bducation in India 
end Jmiir«Ali9«fltf »« 
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and, eoii««qu«ntly, th® r«spcm«ibillty wag 
takeii*up by trada trnlona and warkara* adueation agendas 
to fulfil thia gap* Tha Idea of workava* education in India 
embraeea general education aa well. Therefore^ workera* 
education in India ia mainly meant for the education of 
grownups and workers. In different countries of the world» 
the canc^t and the range of workers* education are subject 
to customs and traditions as well as size of the educational 
facilities offered to the society. In the light of these 
ideas it would be in the fitness of things to define workers* 
education in respect of three varied angleSf viz, <1) in respect 
of the sagauint of human beings for which education is related 
to (2} in respect of the contents of education and (3) in 
respect of the organisations undertaking educational 
responsibilities• 
Workers* education if referred to the isegment of 
human beings for whom it is instituted, the question of 
defining 'workers' will have to be looked into on priority 
basis. The definition of 'Workers* as contained in the 
factories Act, 1948, will have to ba clarified to know whether 
all types of employees including those in higher income brackets 
are inclMed in the definition or outside its scope. Further, 
it will have to be probad as to whether self*«a^loyed persons 
and peasants ate. who belong to the same cultural strata as 
industrial workers, are included in this definition. The 
Indian Adult Iduoation Asaoeiation has adopted a definition of 
• IS « 
*Wo£k«rt* eov«rl!ig ein^ loyves eligible for memberchip 
of uni&il* at well m ai^ tieene and other aelf-employed 
persona belonging aoeially and eeononieally to the same 
social elass."^ 
Worlcers * education when looked from the angle 
of its contents^ is more concerned with all the difficulties 
of workers and suggests to equip workers with potentialities 
that can make them dynamic menOiers of their respective unions* 
put th«a into higher income brackets and honourable citizens 
of the country. The need for developing a sound labour 
movement comprising of educated and self-reliant trade 
unionists* not imposed from outside* is required in good many 
countries of the third world. Training of leadership pickei-up 
from within and not frcm outside* is equally necessary* ^art 
from literacy* education should be included* first in the 
workers* education in such cotmtries* Therefore* the question 
of defining wofkers* eduefttien on the basis of its contents 
would call for proper knowledge pertaining to the social* 
e^ llRtyal ant te#tii9logiQ«l growtii of the respective country. 
MjfWV* ^ vo^iik yurptse of workers* education should be to 
aiMtli^ate the conditions of workers and contents of education 
be aoeorded a se<iend preference* 
lAstly* workers* education from the angle of the 
organisations that provide it* is to be looked into. As in 
1. •WsHsers IdttcatioR** Indian Adult iducation Association* 
mm Mhi* 1918* p, 10. 
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w«0t«m coiintri«s where trade union* end co-operatives have 
been inetrunental in playing a fruitful role in arranging 
worXers* education^ ecme economists and acadwnicians have 
defined 'Workers* Education* in respect of the organisations 
arranging educational facilities, in the light of all the 
three angles as given above we may now be able to define 
•workers* educationj "as an education to all esqployees be-fitting 
for membership of trade union and also artisans and other 
self-stjs>ported persons hailing socially^  econcanically and 
acad^nically to the same status with a view to making them 
good citizens* dynamic* educated and confident trade unionists* 
suitable to the needs and circumstances* from place to place 
arranged and inserted by any organisation* trade union or any 
other agency? 
WORKERS* EDlTCATIOUk^ ** AS DEFIHED BY OTHERS I 
Various authorities have defined 'Workers* education* 
which are being reproduced as under t~ 
Harry Laidler expresses about workers* education that 
"It is an attempt on the part of the organised labour to educate 
its own mendi>ers \inder an educational sl^ stam in which the workers 
prescribe the courses of instructions* select the teachers and 
in considerable measure furnish the finances* Analysing the 
defintiin* we see that it lays emphasis on the following three 
points! 
(a) Workers* •ducation is a eharg« upon the trade lanion to 
educate its own menibers. The responeibility should not be 
shifted to any other agency which does not confirm to the 
ideals of a trade union* (b) The educational system should 
be such in whtdli the workers themselves pri^are the syllabi and 
curricula and thMiselves select the teachers^ and (c) The 
systWB of education should be financed by the £\md of the 
union concerned,"^ 
As given in the i^cyclopaedia of Social Sciences, 
"Workers* education in contrast to other types of adult 
education seeks to help the worker to solve his problems not 
as an individual but as a member of his social class. It may 
aim to make him an .effective member of his group by giving 
him a better understanding of his environment and by arousing 
his cultural interests. It may also aim to give him requisite 
special training for office in his trade union or it may seek 
to inculcate in him a given body of social, political and 
2 economic doctrines." 
precisely, workers* education must fulfil the academic 
requirements of tiie worker as a pmroen for his own grcwth 
inculcating in hin efficiency for work, usefulness to society 
1* Ktikkar, ll«K«, 'Workers* Bdueation in India*, m w Delhi, 
197i» p* S* 
2* 'The Incyclopaedia of Social Sciences*, Vol. XV, Hew York, tUl, p. 4S«* 
Ml a good eitiMn and p»ot«etioa of his own intarests as wall 
aa that of othar mmtomtB of the woeking claaa end alao of the 
mendbara of tjrada miloiia* tfoflcaea* adaeation ahoold smom 
tha w on aooount of illitaraey for foatering better knovledge 
of iforkf piaoa of woxlt* and ifoi9«aia* own position in national 
aoonooar* zt should groen ifocfcar for naanisigfal eo»eperation 
with tha raanaganent* To davalop laadarship among woxicers* to 
tihaldc Otttaide entry into trade unions and finally to maiica thsn 
airara of thair ri#ita and dutiasf ad»oation can ba of graat 
help* woileara* education muat inelude genaral« vocational^ 
social education and training in tadhnieal aspects and trade 
unionism* 
redoeming charactarstics of suci) educaticm to 
woxleara are that it is rati<»ial and positive and "{i} should 
always ba a two*^ay system of comnanioationi Cii) it should 
aim at tha mara crsmoing of infomation but at developing new 
skills and gieatar powet of Judgsm^ati (iii) it should start 
fvott and Ira calatad to, tha aetual axparianoa of tha woslear 
atiidaiiti (tr) it ahoitld always be designed to proMK»ta movs 
laseflLliSWiB m o M , aouent M it should ba con^tad in an 
etwplwe oi OMpavativa ffasaa«cii«*t 
i, WHiPBtwif •mtrnm M b l m m in lkidia*« Haw Balhi» 
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WEHKLRS* IMCKTTQN**'^* ITS SCOPE AND VARIOUS ELBMENTSI 
Stnett X9S6» th<» Siit^matlonal Labour Organisation 
(ZW) ha» been •vinwing interest in the education of iMttfkers 
and throu^ its humanistic aj^roach it wants to give to labour 
oonmunity a )cind of educaticm for worlcers and their organisa* 
tions that is neeessaiy for them to adapt vis-a-vis society. 
Zn this connection in Z>ec«eber« 1957« ILO called a meeting 
of specialists of workers' education to discuss its scope and 
elements^ and, adcpted creativity and accountability as a 
basic principle of workers and their organisations that are 
assuming greater iitqportance to meet the challenges of the 
modem society* The said education should be made simple and 
capable to convey facts and develop insight without loosing 
purposefulness* According to experts on workers* education^ 
the purpose of the education is to create social awareness and 
unity of workers for discharging their duties efficiently and 
bringing them closure to workers* organisations for mutual 
collaborations and safety. 
Vtm mmmUMg of woikers* educaticm as discussed earlier 
nay hm to wmm •dttoation of workers as a trade unionist^ primary 
•ittoatim imWkWtn or education of workers as a member of 
the soeiety* fhmmm diverg«nt views on workers* education are 
« natural outeoa* of ^ e varied conditions that prevail in 
different countries of idie wvrld* Zn several less industrially 
di«v«lop*d comtrtmB, the probien of bttilding»up of the 
•dueatioaal. standfii'da of wock«r«» is a major drawbaac* Among 
the urgent requirements ee««i to be the creation of *alert« 
educated and self-reliant trade unionists for a genuine labour 
movement sot imposed from above and the training of a leadership 
chosen from the ranks rather than from outside of the movement." 
For th^t matter, the laboiir education schemes have to be desig-
ned to fulfil this aspect besides pr^aring ujiion leaders having 
awareness to introduce literary activities meant for the 
members of the labour unions* labour union schanes should be 
iminune to the petty aspects of 'bread and butter* and collective 
bargaining etc* Xn the wake of growing responsibilities of 
trade unions, it must be their endeavour to take up not only 
the social and econcaaic develc5>raent of the organised sector but 
also the in^roVement of the civic life* Therefore, the scope 
and elements of workers' education may ought to vary from place 
to places in the country. In the t;*S*A*, the scope and elcKnents 
cover only the trade union education whereas in European 
countries liberal and general education is also covered in the 
mxxitGvAjm of workers* education* The schemes of workers* 
education, however^ must have a ?<cope as vast as limits permit* 
There eannot be any denying, the enqphasis on the cyurriculum 
5 
1* R^ecent Development in ^ rtain Aspects of Indian Iconomyl 
tntemational Labour Organisation, Part XV, p* 50-51. 
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l» In nodem elireumstanet*, adult» 
bftsle «iid primaiy •dueatiORf iit«r«r7 «ctiyiti««i oconomie 
audi social «ra ineXudad in tha curriculum of workers' 
aducatiOB, Among tha majority of nations the worldovar» 
similar pattam of workars* adueation programmes cannot ba 
given as thay differ frm nation to nation d^ending upon their 
social^  economic and cultural aspects. For developing knowledge 
to evolve prolific qualities of intellect, workers* education 
should include adult education among its contents. Zn order to 
ascertain the relations of human beings, it should also ccmtain 
social and economic education as it deals with all the academic 
activities concerning the hianan organisation* The other 
important factors that are included in the workers* education 
schemes are primary education and studies related to culture 
and civilisation. Study of culture and primary education may 
help people of the third world appreciate the difficulties 
related to their circumstances. Besides acquainting workers 
with the standard of Using, woji^ ers* education enthuse workers 
to take part vigorously in the soeio-economic transfozmati^n 
and developiMiat of their respeetive countries. Zn our own 
country, scope and GcmtMits of workers' education shall hinge 
upon certain circumstances like trade unioniiM, employment and 
socie«>economic conditions euirounding workers. At the outset, 
the question of general atmo^^here and surroundings can be taken 
into consideration. It is needless to say that industrial 
labour in India does not show stability as to the place of living 
« at« 
ar« g«ii«r«2.Xy on a mov« from on* plae* to another* The 
labourers vorXlng in good many industries do not consider 
the i^ iace of work as their abode. Labotirers in search of 
employment leave their hSmlets and move to cities* This brings 
them face to face with problMis of adaptation* llie changed 
surroundings may put them into various physical and moral 
difficulties. Moreover, in the changed circumstances they may 
find it difficult for thcmiselves to switch-over to new ways of 
life and habits and may resist the new mode and style of life 
of which they have not been habitual. Workers' education 
schcsaesy therefore, must give due consideration to certain 
izoportant aspects such as living conditions and hygiene of the 
enjoyed 
new surroundijagsi extent of political powers and rights/by them 
andi factors that lead to shape the personality of workers 
to help them acquire a befitting status in the social set-up 
in particular and the country in general. 
Ilaxt# the problems asaoeiated with the ^ opioytnent 
of workers should be looked into as the conditions of work 
differ in villages and factories* Vor workers, it makes a 
difference between the liberty they enjoy in their villages and 
a disciplined routine of factories together with high production 
targets they have to fellow in cities* A aimplQ exas^le can 
ma3ee iAm matter move elaborate* for exanq^ le, a worker has to 
readit faetcwy at the scheduled time after which the attendance 
register at the gate is closed* Ke is siqpposed to perform 
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duties during the prescribed p«riod and follow orders of hie 
immediate officer. He has to discharge his routine functions 
and fulfil responsibilities towards the oo^Xoyer. He is obliged 
to receive training as a disciplined industrial worker and learn 
his job to ia^rove producticaa and ability to work. All this 
calls for adequate education and training programme for workers. 
Siniilarly« factory workers may have con^laints when 
they dosaand increased wageA# perqtiisites and slashing in working 
time. No worker can handle such difficulties in isolation. 
He, therefore, seeks help of trade xinions which are well esta-
blished. To achieve this end, sufficient understanding of the 
aims and objects, working and responsibilities of trade unions 
are Inevitable. The wor"ker must have a clear concept about the 
usefulness of trade xmioniam and its concern in the economic 
transformation of the country. However, tMs is not enough 
for organising trade unions and developing leadership from 
within the industry* The workers must be inqparted proper 
training for this purpose. Proper education should be given 
to workers to make thmi aware of their rights and duties as a 
union member and they should also be acquainted with a manner 
to spend their earaings in a judicious way. Rise in wages 
will beeone meaningittl, if their incomes are appropriately used 
to givt a better w«y of life to their familios bringing Joy 
and satisistftiMi to then. This is possible when available 
inoomes are vts^ d wisoly. 
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txi a general and vocational aducatlon 
•hould 1»« iiiq;>art«d to workers to maka them aware of their 
duties and rights to h^ld their stature* in order to associate 
with the varied activities of trade unions* they should also be 
given understanding Of the existing socio»politico-economic 
stresses and strains on -t^ e industry in particular and the 
coiintry in general. 
PARTo II 
ECOHOMIC RATIOMALB OF WORKERS* BDUCATIOH 
Developing nations like that of India who aspire 
for quick industrialisation cannot neglect education for its 
industrial labour* Education is quite in^ortant* necessary and 
can be used as a catalyst for speeding-up the pace of industrial 
growth. Jt ii a recognised fact that manpower development is 
part and parcel of any sound economic policy directed towards 
rapid industrialisation. Manpower development* therefore* finds 
priority in the planning blue*prints of any country who wish 
to bring about economic* social and cultural developments, 
lesiffs a nuiid»*r of ii^ut factors* the manpower resource is 
supposed to be a sound investment and most sensitive factor used 
for pfoduotion pi»pos«s* tioxicejrs' edueatioii and lai^r are 
insei^ nrabl* with one anotlier if looked from productivity point 
oi vi«w in m industry* Bvwloped countries of the world %Aio 
are fully airadr* that the oouatri** of the third world have 
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ii«ith«jr prop«r facilities nor they have made adequate efforts 
to provide education to workers• The main reason for this 
apathy was the enqi^ loyers' Yiew that regarded workers' education 
as a superfluous scheme. They regarded it to be costly and 
out of their economic reach. The other private and social 
institutions could not evaluate in^ortance of these schemes 
as yet. m our cotintry, too, industrialisation is one of the 
mainstays of economic planning. Bconomic development through 
industrialisation is possible when workers are made to understand 
the difficulties of their socio-economic stirroundings. Workers* 
education can be used as a pointer to make them learn the 
socio-econanic back-drop* The educational schemes may help 
workers underst^d thiir rights and dutijes as members^ as leaders 
as * 
of their unions and, also/fellow countrymen* 
Vor maintaining healthy industrial relations to 
increase the productivity of vrarkers# money wages were regarded 
sufficient and the cmly alternative in the past* The current 
knowledge and researches coBducted in the and the ir.S.A. 
etc. have proved beyond dotibt that workers* education schemes 
have givm rive to industrial peace and have wneothened the path 
for industriel progress. Wor a country which is trying hard 
to mdMLi^ vm soeialistie pattern at society through democratic 
means, there is greater n«ed of motivation and full sxqpport 
to workers for the enlargenwit and stabilisation of trade 
unions. Sturdy trede unionism, having full freedom and 
respMSibility can make the workers conscious about better life 
M M 
throu^ education for tli« achievement o£ their ultimate 
ains and objects* 
worlcere* education is considered in India by enqpioyers 
as an unprofitable liability rather than a beneficial input in 
the human capital. In the good old days, on account of 
illiteracy, the privileges and rights of workers were denied 
to them and. Instead, the workers were treated as a conamodity 
in the industry. Sven now, the workers* education has not 
received prqper place in Industry by employers. Trade \mions 
also do not tmdertake the task of inqplementing such schemes* 
The educational institutions like tmiversities and colleges 
and social organisations seem to be indifferent in this regard* 
This not only has retrogressed education among workers but also 
put labour and management to a siizeable loss and precipitated 
in higher absenteeism and low productivity* For the sake of 
entering into a phase of industrial peace, harmony and economic 
affluMice, employers should use education as a tool for stream-
lining their Itfotoux' problems* Iducation can produce well behaved 
sturdy and diaeipliaed work-force and sound trade union leader-
ship* In short* it is isq^rative that workers* education can 
govern a number of in^ortant features such as discipline, 
absenteeimt, labour turnover, tardiness, strikes, trade tmionism 
wofkers* participati^«effieienoy & productivity and organisa-
tional behaviour etc* 
laaia*ff urgent need of the day is rapid and balanced 
• It 
•eonOMie dttvolopRMnt* which n«a«stfltates mor« produetion, 
m&rtt investiaafit and mor« «Mmpl03;iii«At» Beth labour and managaneat 
hav« to contrlbut« thair mita tewards this devalppraent and 
for this purpose it may be necessajry £or both of th<nn to lay 
some restraints on themselves* on wages and on profits* The 
changing nature of industrial and economic problems in an 
eai^ anding economy necessarily shifts labour's ens^ hasis from 
consunqption to production# from sijiis>le problems like wage-
increase and better working conditions to conqplex ones relating 
to distribution of national income» higher productivity* 
technological change, reduction in inequalities of income and 
more even distribution of economic power* Damands for the 
betterment of working and living conditions of wage-earners 
should be fitted into the econonic development of the whole 
nation and should not come in its way by causing financial and 
industrial unrest. Any increase in workers* share in consunqp-
tion tlirou^ higher wage demands* without corresponding increase 
in prodttotion* would only stimulate inflation and hamper economic 
growth* 
The national development of a country basically 
d^ends \ipon more production of goods and services* from the 
national point of view mxxe^  production would generate a healthy 
cycle of more income* more investment* more enqployment* and 
more production* Zf jiore inccm« is equitably distributed, the 
worker* would be better ef£« with more purchasing power* better 
atitriti.oii« note efiieieiiey production* The Flans have 
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fttilly th« Inportaiice of Ittoowe In eooitomlc development, 
for extMpIe^ the Tiret rive Year Wlm states • 
"The worker ie the principle instrument in the 
fulfilment of the targets of the Plan and in the 
achievement of economic progress generally* His 
eo*operation will be an essential factor in 
creating an economic organisation in the country 
which will best subserrra the need of social 
justice*" 
Hence« the Plans assure to workers certain rights 
like minirotim wages* social security* training facilities* 
avenues of education* housing etc* At the same time* they 
expect the wokkers to fulfil certain responsibilities such as 
maintenance of industrial peace* labour<^anagement co«>operation 
and higher production<, Trade unions* as workers' representative 
organisations* often face a dilotana; whether to restrict thesn-
selves to workers' interest or as social organisations strive 
for the nation's interests* However* the contributions that 
can be made through workers* education and training programmes 
are worth appreciating* Workers* education can ensure higher 
productivity* oo<»operation with managentent and industrial peace 
to a considerable extent* 
There is no doubt that India has made substantial 
progress during the Plans* At any rate* India's preplans are 
so large* vast and cosipleie that they defy an easy and quick 
solution* As we have considered earlier* many of our problems 
are due to the very nature of the under-developnvent of our 
economy* The poverty of the pecq^ le* the low level of technology* 
St » 
•Hie defioi«ttey of wmml eapitftl gm&owtc^B, the diveyiilti«» 
in l«nguag«» and r^lgioAi* th« illiteracy and eoniervatlve 
attltuda of oitr people^ all tliasa have been affecting the 
nation's progress, therefore^ hard work and discipline throu^i 
education are necessary to iolve our problems. We have to 
enlist the pe<^le*8 participation more intensely; we have to 
reduce our population growthi we have to make herculian efforts 
to face the problem of uncai^l^^ent and we have to wage a 
relentless war on poverty. Let us h^e that with the passage 
of tiiMt and with the execution of more and more Plans, we shall 
overccaae all our difficulties and solve our problems successfull 
olie Five Year Plans have assigned specific responsi-
bilities to workers and their organisations. The First Plan 
made a speciftl appeal to trade unions to treat the plan period 
as a period of national emergency and not to do anything which 
could ingpede production, m particular they were requested to 
strive fOTf proMoticm of healthy emiaation among workers for 
b«t%er prodaeti<M&i maintenance of industrial peace and avoidance 
of intenrn^tion of wogfkr speeding-up and iflqe>roving production; 
otttlitting a wmgm policy based on requirements of economic 
d«v«ldpiitenti association and consultation in productive efforts 
and in economics in the costs of producticmiorganisation of 
eo*o|^rative societies and other welfare and cultxural activities 
and the devel^ piKent of collective bargaining at vari<ms levels* 
The Second 91an pleaded f«ar strengthening the trade imions# 
maintenance of industrial peace^ increased association of labour 
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In iaanag«Bnent and discipline in industry. The Third Flan 
canui out with the concept of Indus triad deixudcracy. It is in 
the interests of trade unions themselves to establish and 
maintain in India the industrial democracy envisaged in the 
Third Plan, because it would enable worlcers in industry to have 
a voice in planning and ingpl^ nenting a sound labour policy, 
aimed at the betterment of working and living conditions of 
labour. On the other hand, industrial democracy can prosper 
only in an atmosphere of free, strong and responsible trade 
unionism. The responsible trade unionism aware of industrial 
problans can be developed throu^ the iraplenentation of education 
and training programmes among industrial worlcers of the country. 
The fflnphasis is required to be made on education that is not 
a formal one rather it deals with the day-to*>day problems and 
predicament of Indian industry. 
Industrial workers, their unions and other organisa-
tions have, thus, a vital role to play in the economic 
development of the country. Bnphasis should now shift to the 
common interests of both the parties (employee and eii5>loyer) 
and this can be achieved with increasing labour participation 
In measures for economic developnent of the nation. These 
measures include higher productivity, better labour-management 
co-operation, reduction in costs of production, elimination of 
waste, less accidents, less «d»senteeism and more turnover, better 
training, simple opportunities for education and more effective 
s«qE»ervisi<»i* 
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With a patriotic* ttduoated and wall trained and 
disciplined labour forca in their meaiberahip, the trade 
unions can affectively participate in econcanic develqpment 
for the promotion of the industry, the well-being of the 
c<»!iiaunity« the success of the Plans and the prosperity of the 
nation* ifforltera* education is a sine-qua-non for economic 
progress of a country. Lack of education among workers is 
an inq;>ediment in the economic develc^ent and lowers the morale 
of its workers • Education plays key role in the skill 
forraaticm of workers that is quite in^ortant from the point of 
econcxnic sagacity, for countries of the third world, education 
is particularly in^ortant where Illiteracy of workers is 
hinderance in the planning and industrialisation. Education 
not only enlightens workers about immense possibilities of 
success but also affects their movement Stoai one place to 
another. Thus, it enhances the level of productive efficiency 
among workers. 
The dirth of the workers having cptimum education, skil 
and understanding can not be fulfilled just by recriiiting 
workers from outside, zn a developing country with the help 
of workers recruited from outside, the process of industriali-
sation cannot be coiqpleted unless skilled work-force is 
available within the country. Workers' education, therefore, 
is inevitable for economic advancement. An adequate workers* 
education programme may be of great help as a device for 
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•Assuring ^ oifkmxa* loyalty and dadication to their respective 
unlotts whara thay work and aaplra for proaparity. it la a 
matter of conmon knowledge that bulk of the workers of poor 
countries hails from villages and do not know the working 
methods and way of modem industrial culture. This is responsi-
ble for increased labour tum-ovar« absenteeism and indisciplina 
etc* Workers regard that education cres^ tas sound culture 
to ccpe«up with the new ways of life and also keep th@n in 
touch with the industrial progress* This restores, among 
workers# a feeling of faithfulness towards their Jobs and 
industry* However# it cannot be in5>lied that the workers* 
education sch€snes are not needed among affluent coimtries of 
the world* The fundamental aim of workers* education is to 
vitalise the base of knowledge, to groom workers as good natives 
and also make them useful trade unS:on members* These progra-
mmes also aim to evolve technical skill and increase the sense 
of belonging among workers to fulfil the dreenis of economic 
mancipation* l^ raeisaly, workers* education sbhmes may turn 
out to ba a sourea of skill formation among workers. These 
•ehames can produce ideal class of wtkers fully conscious 
of t^air duties and resp<maibilitias to usher the country in 
an era of advanced industrialisation. This is possible when 
these schemes are imbibed in the true sense of letter and 
spirit. 
Thus, we may say that workers* education is a blessing 
in disguise for industrialisation* This device improves 
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production and prot«ct» industrial labour firom losses and 
atrocities of employttrs, Sound and enli^itensd trade 
unionism can anerge as a product of education* These unions 
not only can protect interests of their members but also be 
instrumental in safeguarding the industrial as well as economic 
interests of the coxmtry* Educated industrial laboiucers are 
expected to iii5>rove their happiness by switching over to a 
better way of living* Education may not only prove good for 
their happiness but also help creating conditions of harmony 
and peace at industrial centres in the country, 
PART ^ 111 
SOCIAL RATIOHALB OP WORKERS* EDUCATION 
The effects of workers* literacy prograamee result 
in industrial peace, responsible trade unionism and increase 
production cm the ona hand« and, assure social justicfk, freedom 
of thought and activate the planned development of the couutitry 
on the other, iuch literacy schmes raise the status of workers 
specially belonging to lower incoise brackets in the comnunity 
life, fhrouffh education, the living conditions of workers are 
altered for better. The changed conditions develop in them 
a sense of adaptability for the fast modifying social values, 
customs and traditions. These schmies iiiqs>rove the personalities 
of workars to make th«m responsible fellow countrymen who would 
leadv a life with dignity, r^spmot and confidence. 
• 20 
As p«r Article 41 of the Indian Constitution stress 
has been given on the literacy for large n\]iift>«r of peeqple* 
The Oovemiaent is si^posed to provide education to every 
individual within the reach of its economic capacity* Zn the 
iight of the Constitution of Xndia# the necessity for the 
literacy of Indian worker becomes all the more iit^ erative* 
Through the literacy schemes, workers devel<^ understanding 
of economic and social prbbl^ Kis confronting the national econcNmy 
For healthy democracy, social Justice is a must, and, the thrill 
of it should reach the down-trodden in the shape of economic 
and social benefits. This can be achieved when proper education 
is made available to industrial workers* However, the main 
aim of this literacy exercise, envisaged for workers, is to 
give than a good life, a better citizenship, more respect and 
confidence and a raised status in the society* The disparity 
of haves and have-nots in the social, economic and political 
matters should no more tocist in a country like India which is 
wedded to the policy of d«nocratic socialism, for bridging 
the gulf of this nature and also to check discrimination and 
ejq^ loitatimt, wocken* education schemes woiild have to be mde 
popular among industrial labour to make them part and parcel 
of the productive venture and the planning in the country. 
The effectiveness of workers* participation in management, 
collective bargaining, work councils and Joint»manag^ent 
councils, depends upon the level of literacy among workers* 
All this can be used for smo4ith«ning a way for industrial peace 
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on Which d^ends sustained develc^ent to a sizeabla extent. 
The 20-Point Sconccnic Programme asstires labour, 
a number of welfare measures and at the same time esq^ ects 
from them a crucial role to play in the economic and social 
development of the coxintry* The programme promises conqplete 
elimination of bonded labour^ necessary changes in the 
legislation for minimum wages and an amendment to the 
Apprenticeship Act to provide more facilities to the educated 
workers. The programme esgpects full co*pperation frc»n labour 
in the maintenance of Industrial peace and effective paxrticipa-
tion in programmes to increase production and productivity. 
The programme danands that labour must display a very hi#i 
sense of patriotism, harmony and peace, discipline, dedication 
and hard woric in making India, socially and economically, a 
fully developed nation. 
In the last analysis it can be of value that the 
literacy among workers can be st^ported on social reasons as 
it gives equal status to wozkers vis-a-vis other mnployees and 
eitltivate them for beco^ng conscious citizens and responsible 
members of society. The trade unions and industrialists^ 
however, owe a greater responsibility for providing education 
to workers. 
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C<»ISLtfSIOMt 
Both In developing and developed coxintriaB the main 
objective of woxicers* education progrannnes is to develop 
consciousness for social and economic develpptnent of the 
masses. With the help of such programmes^ the workers develqp 
in them a sense of participation and* thu8# are instrumental 
in raising psroduotivity and standard of dlscipXine by 
observing rules and regtilatlons* The malaise of ebse«teeis9i« 
tardiness, labour turnover, tmrest, agitaticms and strikes 
can be controlled siaeably through proper education policies 
and their in^lementation on industrial workers* The hidden 
and latent qualities and con5)etence of workers can be brought 
to the surface to be utilised effectively for nation'-building 
programme. Good leadership among workers can be evolved and 
outside leadership among workers* xmions and organisations 
can easily be castaway. Workers* organisations can also be 
protected from any vested or political interests through 
educatioB* The socially and economically esqikloited industrial 
labour can hope to have social justice, status in society and 
dignity in life by means of education. 
The target of achieving literacy among industrial 
l ^ u r in India depends on a variety of factors like curriculum 
of education, managerial behaviour, quality and efficiency of 
workers, which differ frcm unit to unit and person to person. 
Thus, before analysing various educational programmes for 
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workorst it is ii®ces«ary to examine the chief feature of 
the organlaatlon and raanageiaent of the Central Board for 
Workers* Education tcmm) as a backgroimd study to explore 
poaalMllties for workers* education in India, This 
constitutes the subject matter of Chapter XI, 
V 
C H A P T E R - ^ 
HISTORY AND OROANISATIOS 
OF THE 
CENTRAII BOARD FOR WORKERS* EDUCATXOH 
. 39 -
IHTRODPCTIOWt 
from the begining of the Gandhian eta, adult and 
social education have caught the attention of leaders 
in India* Various social welfare agencies and eo^loyers 
with pragsiatic approach who were keen to uplift workers« 
had shown sincerity in the sphere of workers* education. 
Government too, undertook a central progranoie for workers' 
education for coal field workers during the period of World 
War II. However, the question of workers* education gathered 
significance only after the Ind^endence of the country, 
m order to industrialise the country* India started a big 
national development prograimne. The realisation came soon that« 
the econcmic developnent is not free of social limitations and 
the worker has an in^ortant part to play in it. If the meaning 
of econonic development is that the national output should be 
greater, then attention imist be on the develossaent of the 
labour force in the country. Vor this purpose, education can 
be used as a tool to develop manpower resource* As the material 
resources of a country are limited and, by themselves are 
incapable of having larger output then the input, it is mainly 
manpower that is capable of growth and devel<^ment» Besides, 
it is necessary for the growth of a developing coxmtry that the 
labour be indeed to leaxn and participate effectively in the 
affairs of the economy, The participation of labour in mdia 
in the economic affairs has received serious inqpediments on 
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account of their lllit«jracy, backwardness and the migratory 
character* Since the use^^ness of a workeri^ .' participation 
is ccaamonly determined lay the strength of the organisation 
through which they «erve« it Is inevitable Ib'r trade unions 
to strengthen themselves and assume the responsibility to 
play their role in the develc^ental affairs of the country. 
Trade unions ought to work with dedication to evolve trays and 
means to discipline their members to become better workers, 
useful union members and fo«d citizens. They should make 
workers realise their genuine rights and full responsibilities 
as members of their organisation. Through the process of 
education these unions can inculcate among workers a rational 
approach^ constructive thinking and self-confidence to shoulder 
the greater responsibility of transforming che economic scene 
in the country, 
HISTORY or WORKERS* EDUCATION IN IHDIAi 
As con^ared to European countries, India witnessed 
mechanical rervolution voily in the mid-nineteenth century 
leading into an era of establishing industries on modem lines. 
This followed the begining of the labour movonent. In the 
second half of the 19th century the predicament of workers 
had been hard hit as the attitude of the British Government 
towards the Indian workers was not proper, ilo care was taken 
to insert education to workers who were serving in various 
industrial establishments* Indian workers were ignored and 
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unaware of th« effectiveness of trade unions owing to 
their illiteracy, tlie question to educate Indian worker 
therefore did not emerge for quite soraetlme. In 1877, the 
Victoria Jubilee Technical institute came into being and 
that marked the begining to in^art courses of instruction 
to the niill^ workers, Wiis technical institute of training 
could not survive for long on account of the languid interest 
taken by enployers and the then Government* m Calcutta, in 
the year 1878, working Hen's Mission was instituted to impart 
instructions to workmen as a ni^t school* Afterwards, 
*Bara Hagar* Institute* for Jute workers was established in 
the nearby areas* An adult education programme for workers 
in the slums of the C^cutta was organised in the year 1905. 
However, all such atten^ts to educate workers resulted in a 
fiasco. 
m 1931, *The Royal Ooiranission on Xiabour* realised 
the significance of the workers* education in India. After 
about 27 years of the Royal Commission's R^ort, a true 
recognition for workers* education was felt in India and , 
sincere efforts were made to give workers* education its proper 
place in the country. On account of depression (1929*33), 
world War II (1939*45) and apathy of British Oovemment, the 
labour Movement in India could not receive its due share by 
way of workers* education. Xr 1947, the division of the 
sub*continent of India, put the question of education in 
doldrums. Ho tpee^^ education work was possible immediately 
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after as the Oovanment was faced with the 
urgent problesis of re«>orgaiii8atioii« consolidation and 
redefining the industrial policy in the country, with the 
begining of the planning era (1951 the Government could 
thiAk of in this direction. 
"The Ctovemment constituted in 1957, a study 
team ccmqprising eight eacperts including four 
invited from abroad. The team toured around 
the cotmtry, held discussions with several 
officers of the Oovemment« estq^ loyers* associa-
tions and workers* ozrganisations and educational-
ists« and svOamitted its report to the Government, 
The team recononended that a tripartite autonomous 
board be set up and charged with the responsibility 
of running a three-tier scheme of workers'education. 
The recommendations of the teaa were considered 
by the Indian Ziabour Conference at its 15t^ Session 
held at Hew Delhi in 1957, and approved." * 
The first major and concerted effort was made by the 
Oovemment in Siqptoaaber, 1958, when a semi-autonoototiv board 
(Central Board for Workers* Education « CBWE} was established 
at Ragptir to in^l^ent three-stage education programme on an 
all laAXsk basis. 
BIRTH OF THE CSHTRAL BQARg FOR WORKERS* EDtJCATIOWt 
The mdian Labour Conference in its 15th Session 
held in 1957, recommended for the establishment of a Central 
Board for Workers* Education, with the intention to provide 
instructions, to understand the purpose, functions St adminis-
tration of Trade UnfoAs and the conduct of union-management 
1. Vaidt K.K., *8tate and Labour in India*, New Delhi, 
19«5, p. 253. 
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rttlations* Consequently, in SeptenAier 1958, the Central 
Board for Workers* Education (CSWS) was established and the 
objectives of the Board have since been enlarged 8izeably« 
The Board^ was constituted and registered as a tripartite 
body under the Societies Registration Act, i860. The Board 
was coit^ rised of fifteen personal five each coming from the 
Government and t^e national federations of trade unions* 
three and tvro representing employers and academicians respecti-
vely* The whole Union of India has been branched off into 
various regions, each region having a tripartite local committee 
to look after the educational work. At Nagpur, under the charge 
of a Director, the headquarters of the B«s>ard was located where 
a nxjmber of specialists helped the Director to carry out 
educational programmes# Likewise, every region is headed by a 
Regional Director and adequate number of Education Officers 
assist the Regional Directors in their day to day affairs• The 
workers* educational prograronea are mainly sponsored by the 
(Jovemraent of India and, the trade unions and educational 
institutions are t^e agencies to persue the very camse of 
•ducation in ^ e forward direction. The CBWE has been entrus-
ted with the task of executing the scheme of the workers* 
education. The Board makes the plans and policies of the entire 
scheme and allocates funds at its disposal. For the proper 
1. Henceforth, the ^ antral Board for Workers* Education<CBWS} 
shall be referred as a Society (Registered imder the Societies 
Registration Act,1860) as mentioned in the text. 
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running of such plant and policies^ the Oovemment provides 
sufficient funds to the CBVIS, 
AIMS AMD OBJECTIVESt 
The Central Board for workers' education was established 
with the alms and objectives as given belowi 
X To execute and lni|>lement the recommendations laid 
down in the Report on Workers* Education endorsed by 
the Indian Labour Conference at its meeting held on 
11th and 12th July, 1957, the main objectives are as 
tinder I 
(a) To formulate policy for workers* education* 
(b) To co-ordinate, to allocate funds, to manage ana 
inspect the prograiones of educatlcm. 
(cj To provide and make ajnrangeiaents for material 
aids for educational purposes. 
(d) To determine programmes and lay standards for such 
programmes and teachers* 
(e) To help establish effective educational departments 
within the trade unions and feMrations throughout 
the country* 
(f) To catalyse and strengthen the development of 
workers* education* 
II. To energize and smoothen the establishment of State 
and/or Regional/ Z«ocal Boards on the pattern of the 
Oentral Board* 
XZX To arrange sets of programmes in existing Educational 
institutions* at local level, community centres,places 
of eic^ loyment or at Ziabotir Colleges and Schools that 
may be established to provide instructions in the 
following areas I 
(a) trade union consciousness; 
(b) the pusposes, functions and adminifiltration of 
trade unionsi 
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(c) the c^duet of unionnnanag^ent relations and 
Icnowledgo of tha Industryt 
(d) the develppnent of a mature individual and hia 
role as a citisenj and 
(e) the obflervance of Code of Discipline as ratified 
in the Sixteenth session of the Indian Labour 
Conference h«2d at Kainitai on i9th and 20th 
of MaytidSe. 
IV To arrange for the provision of training of teachers 
and prograiimie»adraini8tratAr8 for full time and 
part-timo assignments, 
V To arrange for the pr^aration in the required 
languages* relevant, materials consisting oft 
(a) pan^hletSf books and charts 
(b) teaching^ raanuals and guides* and 
(c) audio-visual aids, 
VZ To arrange for the purchase* take on lease or 
otherwise acquire any land* building* or other 
property* movable or immovable situated any where 
in India* which is inevitable for carrying out the 
functions of the Society. 
VIX To arrange for the investment of funds or itwneys 
entrusted to the Society in such a manner as may, from 
time to time, be determined by it, 
VI It Wor ^ e pttiposes of the Society to draw, accept, 
mallet endorstt* discount and deposit Government of 
India and other promissory notes, bills of exchange, 
chequM» or other negotiable instrtsnents* 
IX To ioxwulate rules and regulations for the delibe-
rations of iMetings and affairs of the Society and to 
propose and amend them from time to time, 
X To rationalise and control the e^^nditure and to 
administer the Acoomts of the Society, 
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XZ TO ftxxange £or the sale« «xchange# lease or otherwise 
dlspose*off full or any part of the properties of the 
Society^  movable ox lRniovable« on such terms and 
conditions as It may deem fil: without prejudicing 
the interest and activities of the Society. 
XII To arrange for raising and borrowing money on bonds, 
mortgages, promlsory notes or other obligations or 
securities founded or based upon all or any of the 
properties and assets of the Society or without any 
oecurltles and upon such terms and conditions as it 
may deem f i t and to pay, out of the funds of the 
Society, all expenses of and Incidental to the raising 
of moneyr and to repay and redeem any money borrowed. 
XIII To arrange for making such rules and by-laws as it may, 
from time to time, consider to be necessary for 
regulating the management of affilrs of the Society, 
XIV To do all other actsJ and things as the Society may 
consider necessary, eonducive or Incidental to the 
attainment or enlargement of the aforesaid aims and 
objectives, or any one of th«n« 
AIMS & OB^CriVlS Of THE CBMTRAL BOARD FOR WORKERS* 
BPUCATIO|l»—» KgVlililPi 
On the suggestl^s of the Workers* Education Review 
Committee, the aims and objectives of the Central Board for 
Workers* Education have been reeasted which are as undert 
"(1) to equip all sections of workers, including rural 
workers, for their intelligent participation in social 
and econotalc davolopmont of the nation in accordance 
with its declared objectives! 
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(11) to develop among workers a greater understanding 
of the problems of their social and economic 
environment* their responsibilities towards 
family members, and their rights and obligations 
as oltizenSf as workers In Industry and as 
moRbers and officials of their trade unions; 
(111) to develop leadership fresn among the rank and 
file of workers themselvesf 
Civ) to develop strong* united and more responsible 
trade tinlons through more enlightened members 
and better trained officials; 
(v) to strengthen d®nocratic processes and traditions 
in the trade union movonent, and 
(vl) to enable trade unions themselves to take over 
ultimately the functions of worlrers* education."^ 
ORGANISAJIOHAL STRUCTXIRE OF THE BOARD» 
Basically the Board Is a tripartite body. It Is 
cat^rlsed of the Government* ScE^ loyers and Trade Unions* 
But a fourth constituent (I.e. Educational Institutions) 
Is also represented In the Board and therefore* there are 
four dimensions of the representatives In the coinposltlon 
of the Board. In all the Board is conqprlsed of fifteen 
mwERbers Including the Chairman* 
1. 20th Annual Report* camt* Nagpur* 1978-79* p.5
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The Government nominates three nwnbers from the 
Central Government quota and three from the quota of State 
Govemmenta* Two members one each from ministries of laboxir 
and education are nominated in the central government quota* 
The third momber is the Oiairman of the Board who is usually 
the Additional Secretary in the Ministry of Labour, in the 
Central Government* Three members are nominated by State 
Governments who are rotated after er\mry two years by other 
state government representatives. 
Three monbers one each from All India Organisation of 
Industrial Bn^loyers (AXOZS)« Sn^loyers* Federation(BF) and 
All Zndia Manufacturers* Organisation <AXMO) represent 
employers in the Board. Educational institutions are representee 
by two moribers one from the Universities Grants Commission 
(UGC) and the other frm Indian Adult Education Association 
(IAEA) respectively* 
So far as the number of members is concerned, trade 
unions are next to the Government in the Board* Four members 
represent trade unims in the Board, one each from All £adia 
Trade imion Congress (AITVC) and Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HHS) 
and two from Indian National Trade imion Congress i HFTUC) * 
Apart from the fifteen member composition as given 
above, there is one director of the board who is the ex^officio 
secretary of the Central Board for Workers* Education* 
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TERMS OP OFFICB FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD t 
The terms for the raenibers o£ the board are as 
follows! 
1 The period for holding the offices of the CSialrmaii 
and the Director of the Board Is fixed by the Government of 
India, 
2 The period for holding office by a co-opted member 
shall ordinarly be for one year from the date of co-option# 
The co-opted manber shall have an entitlement for re-co-option 
on the Soclety« 
3 Whenever^ any member Joins the Society by vittue of 
any position held by him, his membership shall continue till 
he holds that office. In the event he ceases to hold that 
office^ his membership from the Society shall terminate and 
his sttccttssor to that position will succeed him as a member 
of the Society, 
4 Any organisation or institution enqpowered to nominate 
any representative on the Society shall also have powers to 
change the representative from time to time, Zn the event, 
any member desirous of resignation from the membership of the 
society shall do so by writing a letter to the Chairman, But 
his resignation will c<Mno into force when accepted by the 
Chairman, 
5, The meiabership of the Society shall cease to a 
- so * 
flimdt>er If he dies* resigns* becoaes insolvent or is 
convicted of a criminal offence or if he fails to attend 
two consecutive meetings of the Society without taking leave 
of absence frcm the Chaiman* 
6 If on account of any of the reasons mentioned in 
para 5 above, any vacancy in the membership of the Society 
is caused, shall be filled vp Tcfy ncroiaation by the concerned 
institution ©t^owered to make such nomination. 
Before we discuss the obligations and privileges 
of the Chairman of the Board, it will be in the fitness of 
things to mention a few intportant aspecto which are associated 
with the Chairman of the Board, 
Firstly* the CS^ airman will not be the ^ itqployee of 
the Society* Secondly* the Ghairman will be liable for any 
loss to the Society on account of hia negligence. Thirdly* 
the Chairman will not be liable personally for any contract 
or assurance made on the Society and in such circumstances of 
contract and assurances all liabilities shall be discharged 
fr<Mtt the funds at the disposal of the Society, And, fourthly, 
the Chairman may be sued on behalf of the Society. 
01LIQATI0W8 Oy THB CHAIRMAIH 
following obligations entail the Chairman of the 
iocietyf 
<a) The annual general meeting of the Society is to be 
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called by the CJiairman, He ia also entitled to call an 
extra ordinary general meeting of the Society on the 
requisition of some members and a notice to this effect 
is to be given to members at least fourteen days before 
convening such a meeting. The time and place of the meeting 
is to be mentioned in the notice. The notices of the meetings 
of the governing body will be issued by the director, whereas, 
the meetings will be conducted by the Chairman by virtue of 
being the President of the Governing Board* The notice for 
the meeting of the governing body shoiild mention the date, 
time and place of the meeting* This notice should be served 
at least seven days before the date of the meeting and shall 
be served on mendsers either by post or personally. 
(b) It will be the obligation of the Chainnan to supply 
the copies of the deliberations of such meetings to the 
Ministry of Labour and Employment. 
(c) The Chairman will advise the Director for the 
inq^ lenentation of the policy adopted at such meetings as 
and when necessary* 
<d) All the BMietings should be presided over by the 
Chairman, 
(e) The responsibility for the determination of plana 
and policies of the Society and also their effective 
implementation will rest with the Chainaan« 
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<f) Xn order to ass«88 the worlcln? of the 8cheme«,the 
ChaixmaB Xa st^posed to nake tuzpriae visits with a view 
to ini^ecting the regional centres and, the classes at the 
unit level, 
(g) In the name of the Society the Chaixman^if he 
thinks it necessary* may sue other parties in the coxirt 
of law. 
PRIVII.EgE3 OP THE CHAIRMAHl 
The CShairman enjoys the following privileges 5 
(a) The Chairman is entitled to attend all meetings 
and shall be the President of the governing board of the 
Society, For any sxiitable piirpose, powers are vested in 
him to conduct meetings of the governing board and also 
extra-ordinary general meetings. He can allow also any one, 
to attend meetings of the Society with no voting rights, 
(b) At the meetings of the governing body the Chairman 
has a rifi^ t to vote* Zf on any issue the opinion is equally 
divided he has the pow«Hr of a casting vote, 
(c) The director is entitled to withdraw the funds from 
the Accounts of the Society through cheques tmder his signature. 
But the power of withdrawing the funds from Society's Account 
can be delegated to any other officer by the Chairman, The 
funds can be re-appropriated from one unit to another if the 
total cost granted to each scflxeme does not exceed. The 
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Chairman is also authorised to grant amount not exceeding 
rupees ttro thousand each for contingency and miscellaneous 
esi^ enditujse* 
(d) Any official of the Society other than the director* 
can be authorised by the Chairman to execute contracts on 
behalf of the governing body. 
(e) m connection with the appointment of the director 
of the board, the Chairman has a right to be consulted for, 
(f) The Oiairman has a right to accept or postpone the 
acc^tance of resignation of any member as the circumstances 
dttnand* 
THS DIRECTOR OP THE BOARDt 
As said earlier* the ^ pointment of the Director 
is made by the Qovemment of India after consulting the Chairman 
of the Board in this regard* The Director is sijpposed to 
fimction as the chief executive officer of the Board as per 
rules» orders and by-laws from time to time. His appointment 
is made as a special raeoiber of the Board and he is considered 
as an ese^ officio secretary of the board. 
OBMOATICNS OF THE DIRECTOR t 
The obligations of the director are as underi 
(a) Under the guidance of the Chairman* the director is 
obliged to aaoiinister the affairs of the board from xmit level 
to t^e top. 
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(b) Aa per rules, orders and by-iaws of the Society, 
he will assign work and duties to all officials and staff 
of the board, and will also be re^onsible for supervision 
and discipline in the board* 
(c> The issuance of the notices for the meetings to 
all the members, maintenance of the minutes of meetings, and, 
approval of the minutes by the C3iairman, will be the 
responsibility of the director. 
(d) The director is obliged to in^ lenKsnt the decisions 
taHen at a certain meeting and is supposed to inform the 
Government of India regarding such decisions, 
(e) The director is obliged to frame an annual budget 
before ISth September ^ very year and after the approval of 
this budget by the Board, he is supposed tH send it to the 
Government of Xndia for final approval* 
(f) He is obliged to send a copy of Auditor^ report to 
the Ninistzy of Labour and aiqployment after getting the 
accounts duly audite^, and a copy of the Balance Sheet 
properly examined Toy the person authorised by the Comptroller 
and Auditor General of Xndia to do so. 
(g) The director will issue necessary instructions to 
the 'Regional Directors* frem time to time and also have 
the responsibility to elear the aceoxmts of the Regional 
Directorates. He will also inspect the working of varioxis 
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regional centres and units attached to such centres by 
personally miilclng visits at prqper intervals* 
(h) The director is obliged to enter into a contract 
on behalf o£ the Board valuing tiq^to nqpees five thousand. 
If the amount of a contract exceeds rupees five thousand, 
it will be referred by him to the Ministry of Law and 
Justice for legal opinion. 
(i) The director is supposed to contact various trade 
unions* employers' organisations and other agencies for 
waking proper arrangements for the training courses of 
education officers, 
PRIVIIIEGES OF THE DIRECTOR t 
As in case of the Chairman* the director of the 
Board also enjoys certain privileges as given belows 
(a) Being the chief executive officer of the Society, the 
director is authorised to atLend the meetings of the Society. 
He can also attend meeting of the governing board by virtue 
of being the Secretary, 
<b) The director is authorised to apportion all allocated 
funds that are sanctioned for various schemes in the manner 
he li)c«s* 
Cc) He can sanction rupees two h\indred each for the 
expenditure on contingency and miscellaneous heads, but, 
with the ai^roval of the Qiairman, he Is authorised to sanction 
• S6 . 
rupees five hundred for the esqpenditure of the same. 
(d) The Society's funds are maintained in an accotint 
in the State Bank of India and withdrawals can be made 
through checpies duly signed by the director. 
(e) The official seal of the board will be in the custody 
of the director who shall be authorised to affix the seal 
and Jmt his signature on every instrvmen'fe that he makes. 
<f) On behalf of the board, the director is authorised 
to execute all the contracts, 
MEMBERS Qg THE CEICTRAL BOARD FOR WORKERS* EDUCATIONt 
As mentioned earlier there are fifteen meinbers in all, 
that constitute the board. It has already been discussed 
in the foregoing paragraphs that what obligations and privi-
leges the Chairman and the director/secretary enjoy/owe to 
the Society. As regard the privileges and obligations of the 
remaining thirteen members, the Rules of the board do not 
speoJc any details. Thmmm members are entitled to avail of all 
the privileges and are siddject to the obligations that 
ordinarily vntail sucSi nerabership. 
THE BOAR» OF OOVKRIiam 
The board of governors is the governing body of 
the society to earry oat the managerial and control functions 
of the Omtral Board for Workers* Iducation. This board is 
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empowermd also to carry out administrative functions on 
behalf of the Society* It comes under the jurisdiction of 
the CBWB at Nagpur (The Headquarters of the CBWS}, 
STRUCTimE OP THE BOARD OF GOVERWORSt 
The board of governors is comprised of a President, 
two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and six to ten members. 
The President of the board of governors will not 
be any person except the Chairman of the Society. Two 
Vice-Presidents shall be elected annually from amongst the 
members one each belonging to the en^loyers and the labour 
respectively. The director of the CBWS shall function as the 
secretary of the board of governors. At least siK and at most 
ten members shall bo elected by the Society from amongst 
its members annually, representing labour, Government and 
employers in equal propertion. The discretion to choose any 
number to elect as members is vested with the Society and the 
Society is authorised to elect any number of members between 
six to ten from time to time, as the case may be. 
POWBRS OP THE BOARD OF GOyERHORSt 
Vollowing are the Powers of tlte Board t 
(a) The board of governors is authorised to exercise 
all powers of the Society, it will manage all affairs and. 
funds of the Society. 
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(b) In order to pr^are and sanction budget estimates* 
to sanction ea5>enditure, to invest funds of the Society, 
to sale or make any alteration of such investment and for 
any other necessary purpose, the Board shall be authorised 
to make by-laws in regard to such matters on the concurrence 
of the Gkjvemraent. 
(c) through resolution, the board Is authorised to appoint 
•ub-Conaaittees for any purpose x/ith suitable powers as it deans 
proper. Any person considered suitable may be co-opted to the 
sub-committees by the board and these co-opted persons can 
attend the meetings of the Society if the board likes them to 
attend the meetings. 
(d) For the discharge of any of its business as the bbard 
may thihk proper, the board throu^ a resolution is authorised 
to delegate its powers either to a sub-committee or to the 
Chairman with a condition that the resolutions adopted by 
siab-coRimitttte/Chaizman shall have to be placed for confirmation 
at the nejct meeting of the board* 
(e) The board is obliged to keep and maintain accounts in 
a proper manner as prescribed by the Comptroller of Accounts* 
For this purpose, it should maintain the necessary books oi 
accounts* Besides, an annual statement of accoimts is to b« 
prepared by the board in which specific mention may be made 
about the income and expenditure and that of the balance sheet* 
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(f) The inccme, expenditure, balance sheet and other 
records of accounts sulmitted by the board of governors are 
supposed to be duly audited by the Ocffli^ troller and Auditor 
General of India or by any other person authorised by Him 
in tiiis behalf. The person so authorised shall be having 
the rights to go through thu various clocumehts such as books 
of accounts, document and papers, vouchors etc. The 
governing board shall bear all the Bxponses incurred in 
connection with such an audit, 
(g) The board of governors after having the annual report 
duly passed in the annual general meeting of the Society 
shall submit a copy of the report for any financial year to 
the Government of India for information, 
(h) With the permission of the Government of India, the 
board is authorised to sanction grants upto rupees ten 
thousand provided the total funds at the disposal of the 
board are not exceeded. The board can vil-^o sanction the 
expenditure for the creation of a post, but, in any case not 
exceeding rvqpees five hundred per month, 
(i) The seal of the Society and the arrangement of its 
safe custo^ shall be made by the board to a person who shall 
be authorised to use the seal, 
(j) The board is entrusted with the task of maintaining 
the list of members showing their ranks, occupations and 
addresses so that all the communications may be made 
accordingly*^  
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THE CBWE AMP SW->gOMMrmBS I 
In ordar to decentxaliae decision-raoklng process, 
the board has formed advisory coramltteos at regional level. 
Such a cOTmittee Is constituted for a period of two years 
at every regional centre to reviev the progress to recaiunend 
measures and to seek and secure co-operation from onploirers 
and trade union organisations for the ii^lementation of the 
progranme of workers* education. The selection of candidates 
for admission to the worker-teacher coiirses; the evaluation 
of the worker-teacher trainees at the end of their training 
period; acquisition and approval of books for libraries at 
the regional and tmit levels and the appointment of 
siib-coimtiittees for the conduct of its business is also under-
taken by the Regional Advisory Committees. The annual 
report of the activities* alongwith proposals and programmes 
for the curr«Rt year within the budget allotted by the 
Centre* are presented by regional directors to regional 
advisory conmittees for approval. 
COMPOSmOW OF RSGIOKAL ADVISORY COMMITTlESi 
At every regional centre there is an advisory 
committee. The conqposition of the regional advisory caramittee 
is consisted of the following! 
The Chairman of the CBWI nominatis the Chairman of 
regional advisory ccRmltteii on the basis of agreed names 
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sxabiaitted by three trade \mioxi representatives on the 
Board of Oovexmors» In the absence of any such agreement, 
the Chairman of the CBVIE is empowered to nominate the said 
chairman on his own, 
2 The secretary for regional advisory ccanmittee will 
be no other person than the regional director of the 
Workers' Education CJentre, 
3 The state goverranent is represented in the advisory 
committee by two representatives one each from Labour d^art-
ment and Education or Siidustries depaartment. The representati 
ive should not be the person below the ran3c of Deputy Labour 
Ccanmissioner or its equivalent. 
4 The region where only one University exists # the 
advisory conBoittee is represented by a representative of the 
university* if the region is having more than one universities 
the representation shall remain confined to one representative 
but through the process of rotation. 
5 The 6entral organisatl:on8 of worlcers are authorised 
to be represented at the regional advisory committee. These 
organisations cannot nominate more than five representatives 
at a time. 
6 The en5>loyers' central organisations# likeuise, cannot 
be represented by more than five representatives on these 
committees. Out of the five, at least two representatives, 
shall be selected from public sector undertakings. 
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7 m the c^acity of esc-officio meinbers of tlw 
regional advisory committees, the meinbers of the CBWE 
represent their respective regions, 
8 The members mentioned at 1 to 6 above can co-opt 
two persons from aonongst es^erts either in the field of 
workers'education or research consultancy or any ottier 
interest* 
for the discharge of smooth and efficient functions 
related to education of workers and allied matters, several 
sxib-coromittees have been instituted under the au8j>ices of the 
CBWE* Each sub-c(»nnmittee is headed by one chairman ncsninated 
by the chairman of the CBWE from amongst the board of 
governors. These committees have two members who are also 
nominated fran amongst the members of the board* The main 
sub-cOTimittees of the CMl'tE are given below i-
1, Sub^Committee for 'Workers* Education Programme* 
in the eBnall scale/unorganised sector* 
2* Acadonic Sub-Commi-ttee * 
3* SuboC^ Rsnittee for 'Rural Workers' Education',• 
4* St]b«-C(H!niittee for Finance* 
5* Sub*C(»nRiittoe for Grants*in->Aid* 
6* Sub^Gomiittee for 'Departmental Promotion'* 
7» Sub-Comnittee for'Evaluation of the Schenes* etc* 
8* Standing Advisory Sub^Oommittee for Indian 
Xnstitttte of Workers* Education (XXWE) etc* 
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Relevant matters are referred to the concerned 
«tiJ>»cc»raidttee and the decisions are passed on to the board 
for implementation after its proper approval, it is noticed 
that the spade-vork that is necessary for policy formulation, 
is made by these committees to facilitate the board to go 
ahead all over the country at the regional centres with i^at 
has been decided and approved through the channel of 
sub-committees and finally by the board. The list of the 
sub-conanittees given above may have additions/deletions 
according to the requirements of the board from time to time. 
For instance, sub-committee for plantat^ lon labour and plan 
sub-committee has been constituted by the board to facilitate 
board's activities in the direction of plantation labour and 
promoting planning for the education policies of the CBl^ E etc. 
THE WORKIHG Oy THE C3SOTRAL BOARD FOR WORKERS' EDUCATION 
In order to take India towards rapid industrialisation, 
it is imminently realised that an inqprovanent in respect of 
general and specific education to working masses is inevitable, 
Sducation is an investment in human timber. The Central 
loard for workers* Sducation has been established with the 
avowed aim to keep Illiteracy at bay from the Indian work 
force as far as possible. To know the working of the CBm, 
one will have to take a stock of various acadoaic activities 
and achemes that are propagated by the board to foster educa-
tional talent among the labour class in the couatry« The board 
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conducts the following training programniea for trade union 
functionaries, worker-teachers, workers and for Its own 
officials at the national, th© regional and the unit*levels« 
8CHSMBS AT THE ItATIONAL LSVELi 
Before we discuss the scheines as such it will be in 
the fitness of things that \fe mention briefly certain facts 
about Indian Institute of Workers' Sducation. 
In March,1970 the CBME set-up Indian Institute of 
workers' education (IIWi;) at BcMtibay with residential 
facilities for trainees. The institute is meant to function 
as a centre for demonstration and information and, has been 
Intended to act as a nucleus around which various specially 
designed schemes and education programmes for workeis are to 
be formalised. The IIWS commands the position of a composite 
institute as it would evolve and master the methods and tools 
of teaching and may be ©quiped fully with a separate depeirtment 
in which study material; publications and audiovisual aids 
can be planned and produced. Besides, the institute will 
promote and undertake research projects with inter-discipli-
nary approach. Being an inter—disciplinary training centre' 
all the disciplines which are closely related to workers* 
education like laboxir organisation, labour economics, labour 
laws and labour relations would form the core of the 
institute's education policy* The ZIWX would function as a 
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laboratory in which expsriinents regarding changes in the 
attitudes of workers, as a consequence of education given 
to them, will be studied. Trade unions in India, at the time 
when the institute was being ejtablished, were mainly 
responsible to propagate education among workers* The 
institute was meant to be utilized in due course of time by 
trade unions^ to draw from tlie institute the esqpertise^  
equipment, literature, aids and study materials. Presently, 
the institute is under the charge of a Principal, who is 
assisted by the requisite teaching staff* Bedtides, various 
specialists in respective fields of workers* education are on 
^ e institute's facility list* 
SCafflME OF THE CBl«t 
The Central Board for Iforkers* Education is a mother 
organisation that caters to the needs of labour education at 
national level. Its own position is that of the Headquarters 
that manages almost all type of affairs that are related 
to workers' education in India. Apaurt from the Indian 
Institute of Workers* Education, which is a wing of the mother 
organisation and, other regional and sub-regional centzres 
in the length and breadth of the country, the CBWB on its own, 
manages and runs a good nunnber of sch^ES at Nagpur. SOAS of 
the in^ortant schemes are discussed in the forthcomming 
paragraphs. 
Th« board conducts periodically a coiirse of labour 
education from abroad* This is a special training arrange-
menjt by the board for the felloiws ifho are sponsored either 
by the International Labour Organisation (1W» or the united 
Nations Sconooic Social and Cultural Organisation (UNSSCX)) 
and other xntemational agencies* The curriculujn of the 
courses are designed keeping in view the needs of the 
sponsoring body and is mutually negotiated between the 
beard and the sponsoring agency* 
A one week training of regional directors is given 
at the headquarters (Ragpiir) of the board* The education 
officers who ore promoted to the rank of regional directors 
are given this training* The main spheres in vjhich the 
training is given are matters related to education, 
administraticm and accounts* Besides* the regular training 
to regional directors, refresher course for regional director 
is also conducted by the board v;hich is of cme week's 
duraticm* This course in^ jarts instructions on special sub*» 
j«ct8 Ilk* industrial relations including industrial peace, 
labour economics and trade unionism etc* 
The board organises, frcscn time to time, a two^day 
sonal conferonoe of regional directors. Zn such conferences, 
<vmrlou8 prdbleiM faoiiig regional centres are discussed, 
dd»«t*d and tiiid«inttooi« Usually the venue for such conferences 
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is either Delhi* Bombay* Hadras or Calcutta* However* 
these conferences are under the auspices of the CBUS* 
Nagpur* 
A one-treek full time course of training in accoimtancy 
is conducted for officials Who are in-charge of accounts at 
the regional centres for workers* education. The idea 
behind sudh a training is* to acquaint account officials 
to give a practical bias in their day-to-day financial matters 
for the smooth functioning of regional centres for workers* 
education# 
At times the board obliges various International 
agencies* by undertaking various specific requests for 
assignments to be completed by the board* in matters related 
to develop curricula* aids and material for the propagation 
of vrorkers* education and population education. tJ^ till now* 
the boazti has completed two such Zntemational assigiaaents 
on the special requests made by the JEntemational agencies 
like the ICntexmational Labour Organisation (XLO) and the 
United Nations Family Planning Association (UNFPA) etc« 
Besides* these regular and periodic academic 
activities, the board from time to time conducts national 
and international seminars and workshops in collaboration 
with international agencies like the ZI4>* the UMFPA* the 
UHBSOO etc* on iinportant topics like population* family 
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welfare eduoation and workers* education etc* A good number 
of such workshops or seminars have been triun^hantXy 
organised by the board in which generally those trade union 
leaders participated who were sponsored either toy vjorkers* 
central organisations or national federations, 
THE SCHEMES OP THE IHDIAK INSTITUTE OF WORKERS* EPUCATIOHt 
To take up a scheme of education at the national 
levels the board requires sufficient nuDCober of trained 
iurganisdrs to educate field workers* For this purpose^ the 
board recruits post-graduate candidates from the open 
enqployment market* The newly recruited persons are sent to 
the Indian Institute of Workers* Education (the training 
wing of the CBWE) at Borabay for a gijc-month training programme 
The Indian Institute of Workers* Education undertakes regular 
training programmes both for trade unioiSsts and education 
officers* It also conducts refresher courses for education 
officers» After successful ccwq?letion of the training*they are 
called as education officers( previously known as teacher* 
administrators). The fresh education officers are given 
training by the staff of the board in respect of training of 
worker-teachers at regicmal level* The training for education 
officers is intensive* Besides,the staff of the board,various 
tips and instructions are given to the education officers by 
a galaxy of mxp%rtB from trade unions* en^loyers* associations* 
education institutions and management institutes etc* 
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Mhll« iiq;>arting training, special miphaais ia given 
to aquaint education officers with trade union problems 
for which a good nin(d»er of trade union workers are included 
in the board that are noiainated by their central organisations 
for this purpose. After ccicpleting tJiia training, the 
education officers are entitled to be sent to regional centres 
to give a three-month training to vTorker-teachers independently 
"Hotainees of Trade Onions are also admitted to the Education 
Officer's Training Courses to enable them to undertake 
Workers* Education Progrsrames under the auspices of their 
unions21 As pointed above the IB® conducts two-week courses 
for education officers as refresher courses. Education 
officers X'3bo are in service of the CSWE can join these 
refresher courses frcxn time to time to ke^ themselves fxilly 
aware of the latest trends in various areas like workers* 
participation in industry, productivity, laboTir economics, 
labour legislation, workears * education, industrial peace 
and trade unionism etc« . 
m order to educate education officers on trade 
unionism, the IIWE under the auspices of the board, makes 
commendable efforts* The course on trade unionism covers a 
detailed study of matters related to national trade unions, 
international organisatims of workers, trade union movement 
in Asia, and countries of the West, Indian trade union 
1.'Workers* Iducation Scheme*, C8WK, Hagpur, March,1979. 
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mov«n«nt alongwith charactarlstics of trade unions and 
federation® and their code of conduct* Through this course 
the participants may have full appreciation of the role of 
trade vnlona in the economic developnent of the country. 
Besides, education officers are taus(ht to conduct trade 
union meetings and handling of finances and general adminis-
tration of trade unions etc. A full orientation of the 
participants is done in regard to co-operative movsaaent amongst 
labour in general and consumers'cooperatives, their need, 
management, supervision, lav/ and the present position in 
particular. Not only constaners* co-operatives but a detailed 
study regarding consumers* co-operative stores among Industrial 
workers fomtulated by the Government of India feature In the 
schestie of instructions. 
Proper care is accorded by the ZIWE to instruct 
trainees on iaqoortant issues like labour and economic 
problams* ^ e rural bacikground of Indian working class is 
fully focus8ed« The trainees receive instructions to learn 
the concept of wages, methods of wage payments, functions 
of wage boards, and the bonus. Techniques of Job evaluation, 
work study, productivity movament in India and productivity 
and product!^ are. dealt with at length. The concept of 
social security,training within Industry (TWI), training for 
t^q;>loyment, recruitment policy and the role of einployment 
eatchanges are also covered during the course of instructicms* 
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Planning through Five Year Plans In India, their approach 
and objectives alontgwith the policies of rationalisation 
are also taught to the trainees• Besides^ international 
organisations like the XLO# labour adninistration in India 
and collectiion of labour" statistics are some of the areas 
v/here intensive coaching is provided. The trainees are also 
given direction in matters related to con^ilation and utility 
of cost of living index nun&©rs# application of Directive 
Principles and the Fundamental Rights to labour in the Indian 
Constitution. 
To male® the education programme a success and give 
it an applied touch, the IIWE arranges for the schooling of 
trainees in vital areas like industrial peace, labour legis-
lation and x^ rorters* education. For this purpose elaborate , 
guidance is provided to acquaint trainees with problems of 
industrials peace and harmony, prevention and settlement of 
industrial disputes in India, role of national federation of 
canploi^ ers, and central organisations of labour, code of 
discipline in industry, grievance procedure, works committees 
and joint management councils, tripartite labo\ir machinery 
in India and collective bargaining etc» In labour legislation, 
a detailed study of labour legislation policy. Factories 
Act, 1948, Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, Minimum Wages Act, 
1948, Social Security tegislatioii. Trade unions Act, 192$, 
Paymant of Wagas Act, 1936 and Industrial BttqplovmentAct, 194« 
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is made so that the trainees when go to regional centres 
after having con5)leted their training would be fully conv-
ersant with labour laws in India. The relevant aspect of 
education to the trainees^  con^rises of a contact code of 
guidance that covers^  workers* education and deals with a 
number of in^ortant issues like workers* education in India 
v/ith special references to T^ orkers* education schemes of the 
board including methods of teaching in workers* education. 
The trainees are also given sufficient directions in areas 
like workers* education in foreign countries, tools of 
teaching in workers* education, role of education officers 
in tiTorkers'education, supervision and inspection of classes 
at unit level and rules related to Travelling Allowances end 
other matters concerning the establishment. 
There are several one week courses run by the IIWE 
each for Trade Union Officials and Trade Union Journalists 
and a course on ijibrajry Development* The cotirse for trade 
union officials, is a full time residential course for those 
who are either nominated or sponsored by central organisations 
of trade unions, national federations and other approved 
unions. The curriciilum of this course is usually need-based 
depending upon the requirements of participants* Generally, 
the curricultim is evolved keeping in view the trade union 
movement and interests of the participants The curriculum, 
in general, may be related to trade union movement, but, 
specifically it may be designed to impart training in areas like 
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trade tmions and productivity, workers participation In 
Industry, techniques of cooimunlcation, collective 
bar^ faining , industrial peace and wages etc. The course 
for trade union Joumalista is also a full-time residential 
course to develop editors, managers for trade union Journals 
and correspondents. In this cows® the participants are 
given Intensive training for the specific areas mentioned 
above, aiie ctirriculum covers all the pros and cons related 
to editing, printing and piabliclty, news-reporting and 
lay-out. Like the courses of trade union officials and 
journalists, the course on library development is also a 
full-time residential course, meant for officials incharge of 
libraries at the regional centres of workers* education. In 
this course the perticipants are given vigorous training in 
all important aspects that relate to libraries and their 
importance for workers* education in general and industrial 
workers in particular. 
The Indian Institute of Workers' Education (IIWE) 
conducts a jsix-raonth correspondence course also. The ide^ 
behind conducting such a coxirse is to benefit those employees 
of trade unions who, due to some reasons, cannot afford to 
join a full-time course. The correspondence course in meant 
for trade \mion officials vtho are sponsored by their \mions. 
This cotirse In^arts education on Trade Union Organisation and 
Administration', This course is comprised of ten lessens to 
be conpleted in a period of six months. The cotxrse is 
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disseminated in five iaagtmges* The XX^ centre at Boiiil>ay 
deals the course in fingXish whereas the oourses in regional 
languages like Hindi at Delhi* Bengali at Caloutta^  Tarail 
at tfodras and Malyalom at KalaBUMisery are conducted co the 
benefit of trade tmions of these areas mentioned above* 
THE SCHSSIEg A ^THE REGIONAL LEVEL: 
As mentioned earlier, that ^  the CBV^ is a triparcito 
bo^ carrying o«t various educational sciheraes for workers 
at its hGad'tuarters* at regional centres and at unit levels* 
0-her than hoadquarters* the training in ^ mrious assets is 
provided at regional ®ie educatitwt officers ar© 
selected b^ the CB^ as discussed ebove^  undorcake to train 
various worker-teacihers and other orkers (like plantation 
workers) and officials etc« seeking such training* as is 
necessary for discharging their duties efficiently* 
A six z&<»)th oorrespondcmce course is organised at 
Indian institute of tforkers* Education (IZWE) for inq^ting 
eduoation to wfeileers by sending well planned lessons by mail* 
SUGAi oorre^poodenoe oourtMW are in vogue at the four regional 
oantcwi of workers* education. The centres provide education 
in four Mgional languages* the idea behind giving education 
in regional languages, is* to oovmr as many workers frm 
as manor languages aa posslMo* Xt is envisaged that in due 
course of tiae« faeilities woulA bn Sfvailable to ing^ art 
•diieatlQR in othev wgimtX Itmgmwn 9i the eouatiy as m l U 
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A three-month full time course for worker-teachers, 
is proirided at the regional centres of workers' education, 
that are forty^ hxet^  in nijraber on the all India basis. Out of 
2 
the forty thirteen centres are having the residential 
facilities in the shape of hostels meant for trainees* The 
trainees for worker-teachers would come to join this course 
on the sponsorship of their respective trade unions, so as to 
enjoy the benefit of full payment of their wages, granted to 
them by management during the period of the study. Out of the 
three-month course, two weeks are devoted to impart non-formal 
education to worker-teacher trainees in the form of guided 
educational toxirs*, The trainees visit various projects, 
industrial establishments and trade unions in states other than 
they are working. Such visits help trainees discuss their 
problems, achievements and experiments with other workers and 
trade union leaders to develop their own knowledge and vistas. 
The worker-teachers are given elaborate coaching in 
trade unionism mainly to cover history and development, 
objectives, organisation and administration, union-manag«nent 
relations and econcmiios for a trade unionist in India. The 
portion of history and development deals with pre and post 
Independence period of Indian trade-unionism, covering 
1. *23rd Annual Report*, OIWB, Magpur, 1982, p»(Appendix) 3< 
2* 'Workers* Bdacationl CBMI, Nagpur, Jan.1983, p. €5. 
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Central Organisation* and All India Federations o£ 
•V 
workars in India* The other aregs in v/hich discussions 
take place are code of conduct among trade ;«inions# trade 
unions vis-a-vis socialism and democracy. International 
Organisations of workers, trad© tmions and unity of India 
and the ILO* The fundamental aspects like what is trade 
union, its objectives, organisation, registration, subscrip-
tion, structiure, finance, duties and respiwisibilities of 
office bearers are also taught to '^orli: r-teachers• They are 
given instructions in the area of piablicity, field welfare 
work, collective bargaining, organisation of meetings, and 
suimiission of reports and returns to the Registrar of trade 
tmions. In connection v/ith unions-management relations, the 
trainees are given full guidance in essential matters like 
meaning of union-managment relations, importance of joint-bi-
partite consultation, union-management negotiations, code of 
discipline, grievance procedure, tripartite labour machinery, 
reconciliation, arbitration, adjudication, strikes and lock 
outs, works-committees, Joint^managoment coxmcils and the 
pre-reg^sites for industrial peace. In the sphere of 
•Beoncanics for a Trade Unionist* the mainstay of teaching 
coR^rise of the kinds of wages, methods of wage payment,, 
incentive, bonus, wage boards, workers' family budget, wage 
revision and need for small savings for workers in India. 
Further, meaning of productivity, productivity movement. Job 
evaluation, merit rating, work study and rationalisation are 
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also dltcucsed in detail. The trainees are also given 
instructions in regard to Five Year Plans in India, their 
objectives and achievements. A knowledge is provided in the 
significant areas like constimers* co-operatives, industrial 
housing, health, safety, population, family planning, 
unen^loyment, Indian Constitution and natural resources of 
the Country including general labo\ir situation in India, 
In the academic programme of worlcer*teachers, 
workersi education and labour legislation are supposed 
to be the vital zones where adequate information is provided 
to them. The main tc^ics that are covered under the domain 
of workers* education are aims and objectives of xi/orkers* 
education, achievements of workers* education schemes, role 
of worker-teachers, organisation of classes at unit level, 
planning of industrial tour or a local excursion and tools 
and techniques for workers' education. As regards labour 
legislation, a thorough grounding of the trainees is done 
in various wiactments of the country. The main enactments that 
are covered under the terrain of labour legislation are 
legislation promoting workers* associations, legislation on 
social security, legislation dealing tirith industrial disputes 
and legislation for protection of labour, 
A one«4nonth residential, full time course for 
worker-teachers (Plantation-workers) is organised at the 
regional level. The course is meant to develop X'M^ AppiSaip 
7 2 7 ^ 3 
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among plantation workers. The trainees of the coiirse get 
the benefit of receiving full pay from their respective 
employers and are sponsored by trade unions* Apart from 
leadership development courses a training course at 'Garden 
Zievel* is also provided to plantation workers. The duration 
of tihiis course is also of one month. At * Garden Level* they 
are given practical training and understanding of the crops 
with vjhich they are associated. 
A two-week full time course on workers* participation 
in industry is conducted at regional centres. This course 
may be residential or non-residential depending upon the 
convenience of the participants. The chief aim to conduct 
this course is to educate workers that how their keen invol-
vement can result in better achievements in industries to 
which they belong. The participants of this coTirse 
usually and mainly are workers* r^resentatives# m<anbers of 
the joint management councils* works committees and other 
bi*partite comnittees* 
A cmmmmaSk full time course for trade union officials 
is carried out at regional levii4>« This course may be residen-
tial or non-residential dv^ending upon the suitability to 
participants. Usually presidents* secretaries, treasurers 
etc., of local trade unions Join this course. These officials 
enjoy the benefit of receiving full pay by their employers 
and are sponsored to join this course by their respective 
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trade imioas* 
Another one-.w««k full tint® course for rural worker-
teachers is also organised at the regional centres. This 
course may also be residential and non-residential in charact-
er. The worker-teachers who have rural background and have 
connections ;ith agricultural or tribal labour and trho are 
already trained by the boards Join this conrae* After they 
receive coaching on agrictiltural or tribal labour, the servi-
ces of the worker-teachers are used in connection with the 
•Rural Workers* Education Programmes* in the coiintry. 
Another one-week full time course is conducted at 
regional level as a refresher course for worker-teachers and 
may be residential or non-residential in nature. The main 
aim to organise the refresher course is to eejuip worker-
teachers with latest teaching raeWiods and upto date course 
contents. 
Another one-week fiill time residential course for 
rural workers (pilot project) is organised on *pilot project* 
basis at the seven 'regional centres of workers* education*. 
The syll^us and guidelines for this cotirse are approved by 
the board* 
At regl<mal level tira«>day courses for rural .rorkers 
(non-project) are conducted by regional centres of workers* 
education which are not covered under the •Rural Workers* 
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pilot Projects This course is arranged at the village 
level in caraps for two days and various topics related to 
rural \<rorlcers ccme under discussion. 
Regional centres conduct periodically other courses 
in the form of seminars^  group discussions, symposia etc*, 
on various current topics and problems in the country. The 
participants who attend them are benefited by the delibera-
tions of these courses* 
THE SCHEt>ffi!S AT THE UHIT I^ VELt 
Various industries in gonoral and their industrial 
units in particular are dispersed in the length and breadth 
of the country. The majority of the v/orkers who belong to 
the rank and file of the worlting force are also in dire need 
of education* If lucldlly a regional centre is situated where 
the industrial unit is in the need of some tjfpe of acadeinic 
guidance to its workers, it is not difficult for the unit 
to avail of these services* But those iinits who are neither 
in the city i«here a regional centre is situated nor they are 
in the viscinity of such a centre, the problem is aggravated* 
More than anyone else, these workers, at unit level need 
proper quantisa of education from various engles, like indus-
trial peace, productivity, leadership development, participation 
in industry etc. Keeping this in mind, the dWE has delega-
ted its pwoers to organise certain courses at unit level in 
J 
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collaboration with trade unions and eniployera* 
workar-teachera after ccanpleting their own training 
at regional centres go back to their respective positions 
in their respective tinits and conduct the following courses 
for the rank and file in their own units, in certain cases, 
education officers, also visit units to give some special 
type of instructions to the workers. 
A three month part-time course for training of 
workers is conducted at unit level. The worker-teachers 
organise this course. The course, runs for one hour a day, 
five days in a week basis. Various facilities in connection 
with the course are made available by the management so that 
worker-teachers may be in a position to conduct the classes. 
m this course a vigorous education prograiame is 
peraued and the vrorkers are intensively and extensively given 
adequate knowledge in the field of trade unionism covering 
its history, impo»tance, functions, relationship with 
d®nocracy and socialism, workers* education schemes, trade 
union organisation and administration including finance, 
planning, eftablishment, administration, code of conduct etc. 
Besides, workers* eo-oporative stores, kinds of wages, 
grievance procedure, discipline, industrial peace, works 
comnittees, joint councils, collective bargaining, strikes, 
lockouts and retirement benefits are the important topics 
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that are aXso covered under tJvis scheme* Further, the 
workers are speclaily groomed to be more useful to their 
units and therefore, they are taught in detail the iu^ortance 
of productivity, sharing of productivitqr gains, incentives, 
bonus schemes, methods of increasing productivity. National 
Five Tear Plans, role of public sector. Family planning, 
national integration, family budget, health, hygiens, social 
security and safety in this prograimne. 
A one-month part-time course of training for 
(plantation) workers is rtan at 'Estate LevelThis co\irse 
is specifically tailored for plantation labour who are 
generally cither aemi-literate or illiterate, The worker-
teachers ta3«e classes in respective plantation Estates. The 
worker-teachers are selected specially for the Job who have 
already qualified to gi>m training to plantation workers, 
under the guidance of an education officer the 
worker-teachers take-uqg* periodic refresher courses foij'workers 
on special demands at unit level* These courses are meant 
for those workers who have already received training at lanit 
level, yet they wish to undertake some further training in 
certain selected areas* 
J^art from the courses mentioned above, a variety of 
periodic short-term courses in the shape of one day school, 
three-day s^ninars, study circles, canps, week-end courses etc. 
are organised by education officers at unit levels. The norms 
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and syllaibi for these short-term coturses are approved 
by the board. These courses are meant specially to highlight 
various areas of trade union education* productivity & 
population education and participative education. 
THE OTHER SCHEMES Qg THB CBWlt 
At various levels the board underta3tes different 
schemes for the Education of workers. All such schemeid, as 
we have already mentioned above are meant for the workers of 
organised industrial units. Apart from the routine schemes 
and educational programmes# the board has introduced certain 
other schowes to cover scane other areas of education like 
education for productivity, population e^cation, participative 
education and education for rural workers. 31i the follwing 
paragraphs schemes concerning with the education for rural 
workers would be discussed. The schcnnes regarding the 
education for Productivity, Peculation and Participation have 
been dealt with at the proper place earlier. 
THl EDUCATION SCHEMES POR RURAL WORKERS t 
For quite sometime, the board's activities mainly 
confine to the education of workers of organised sector, 
plantatim workers and some of the agricultural workers. 
But,keeping in view, the largw nvniber of workers in rural 
India, the boar4 modified ite policies and showed interest 
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to ta]c« education to rural masaas to bring aboutla change 
in the aocio^econcmio fabric of Indian rural econooY by 
changing their out-loole and attitudes throus^ its education 
programmes* This education progranme is need-based and 
flexible. The regional directors in consultation with the 
education dfficers draw-tq;> the curriculum for the each camp. 
The educaticm officers for this purpose seek help from local 
expertise like N.S.S** Agricultural University (Extension 
Service) etc. The suitability and effectiveness of the 
programme is tested by the regional director keeping in view 
certain aspects of econoraic and social factors that can 
influence the life, work and problems of the participants. 
The various courses are evolved having given due regard to 
the important themes like peasant movement and rtiral workers 
organisation, rural development and transformation, social 
and legislative measures including land-reforms, co-operative 
and population education and family welfare. Separate 
programmes are designed giving full weightage to the particular 
requirements of the groups of the rural workers. For this 
purpose, separate education programmes are carried for 
different categories like landless workers, forest and fisher-
ies worker*, artisans and small farmers. While determining 
scope and contents of a particular canqp, the regional director 
has to look into other factors like the level of participants, 
objectives of the programme, duration, tools and techniques 
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for th« pttrsuanctt of th« sai&«« For this matter, an 
endeavoiur is being made to provide suitable study literature, 
printed matter and (impropriate visual aids to facilitating 
the process of education to rural workers. 
The rural workers* education programme has been 
iB^lemented since 1977 In stages through various pilot projects 
and noa-pllot projects under the auspices of all the regional 
centres* In order to co-ordinate and develop activities 
related to rural workers' education, a separate wing has been 
established under an additional director at the headquarters 
of the CBWS« This special wing brings together rural 
$ ' 
workers' erganlsatlons and various other official and non-
official agencies who are at work in r\iral areas for the 
implementation of these projects* The pilot projects are 
residential and, are, for five days* The participants are 
selected by the regional director in consultation with rural 
workers' organisation, if there escists any* Zn the absence 
of any sueh organisation, the regional director, selects 
participants in consultation with appropriate local agency, 
^art fron th* pilot and iion*ipilot projects, which are 
organised by regional centres, the board itself undertakes 
rural wockers* edueatloi:; prograiwnes v^ hich are mainly of two 
types vis* BlooX/Mstrict and Village Mvel Courses* 
THE BLOGK/PISTRICT LEVBL PROGRAMMlt 
» 
fhe pvatpote of Blo^v^Jitrict Level aaap is to build^up 
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l«ttd«rship qualitios «Riong the participants so that they 
would deTSlop rural workers* organisations in their villages* 
The duration of this programme is five-days and, it is 
residential in character, The participants are selected from 
eight to ten villages within the Block and the programme is 
conducted at the district or the block level• 
THl VILhABE I£VSL PROORAmttt 
The main purpose of the village level camp is to pay 
attention,on the specific needs or to highlight current 
socio-economic problans in which the participants are 
interested* The programme is of two days diiration and 
non-residential in nature* in these can^s tlie trainees are 
e3q>osed to the new ideas and therefore, the camps are to l>e 
treated as introductory courses* 
Before we pass on to discuss various other education 
schemes for rural workers, it would be worthwhile to know 
the aims and objectives of thesa schomes* 
THE AIMS AMD OUICTIVIBS OT EDPCATIOH fOR RIBtAL WORKlRSt 
The aims and objectives of the rural workers'education 
programme under the auspictts of the lK>ard are as follows t 
(i) for the useful participation in social and economic 
development of the cotuitry in consonance with the declared 
national objectives to grocxn all sections of workers including 
rural workers* 
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(ii) To iacuXcat« among workers a know-how of the 
problems of their social and economic surrounding; their 
obligations towards family members; and their rights and 
duties as citizens; as workers in industry, as members and 
office bearers of their trade unions. 
(iii) To build-up leadership from among the common workers 
themselves. 
(iv) To augment powerful* mobilized €ind more amenable trade 
unions through more talented moabers and more trained official* 
(v) To envigorate in the trade union movement, the 
psrocesses and traditions of the country. 
(vi) To make trade unions self-sufficient to take up the 
task of workers* education independently. 
(vii) To develop among rural labour, a critical conciousness 
of the problms of their socio*ecDnc»iic surroundings and 
ri^ts and duties as labourers, as members of the village 
society and as citisens, 
(viii) Through education to develop self-confidence and 
rational approach among mral workers. 
(ix) For tiie protection and promotion of individual and 
sodial interests, dissemination of knowledge among zrural 
workers. 
(x) Zn order to develop village organisations, for 
fulfilling socio-economic functions and duties in rural «»cionomy 
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and to »tliirulat« d«iiiocratic, sdcuiar and socialistic 
fibr« of rural society to inqpart education to village 
workers. 
Cxi> 2n order to motivate rural workers* for family 
welfare and to fight social evils. 
THE TRAIHlHq PROGHRAMMS gOR LftNDLESS lABOtmERSt 
^ e Indian country-side is predcHninantly populated 
with landless le^ ourers» most of which represent scheduled 
castes# scheduled tribes and backward classes* On account 
of off season unss^loyment, they are not getting any gainful 
eniplc^ent and are usually indicted and depend solely on 
big farmers for ecq^ loyment. These farmers exploit landless 
labouurers who find themselves in a serious predicament of not 
being able to pay their debts. Besides the payment, the 
rates of wages paid to tham are that low that their family 
members including children have to work on fields in order to 
* In connection with this education programncMs the term *rural workers* includes all those workers that are covered in the ILO Convention No,141 and ILO Recommendation l7o«l49« According to this definition* a rural worker may be any person engaged in agriculture» handicrafts, or a relative oceiqpation in rural areas, either as a wage-earner or as a selS^ enqployed person such as tenant, sharecropper, or small owii«r«occupi»r. Workers engaged in forest^, fishery and tiiat of tribal areas are also included in this definition. The foUowing rural workers belonging to their respBSctive categories are covared under tliis prograBniet (i) Agrie^tural lioikers« (2) l^ ural Artisans, (3) forest labour and the labour engaged in fisheries, (4) Educated unenqployed in rural areas, (i) x^ndless labourers, 'and (6) Marginal yaasants etc. 
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substantiate their incomes* On account of the fact that 
children earn a substantial amount^ parents do not send 
thera for schooling and the viscious circle is not broken. 
Moreover, landless labourers do not believe in family 
planning on account of the reascm that more children are 
more beneficial for family earnings. The condition of 
landless labourers has not been in^roved because they could 
not form their unions. The formation of unions have not been 
possible because of the over-riding influence of big farmers 
in the village conununity and the scattered position of land-
less labourers. These labourers could not have, therefore, 
a better deal and have been ccar5>elled by their circumstances 
to be in an awful» sub-standard and under-employed conditions, 
The CBWE realised this and as a result, provided 5/2 days 
training programmes for these down-trodden people* Almost, 
all the regional centres, organise can^s of training for 
landless labourers and provide instructions in the following 
areast 
(a) Sccmomic condition of landless labourers. 
(b) Causes and cures of indebtedness. 
(c) KnAwledge about minimum and fair wages and 
enipleitation by eaq^ loyers. 
<d) Means and ways for self-employment. 
(m) The pr^lem of Job-hunting. 
(f) Various 9ormmm»nt schemes for their improvement 
whioh were hitherto unknown to them. 
(g) Heed for a ^ ange in the attitudes of landless 
labourers to change their conditions. 
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Ch) Instructlon» about off-season vocations like dairy, poultry, piggery, sheep rearing and fisheries. 
(i) Tips about village level leadership* 
(J) Training to develop self-confidence in order to improve their lot, 
(k) Some guidelines to make thmn feel that senne 
type of rural workers organisation is necessary on their own initiative, 
Mostly the training canops are of five days dxiration 
in which generally the young participants take keen interest. 
The two-day camps are also instituted for those workers who 
cannot afford longer period in these camps on account of being 
below the povdrty line. All these camps are non-residential 
in character. 
THE TRAINING PROGfRAMMBS yOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS MSP MARGIHAL gARMBRSt 
Marginal farmers hold, on an average, one to five 
acres of land without irrigation facilities. In order to 
supplement their incomes, agricultural workers and marginal 
farsMirs go to work on the farms of others* Marginal fanners 
are alive to t^e need of proper functioning of the cooperatives,! 
particularly the multi-purpose cooperative credit societies, 
and are keen to engage themselves in poxiltry, dairy aad other 
occupations to make themselves self-sufficient. Marginal 
farmers and agricultural workers are interested in the 
deveIoi»aent of a network of agro-industries supported by a 
marketing federation In rural areae. The Zila parishad 
and other develo^nent agencies have not done imich for 
these classes of people in the village consnimity* Marginal 
farmers are faced with probl«»s like credit* consumption* 
loan* availability of agricultural inputs at reasonable ratep, 
facilities for marketing their products* training in animal 
husbandry, and knowledge of high-yielding varieties etc. 
On account of small and unecononic holdings* they are at a 
loss to develop farming operations with qualitative and quan* 
titative results* Moreover* the loans they receive are scanty 
for this purpose. The loans are usually diverted for 
consuB^ itioo needs of the farmers* Keeping all this in view* 
the board arranges training prograrmoes for these people* 
The training is divided into 5/2 days camps* The camps are 
non-residential in nature in which wide range of subjects are 
discussed by education officers to enrich the tmderstanding 
of the participants* S^e of the main areas that are doverAd 
durin9 the deliberations of the *cmp: training! ure as 
follows* 
In) ways aad means to e€Hid»at inadequate and uneven 
rainfall and better ways for irrigation* 
(b) Modem techniques of agriculture* 
<c) Details about various facilities provided by 
state governments and co*operative societies* 
(d) The utility of co-operatives operating in areas 
to which agricultural labour and marginal 
famwrs belong* 
(e) Utility of establishing rtural workers •organisation! 
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(f) Any attMfipt In matters related to retaliation, 
victimisation and harassment made by agricul-
tiiral workers* organisation by fajnn managauent^ 
<g) Matters related to mutual dealings and role of 
casteism. 
Wrom time to time apart from the regular education 
officers, certain guest speakers are invited from the Trade 
imions and the Goverronent D^artments who tell the partici-
pants about the current development programmes and necessity 
for a concerted effoi-t to In^rove their conditions. 
THE TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR FISHERIES lABOORt 
On the coastal regions in Xadia, one ccroe across 
fisheries labour who are engaged in fishing and selling the 
fish. The fisheries labour on the basis of the use of boats 
can be divided into two categories. One who use traditional 
boats and the other who use mechanised ones. The later are 
in a position to go for far-off from the coast whereas the 
others confine angling to the nearby sea. On account of storm 
and unstable weather conditions the profession of fisheries 
is seasonal. In rainy-season it is not possible for fishermen 
to have any gainful catch. Wteny of the fishermen are not in 
a position to purchase mechanised boats for the simple reason 
of financial instability and seasonal nature of fishing 
operations. The conditions of fishermen have not inqproved 
even in the wake of co-operatives. The situation is getting 
worst on account of the establishment of new and new industries 
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at the coastal sides who thxcm Industrial refuse that is 
detrimental to aquatic fauna* The fishing industry is yet 
to give a better deal to fishermen as the roots of trade 
union movement are not firm in this industry. The fishermen 
need a strong co*operative structure to cater successfully 
operations of this industry, zn order to sell fish through 
co*op«>ratives# the need of marketing federations cannot be 
over-en^hasised* These problems and alike have been realised 
by the CBWE and consequently the board organises five-^ay 
and two-day camps for fishermen in which they are given train-
ing concerning the industry. The training cai^s are non-
residential t3j^ e and are popular among fisheries labour. 
The main problems that are discussed in the canp-training-
progransnes are as underi 
(a) ways and means to make an iiiQ;>rovement in the 
conditions of fisheries workers, 
(b) Intact of mechanised boats on sea^pollution 
and hams of netting fish in breeding season. 
(c) Details about rules* regulations and schosses of 
{Central and State Oovemments. 
(d) Ways and means to solve socio-economic problems 
*f fishwrmen through collective and co-operative 
efforts, 
(e) To develop among fishermen a liking for trade 
uiiioid.cm and allay their fears regarding 
uneiMsployMent if they indulge in any organisa-
tional activity. 
Xn these^  fishermen of all age-groups participate 
and ing^ rove their earning e«qpacity by ad(^ting the techniques* 
methods and utilise the training they receive for this 
purpose. 
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THE TRAIWIIIS PROdRAMMl FOR TRIBAL AND fORBST lABOtJRt 
ror«st and tribal labotur live nearby forests and 
mountain«us areas* Md^ st of the forest labour come from 
tribal coimaimlty. They like to liva In their own traditional 
ways. Their socio-economic conditions are very much different 
from those of non-tribals# They prefer to live in a 
eommtuaity-oriented pattern • They do not ahm mobility for 
seeking en^loyment outside the areas they inhabit* Every 
member of the faikily, x^ ork hard in forests* They usually are 
enqployed by forest contractors for manual work* A small 
number of them work on their own small farms* Being tineconcoaie 
holdings, coupled with primitive methods of fainning, the farms 
give exceptionally low-yields of crops* Moareover, they 
generally do not show concern for increasing the efficiency 
or in5?rovlng the productivity* The tribal labour Is scattered 
to the remote places and it is difficult to organise them on 
account of tilieir typical living conditions* They do not 
believe in savings and their status is adjudged on the 
criterion their capacity for expenditure* in spite of a 
iiet«»work of tribal co-operatives and tribal develc^ent 
corporations* nothing substantial have been done to improve 
their lott The condition is fiurther deteriorated as the 
tribal people are conqpletely tmaware of the trade union 
movement* The Central Board for Workers* Sdueation having 
realised all the associated difficulties and problems of 
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fojr«ft and tribul. lalioiir •trrisftgod 2/S dayu training 
cmspm tho«« ar«as whara tribal Xabotir is econoioicaily 
backward* training cax^a gi-v^  them necessary information 
and training to i»5?r0V© thair soeio-econoiaic conditions* 
These cai^s are non«re8identiai in nature* A wide range of 
problems as enwerated below are discussed by con^etent 
education officerst 
Ca) ways and means to combat esqploitation of contractors and to overccxne the shy-nature of tribal labour* 
(b) Explaining to tribal labour various schemes^  
projects and develoimient programmes* 
(c) Methods to take loans from Banks for agricultural purposes. 
(d) The causes of indebtedness and merits and demerits of purchasing bullocks, wasteful e3q>enditure on marriage and death cer®nonies# medical treatment and social customs* Means and ways to remove scarcity of food* 
(e) Merits of minlimM wages and demerits of wages 
fixed by •Village Sabhas»* 
The training camps are attended by forest and tribal 
labour of every age* The tribal labour use the tips received 
from training can^s for furthering the casse of their 
sooio-econonic dilapidation. 
THi TRAmmo moQRf>m& wm RtauvL ARTISASSI 
Rural artisans constitute a sizeable number in ovut 
country* iuiktely, great majority of them have migrated to 
cities in search of work* The crafts, they make* have no 
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market in villagea* Many of th«m seek alteimative 
employment and are not engaged In their traditional Jobs* 
They shoir a great promise and skill in the manufacture o£ 
iteias of which they may genuinely be called their specialists. 
They are unaware of the various government schemes meant for 
them and do not know about the facilities of loan and training 
that are made available to them through government agencies* 
They dislike any change in the techniques of their vrork and 
they work with the traditional methods of production and lead 
the age«old life style. A change in the techAiques of work 
is possible only amoi^ g the educated artisans lf« village 
polytechnics are established for this pxirpose* Moreover* 
some schemes be provided to subsidize their work and proper 
marketing mechanism be evolved for the purpose* Idke other 
training cartas« the board arranges 5 and 2 days training canqps 
for rural artisans to provide training and relevant infcmatlon 
in connection with their specialisatioii. The camps are 
non-residential in character and mainly give en^hasis on the 
following areast 
<a) FroblMis related to the purchase of raw materials and maz)(eting of finished products* 
(b) How not to eamgpete with uxlban mechanised produc^^® and large scale trading cmnpenies. 
(c) Ways and means to be benefitted by modem technology for the development of their trade* 
(d) The role of various agencies specially that of Khadlgram Ud^og Commission In connection with the developAMit of their trade* 
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(•} ]|««d to strengthen co^ qperatiir* movement 
eniong »ural artisans and also to organise 
training progransRes to ingprove their slcills* 
These caaspje attracted the attention of rural 
artisans in a large measure* The participants mostly are 
from 18 to 25 years age-groi:^  and those who are more than 
30 years take a keen interest in them« 
THE TRAIKIMG PROGRAWtt TOR BPtTCATEP UWEMPLOYID ZH RtgtAL AREAS t 
The problem of educated tiuaeng^loyed in Xndia is 
accute. This problesi is mosB pronounced among educated 
unengployed of rural areas. The increasing facilities of 
education in country-side have facilitftted youngm«n and women 
to go to attend schools and colleges. When these young people 
pass S.S.C. Examinations# they look-forward to seaxch some 
suitable job in cities and towns* The government has launched 
a number of schemes for the prcmiotion of self-^sployment among 
educated rural youths* These schemes have certain procedural 
barriers and consequently* are, not to the entire satisfaction 
of the educated unesq^ loyed* They could avail of facilities 
of the schemes if proper arrangements could be made available 
at block level. Moreover* there is need for eafplaining these 
schemes to village youngmen through training cainps* Keeping 
in view the rising problem of educated tineiqployed in village 
society^ the CBWI organises training canqps of 5 and 2 days 
duratite* The can^s devote main attention to the following 
V 
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spherest 
(«} The reasons for the lack of en^ loyraent potential 
in village econcsmy, 
(b) The merits of manual worlc to svqppleraent family 
Income and demerits of shyness that causes 
inhibitions floaaong educated persons to talce-up 
their tradional occupation* 
(c) The i«5)ortance of supplanentary jobs for rural 
develoianent and need for aelf-eir5>lo3rment» 
<d) Ways and means to overcome financial difficulties 
to build their careers. 
(e) The details of various sch^es sponsored by 
Banks« Commercial Institutions and CoM^^ratives 
for the development of educated unen^loyed. 
The training can^s are mainly popular among people 
between the age group of 18 to 25 years and also in small 
measure among people of more than 30 years, 
THE TRAIHIHG PROGRAMME FCm OTHER RPRAL WORKERS > 
Apart from the training camps meant for a particular 
type of labour* the CBWE provides facilities of training for 
other types of vorkers that are an assortment of workers who 
have not been covered under any specialised camjstraining 
progranme. These workers prefer to live in their own villages 
and do not like to move to any tirlian area in search of better 
jobs. They are skeptical about any change either in their 
place of living or in their jobs. Their condition is further 
deteriorated when it is noticed that they are not educated. 
Moreover, they have no idea about any scheme of the government 
operating in their regi<»i with the sole purpose of development 
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There is con^lete dirth of leadership that could motivate 
and guide then in their affaire from the begining* They 
are poor and are face-to-face with abject poverty, 3fhe 
great difficulty in their way is their poverty and illteracy 
add iBore misery to it« The Central Board for Morkers* 
education knows this lacuna in their lives full well* Tor this 
reason the board organises tv;o and five days training camps 
to enable them to seiae better ei^loyment opportunities 
in life* The training canigps are non-residential in nature 
and provide a forum where inhibitions of Uie workers are 
washed-off • The main problems that are treated during the 
course of training-ca^p are as under i 
Ca} Merits of being vocal for matters concerning 
their development and demerits of being a 
silent spectator that may lead to an approach of 
fatalism* 
(b) Methods to adopt fair notions about religion, 
caste and customs« 
(c) The merits of solf-eraployinent schemes and 
demerits of seasonal eai^ loyment and $oh hunting 
from place to place* 
(d) Matters related to loan sch^es of states« 
Central Govenament and Banks* and demerits of 
being indebted to local mcmey-lenders* 
By introducing the scheme for other rural workers* 
the CBWl has s^stantially contributed for the development 
and ••If-employiMnt for mixed category of workers in Indian 
village society* these sehenes through training-scamps are 
receiving coBmeadatien and popularity by workers who were not 
covered imder various schemes of the CBWl and, are getting 
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nov an opporttmity for thmmelvea to be aquainted with 
better ways of life, 
THS SP8CIAL yRAINIHO PROORAMMl yOR RURAL WORKSRSi 
Th« CIWS run» via its regional centres eeveral 
education programme for rural workers as ha^m already been 
discussed above, Hon of the programmes had the virtue of 
being a full time residential course. To fulfil this long 
felt need# the board started frotn 31st January, 1981, 
"Special Training Progranane"^  at all the fourteen regional 
centres that have residential facilities* These centres are 
namely Tezqpur, Dhanbad, Mongalore, Roshlkode, Indore, 
Rourlcela, Chandigarh, Agra, Kanpur, Jaipur, Kallamassery, 
Siliguri, Talchar and TinsuJcia* This programme has been 
envisaged to give a fuller tinders tending of various problems 
that are associated with rural workers of various categories. 
It is hoped that the programme will receive better appreciation 
by all those who are concerned with it* The contents of 
the course are drawn up depending upon the requirenwints of 
education for particular type of rural workers by regional 
directors in consultation with worker-teachers and other 
agencies* from the determined broad areas, the main contents 
•re a* followst 
1* ^foxmation toy the Regional Oirector, 
woz1e«rs*Bdttcatloii Geatre, Agra* 
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(i) Rural Workers* Movement In India* 
(ii) Problwns and Prospects of 'Rural workers* 
Organisation*! 
(Ill) Development and transformation of rural scene 
In India} 
(Iv) Social, legal and land reforms in Zndiag 
(v) Education regarding co-operatives and co-operative 
Movement, and 
(vl) Family Planning and its In^ jact etc. 
The prograinme is for a duration of two months* It 
is for five days a week* In each programme 25 workers 
participate at a time# 
THE ADtmr EDUCATIOli PROGRAMME t 
Indian government has attached considerable importance 
to Adult Education Progranane in the country on a priority 
bails. The 'National Mult Education Programme* (HASP) 
eniphaslses on learning rather than teaching to create 
consciousness among participants of the progranme that can 
help to iac>»«se their functional capability related to their 
woxk and living conditions* This is a minimum need prograimne 
that aims to bring sociia change to improve the quality of 
life amongst the participants. In this direction a beginlng 
was made on October 2#1978, to provide literacy courses for 
65 million illiterate people out of the 100 million illiterates 
in the age group of 15 to 35 years. In the beginlng. 
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pr«paratlons wer« made for th« 84ilttctioii of appropriate 
projects, arrangements for training* preparation of materials 
and development of resoiirces etc» The CXWI in its 64th 
meeting held in August,1978, also adopted the 'Adult Education 
Programme* that was implemented simultaneously with the 
'national Progransne* at all tts regional centres in the 
country. To begin with,, the board listed certain industries 
or establislmients, where there was some efficacy for this 
programme. For this purpose, the board prepared a register 
on unit basis in which entries giving full Information about 
illiterates were made. Side by side,a list of trained 
worker-teachers on establishment basis, having interest and 
aptitude for adult education was also prepared. The edtication 
officers and selected worksr-teachexrs were given orientation 
training at the 'State Resoxirce Centres* to be instrumental 
to carry out the scheme effectively* The Orientation coturses 
have certain objectives lilcei 
1 Training in the methodology* of teaching adult workers. 
2 Develoi»ttent of sxiitable vocabulary concerning particular 
industries for the use of workers. 
* Usually there are three methods for acquisition of literacy 
skills nmelyi 
- Analytic Method 
Synthetic Method 
» Oual Method 
Literacy skills be developed through Analytic Method 
with the help of words, sentences, phrases and units of 
thoughts. Xn this Method the learners «an be helped to 
CMtd«....«.on page -102*' 
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3 To enable th« wor]<ei>>teacher8 to understand the 
concept of Hatlonal Mult Education Parogramne (HAEP) and the 
board's Tunctional Adult Literacy JProgrannte (FAXJP) and their 
role in it* 
4 To enable the worker^teachers to tmderstand concepts, 
methods and materiels of the FAL Programme. 
5 To equip the worke«wteachers for is^arting literacy 
and numeracy skills as laid down by Regional Advisory 
CORBoittees» 
The orientation course is of a duration of tone week 
with six working days and mainly deals with the following 
course contentsi 
(i) Aims and objectives of the • Adult Education Programme* 
at the national level. 
(ii) Teaching methodology for adult illiterates, 
(iii) Participative techniques. 
(iv) principles of learning among adults. 
<v) Preparation of vocabulary in general, in a language 
connon to workers and specific vocaJsulary for a parti-
cular industyy for the use of worker-teachers and 
workers. 
foot note continued from page -101-
recogitise wordy sentences* phrases etc. with the help of 
suitable pictures of people* places situations etc. 
Zilteraey skills under the synthetic method can be 
developed by teaching f|.phebet» phcmetic or syllabic sounds. 
Xn this method also the learner can be helped with the use of 
suitable picture to acquire the literacy skill* 
The Dual method is a permutation and combinati^ 
of both the analytic and synthetic methods. 
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(vl) Preparation of a book in a language Icnown by 
conanon man regarding "Sayings and Proverbs'*. 
(vii) Preparation of a vocabulary according to spelling 
and number of letters. 
The trained worker-teachers who receive training 
at regional centres through orientation programmes infact, 
run the •Functional Adult Literacy Classes* (fALC) at the 
tmit level. The *state Resource Centres' and 'Local Adult 
Education Agencies' provide teaching materials, primers, 
audio«>visual aids, slates, pencils etc. for Illiterates 
receiving education through this programme. Apart from 
traditional industries, the ad\ilt education programme has 
also been introduced among workers of plantations and mines. 
The 'functional adult literacy classes' are conducted at the 
unit level and they are of six-mjbnth duration, one hour a day, 
five days a week. 
THE TRAINIMQ THROPGH THE GRANTS^IW-AIO SCHBMEl 
Those institutions and trade xmions who show their 
willingness to xindertake workers* education programmes on 
their own are encouraged and helped by the CtVOE in the form 
of ^ ants-inlaid schemes to do the needful. The CBHS besides 
financial help, provides them study materials, audio-visual 
aids and its publications at nominal cost. The board 
contributes maximxim, 90% of the total admissible expenses on 
educational programmes rulat by trade unions or institutions. 
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Th« rules* regulations and proc«durfi for grants-in-aid 
change from time to time but they have been ax^ly liberalised 
to meet the growing functional requirements of the trade 
union raovement In the coimtry* The academic programmes run 
by trade unions etc* are short-term and range from one to 
fourteen Aays of duration* Full and part-time courses with 
residential and non-residential facilities are provided for 
trainees by their respective institutions or trade unions. 
The main areas of the courses that catch the attention of the 
trainees are given as followst 
(A) Workers* education. 
(11) Wages# bonus* 
(lil)Trade xmionlsm* 
(Iv) Social Security* 
(v) Five Year Plans* 
(vl) Family budgets* 
(vli)Grievance procedure* 
(vlll)Industrial peace & industrial relations. 
(Ix) Productivity* 
(x) standing oirders. 
(xl) Family Planning* 
Cxll)Collective bargaining etc* 
Vkider this scheme mostly the courses are designed 
on a need-based pattern* The institutions and trade unions 
adopt courses according to their own requirements* 
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CONCLUSIOKtt 
The various schemes of workers* education that have 
been dealt with above» lead to think about the £act that 
the Importance of workers* education among the countries 
of the third world, specially In Xndla« cannot be over-
emphasised. Since Its inception In 1958, the CSWE has been 
rendering valuable services for the cause of workers* education 
In the country* The board's role to minimise labour turn-over, 
absenteeism and indiscipline and foster industrial peace, 
good labour-managonent relations and workers* participation 
has been praiseworthy. To give a fillip to the process of 
Industrialisation in the country, the board has been doing 
its )best by providing training opportunities in the fields of 
trade union movemeiit, collective bargaining, work<»consciousness 
industrial hamony etc, not only to the industrial labour,, 
but also for agricultural and several other types of labour, 
where training facilities and educational opportxmlties are 
conspicuous by their absence in the country. As discussed 
above, the board through its three stage programme viz 
training of education officers, training of worker-teachers 
and training of workers,have done a great service in bridging 
the gap of education that existed among varioiis types of 
workers in India* 
zm order to evaluate the inqpact of the various 
schemes, run and sponsored by the OSMl, on industrial peace. 
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it W i l l be in th® fitness of things that a study of 
the working of the schemes of the board be made in private 
sector units in general and the public sector units in 
particular on an all vttar Pradesh basis• The Uttar Pradesh 
State Electricity Board (UPSEB) is a public sector undertaking 
and has a net-work of its unite spread all over the State* 
The schemes of the CBWE involve sufficient number of worker-
teachers, workers and trade union officials of different 
divisions and sub-divisions of the tIPSEB. To these divisions 
and sub-divisions* the regional centres of the CBWE situated 
at Agra« Allahabad, Bareilly and Kanpur, provide educational 
instructions to the above mentioned categories of workers. 
It is« however, needed that a knowledge of the working of 
the schemes at the regional centres be \mdertaken to evaluate 
their impact on Industrial peace with special reference to 
the UPSEB. Therefore, the evaluation of the working of all 
the regional centres of the CBWS in Uttar Pradesh, forms the 
basis of the study of the next chaqpter. 
C H A P T E R - III 
THE WQRKH^O OF THE REGIONAL CENTRES FOR WORKERS* EDUCATION 
IN UTTAR PRADESH 
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iHTRomrcTiowt 
To iRop-tii> educational oparations for labotir in the 
country, the CBW5 hat been doing untiring efforts on the 
national level since 1958. m this direction the board has 
been paying attention to opening new and nev regional centres 
to cover more and more Illiterate laboTir as and when it finds 
opportunity to do so# Presently the board manages fourty ^htec. 
•Regional Centres* for workers education over and above its 
headquarters at Nagpxir and the Indian Institute of Workers* 
Education (X3HE) at Bcanbay, to dessiminate education among 
illiterate workers belonging to various industries and sectors 
of the econoray, h ccsRiplete list of all such centres is given 
in appendix X* 
Uttar Pradesh is one of the biggest states of the 
country having a thick population of 110858019 ^ people. 
The total nuROser of workers engaged in various industries is 
about 27334455* The majority of workers is illiterate* 
Mostly workers are engaged in diversified type of work from 
agriculture to industries like sugar, cotton textiles, edible 
1* The Times of India Directory & Year Book, New Delhi, 1982, p. 194. 
2* The Times of India Directory & Year Book, New Delhi, 1979. 
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oil«« hydrog«nated oils* industrial machinery, machine 
toolftir electrical machinery and aeeessories^ transistors, 
ratio sets,televisions, bicycles and its parts, fovindries, 
leather tanning, leather goods, woolen textiles, glass, 
handlooos, cement, dairiring etc. These industries are spread 
in the length and breadth of the state engaging 30•94 percent 
of the total population as workers* To educate such a large 
number of labour force, engaged in so varied types of works, is 
not an easy task* Specially, in a state like tJttar Pradesh, 
where only 21,77 percent of the total population accounts 
for the literate class of the total population. The CBlJB 
took initiative to provide educational facilities among 
workers in tJttar Pradesh and established in 1959 the first 
•Regional Centre for Workers* Education* at Kanpur, Later on, 
other regional centres for workers* education were established 
at Agra (1963), Allahabad (1972) arid Bareilly (1976), in 
persuance of the board's policy to cover more and more workers 
under the educational programmes. Since their inception, 
these centres are catering to the needs of the industries to 
educate workers and providing help to those industrial units 
where they have a «ill to start any educaticmal schwne on 
their own* The regional centres mainly train workers as 
workor-teachers lOirou^ education officers who are selected 
from tlie es^loyment market. The worker-teachers trained 
at these regional centres go back to their respective 
industrial units and provide training and education to 
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illiterate workers. 
A trained and literate worker is an asset 
whereas imtrained and illiterate worker is a liability 
for any ai5>loyer« Many times, illiteracy reflects in 
dissatisfaction, discontent and industrial unrest leading 
to unjust demands that may give a serious below to the working 
and peace in industry. Such workers are picked up by trade 
unions for their ulterior motives that lead to dissatisfaction 
and discontent among eir^ loyers. Education bridges the gap 
of misunderstanding and dissatisfaction and educated workers 
can push the trade union movement with the help of self 
education in the right direction• Various day to day problems 
like absenteeism, tardiness, lock-outs and strikes that cause 
ii!^ edlments to the industrial peace, are averted through the 
mental refinement of labour force. The process that lead to 
soxmd industrial peace is speeded-up with full vigour and 
vitally and the restiltant gain comes out in the form of social, 
cultural and technological advancoanent of the country. 
Workers, with the help of education, gain momentum to achieve 
higher standards of productivity. The enhanced productivity, 
in t\im is showered on workers in the form of better wages, 
improved working conditions and more facilities like housing, 
medical treatment, free education to children etc. The idea 
to open, regional centres, was mainly to bring educational 
facilities more nearer to the places where it is in more demand 
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The CBWS, however^ asstimes a position to directing and 
supervising the overall educational activitjtes from the 
headquarters. Ihe regional centres are hand-and-gloves 
directly with industrial units to provide the needed 
facilities for the Implementation of the woricers* education 
schemes* Keeping in viev the same idea« four regional centses 
have been established in Uttar Pradesh as said earlier. 
In order to know details connected with the education 
through the regional centres, the working of each centre is 
required to be studied, m the following paragraphs the 
working of regional centres at Kanpur, Agra, Allahabad and 
Bareilly is being undertaken in an alphabetical order, to 
assess the intact on industrial peace with special reference 
to the UPSEl. 
THE WORKIHG OF THE REQIOItAL CMlffgRE K » 
WORKBRS* EDUCATIOW AgRA/gAHARAIKPTmi 
m the forth-coming pages various tables compiled 
from the data related to the period from 1972-73 to 1979-80 
•re given^ to analyse the working of this centre, m order 
to evaluate the working of a regional centre it would be 
necessary to know about the progress of various fresh courses, 
refresher coiirsei and short-term programmes conducted at 
the centre,this can be of value to know the position of the 
training progranmes both to workers and worker-teachers. 
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Th« various tables giir«n below, therefore, would strengthen 
the fact mentioned above, and give an Idea about the working 
of the centre, 
TABLE 
TREtn) IN THE NUMBER OF THE WORKER«*TEACHEBS TRAINED 
Year, Sessions Worker-Teachers Total *age increase 
completed trained or decrease over 
the Base Year 
(1972-73) Public Private Sector Sector 
1972-73 4 90 15 105 
1973-74 4 99 14 113 07.61 
1974-75 2 53 09 62 -40.95 
1975-76 4 119 04 123 17.14 
1976-77 3 98 07 105 -
1977-78 3 87 04 91 -13.33 
1978-79 3 94 07 101 -03.80 
1979-80 3 101 03 104 -00.95 
Soizrcei Annual Reports, CBWE, Kagptir, for the respective years. 
Table 1 indicates, both in the public and the private 
sectors, the number of %rorker*teachers trained at the regional 
centre, Agra« The table gives statistics for a period of 
eight years i.e, from 1972-73 to 1979-80, On a close scrutiny, 
it is evident frcMn the table that the number of worker-teachers 
trained in the public sector is much higher as con^ared to the 
private sector for the same period. The table highlights that 
in the year 1973-74, 7,61% increase is registered among 
worker-teaohers * training, both in the public as well as in the 
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private sectors, assuming 1972-73 as the base year, 
The percentdge increase Is highest In the year 1975-76 
(17.1496) # while there Is a decline in rest of the years 
except 1976-77 where the percentage is equal to the base year. 
The highest short-fall in percentage, is seen in the year 
1974-75 i -40»95%>« I^ ie year 1979-80 shows lowest decline 
i.e. -00,95%, 
The reason for the short-fall in the pwrcentage is 
on account of a vast disparity in the nuxnber of worker-teachers! 
trained in the private sector. The extreme low numbers in the 
private sector has influenced the total worMng by reducing 
it to minus figures. If seen frc»n the angle of the public 
sector, where the figures are almost steady and by themselves 
do not show any dip lilce that of the private sector, frem the 
begining, in ccai^ arison to the public sector, 
TABL8 -11 









Total %age increase or decrease 
over lase year 
(1972-73) 
1972-73 207 2i04 2261 4865 mt 
1973-74 254 3818 2194 6012 23,57 
1974-75 277 4339 2284 6623 36,13 
197S-76 238 3688 1945 5633 15,78 
1976-77 138 2238 901 3139 -35,47 
1977-78 129 2517 381 2898 -40,43 
197a'»79 153 2619 650 3269 -32,80 
1979-80 144 2469 612 3081 -36.67 
Smuroei Aaaual Repoxim, d m , ilagpur,for the respective years 
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Tabltt II pertains to workers trained both In pxiblic 
and private sectors from 1972-73 to 1979-80, The number of 
workers trained in the public sector is considerably high as 
ccjn^ ared to the private sector, all along the period imder 
consideration. The iitainber of workers trained in the year 
1973-74 and 1974-75 increased to 3818 and 4339 as against 
2604 in the base year(1972-73) respectively in the public 
sector. The corresponding figures in the private sector for 
the year 1973-74 declined to 2194 and increased to 2284 in 
1974-75 against 2261 in 1972-73 <Base year), from 1975-76 to 
1979-80 the nuBd>er of trained workers in the private sector 
shows a continuous pattern of declinei, except for the year 
1977-78, where the figure touches An all time low number of 
381. The lowest number of workers trained in the public sector 
is witnessed in 1976-77 with a figure of 2238. Like private, 
the public sector also reveals the pattern of decline in the 
number of trained workers in the rest of the years. 
During the years 1973-74 and 1974-75 as against the 
base year 1972-73, the public and private sectors Jointly 
indicate an increase of 23*57% and 36.13% respectively. But 
in the year 1975-76 the increase is confined to 15.78% only. 
The years 1976-77, 1977-78, 1978^79 and 1979-80 show a 
percentage fall of 35.47, 40.43, 32.80 and 36.67 respectively. 
It can therefore, be inferred that the number of 
workers trained in the public sector is satisfactory whereas 
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In the private sector, it is on a decline, The performance 
of the pTjblic and the private sectors. Jointly upto 1975-76, 
indicates a plus sign. But the Joint performance front the 
year 1976-'77 to 1979-80 registers a sharp fall that is evident 
from the figures given in the last column of the said table. 
On the whole,the working of this centre vis-a-vis the public 
sector is satisfactory whereas the private sector needs some 
special attention. 
TABLE -III 
TREND IR THE liTOtOER OF THE WORKER-TEACHERS TRAINED IH 
REFRESHER COURSES. 
Year Sessions Worker-Teachers Total 
coirqpleted _ Trained 
Public Sector Private Sector 
95age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 2 26 14 40 
1973-74 1 09 03 12 -70.00 
1974-75 - - - - mm 
1975-»76 «•» - -
1976-77 1 14 4 W 14 -65.00 
1977-78 3 48 04 52 30.00 
1978-79 2 22 01 23 -42.50 
1979-80 1 10 01 11 -72.50 
Sources Jtanual Reports, C8WB, Nagpur, for the respective years. 
The t^le IXZ purports to the figures mentioning about 
the training of worker-teachers through refresher courses both 
in the pid>llc and the private sectors. One of the rede^ning 
features, ^ et is evident from the table is, that, in the 
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public sector, for two consecutive years (I.e. 1974-75 & 
1975-76) and in the private sector for three years 
(i,e* 1974-75, 1975-76, ft 1976-77) training programme through 
refresher courses could not be commenced. Except for 1972-73, 
which is the base year, and for the year 1977-78, the scheme 
of refresher courses gives a discouraging picture. The perfor-
mance is lowest in 1979-80 followed by 1973-74, 1976-77 and 
1978-79, where the percentage decline is 72.50, 70.00,65,00 
and 42,50 respectively. The performance is somewhat improved 
in 1977-78 with an Increase of 30% against the figures that 
show depressing picture noted against rest of the years. 
The rationale of non-cosranencement of refresher courses 
programmes for two years in the public and three years in the 
private sectors is said to be stated that, the employers and 
trade unions were not interested in sending the worker-teachers 
in these progrciranes as they were fully satisfied with their 
performance at their units, 
TABIJ8 -ZV 
TREWP IN THE HUMBSR OT THE WORKERS TRAINED IN REIHESHER COURSES 
Year Sessions Workers Trained 
Sector 
con^leted Public Private 
sector 
Total 9(age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 « . • - . 
1973-74 
1974-75 . - • - -
1975-76 2 - 50 50 -
1976-77 - - • • • 
1977-78 . • • - -
1970-79 . « « . -
19T9-eO - . - _ .. - . . -Soutcei Annual Reports,CBWE,Nagpur,for the respective years* 
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The Table IV highlighta the training of workers 
via the refresher coxzrses for the said period of 1972-73 to 
1979-80, Except for the year 1975-76^ refresher courses in 
the private 3ectortoo« could not be coinmenced during all the 
period under review, m 1975-76^  the public sector units 
sponsored 50 workers^ who were provided with the training 
through the refresher courses. As stated earlier#in connectioi 
with Table ill, the public and the private sectors were fully 
satisfied vith their workers and did not feel ar^ necessity 
to sponsor trained workers to join idie refresher courses. 
It would be worthwhile to mention that the regional centre 
(A^a) wotild have provided best of its services in connection 
with refresher courses if trained workers would have been 
sponsored by thei* respective sponsorers* 
TPMIM ^V 
TREND m THE NtJMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IS SHORT-TERH PROGRAMME 
(ONE-DAY saHQQi;.S) 
Year sessions Workers Trained 
cc«iq?leted Public Private 
Sector Sector 
Total %age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 64 1629 836 2465 •M 
1973-74 74 1566 1306 2871 16.47 
1974-75 57 945 1274 2219 -09*97 
1975-76 46 994 80S 1802 -26*89 
1976-77 60 1216 1122 2338 -05.15 
1977-78 §9 1613 685 2298 -06.77 
1978*79 55 1450 715 2165 -12.17 
1979-80 17 440 240 680 -72.41 
Sourc«i Annual Reports, ]iagpur» for the respective yeau^ 
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The Table V Interprets statistics regarding the 
training of workers in short-term programmes particularly 
one-day schools frcaa 1972-73 to 1979-80, This training 
programme appears to be popular both in the public and the 
private sectors as is indicated by the figures. The private 
sector shows a keen participation in one-day schools in 
1973-74^ 1974-75 and 1976-77 with 1305, 1274 and 1122 workers 
respectively v^ ho participated in the programme. In 1975-76, 
1977-78, 1978-79, there seeems to bo a decrease in the number 
of participants, yet, the decrease is not alarming. In the 
year 1979-80 with a total number of 240 participants the 
private sector records its activity, at the lowest ebb. It 
is in the same year that the piiblic sector too, records the 
lowest number of 440 participants in this programme. Although, 
the figures show somewhat declining trend in the public sector 
during all these years, yet there is consistency, during the 
major period under discussion. 
As against the base year (1972-73) the Joint partici-
pation of the public and the private sectors in the year 
1973-74 represents 16«479& increase and during rest of the years < 
there is a trend of fall in the percentage of the both. The 
situation i« worst, in the year 1979»80, followed by 1975-76 
and 1970-79 with a short fall of 72,14?6, 26.899i and 12.17% 
respectively. The years 1974-75, 1977-78 and 1976-77 register 
iRlldest short fall i.e, 09.97X, 06,77?i and 05.15% respectively. 
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The one«-day schools seem to be a way of training 
largely appreciated for the training of workers In both 
the sectors. The main reason for these courses to be equally 
appreciated bo$h by workers and sponsorers. Is the dtiratlon 
l«e* one-^ day, being shortest among ell the training prograinraes 
meant for workers. Neither workers nor sponsorers find any 
difficulty to co-operate with such training programmes. So 
far^  the regional centre has been self sustaining to under-
take this training programme, 2n future, if more and more 
units, both frcHti the public and the private sectors are 
drawn to sponsor workers to participate in this programme, 
the regional centre would have to find additional resources 
to fulfil this commitment, 
TABLS -VI 
TREND IN THE NOMBIR OP THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IH SHORT-TERM PROGRAMME 
(THREE-DAY SEMINARS) 
Year Sessions Workers Trained Total 
ccMBpleted Public Private 
Sector Sector 























Sil^ ureei Asmtial Reports, C!BWK, Magpur, for the respective years. 
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The Tabl* VZ contains information regarding training 
of workers throu^ short-term programme i.e. Three-Ikay 
Seminars. The base year in this table is assumed as 1973-74 
as figures are not available for the year 1972-73 • In the 
year 1973'-74 there were in all 4 sessions that were coit^ leted 
to train workers via the Three-Day Seminars* The ntimber of 
workers both in the private and the pijblic sectors totalled 
165» The niMiber of workers trained in the private sector was 
about three times lesser as cmpared with the public sector 
in this programme. In the year 1974-75, 1977-78 and 1979-80 
neither in the private nor in the public sectors the Three-day 
Sosiinars could be latmched. The obvious reason of this 
programme not being carried out was, that both the sectors, 
did not sponsor any worker for the same. The number of the 
total workers trained during the years 1975-76, 1976-77 and 
1978-79 is 126,230 and 40 respectively. The private sector 
did not sponsor any worker to be trained in the years 1975-76 
if 1978-79, but in the year 1976-77 alone, 200 workers have been 
trained through this programme in the private sector itself. 
The nui«ber of workers trained in the public sector in the 
years 1975-76,1976-77, 1978-79 is 126, 30 and 40 respectively. 
The interesting thing is that, although, no worker has been 
sponsored in the years 1975-76 and 1978-79 in the private 
sector in comparison to the public sector, where in the yeary 
1975-76, 1977-78 and 1978-79 the workers have been sponsored. 
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yet the number of trained worJers in the private sector 
exceeds. The year 1978-79 seems to be worst when It is 
noticed a fall of 75 #7596 in the ntimber of workers trained. 
The position is also not good in the year 1975-76 with 
23.639^  decline over the base year in the sphere of training 
programme. Except the year 1976-77, rest of the years 
cannot be interpreted in terms of the percentage increase or 
fall. The year 1976-77 seems by far the best year of gains, 
when 39*39% increase is witnessed in the programme of three-
day seminars. It can, therefore^ be concluded that this 
programme is liked both in the ptiblic and the private sectors, 
TABLE -VIS 
TREND IN THE MUMBER OP THE WORKERS TRAINED 











Sessions Workers Trained 
con5)leted Public Private 
Sector Sector 
Total ?Sage increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
NOT AVAILABLE 
Source! Aantxal Rtports, CBWE, Nagpur, for th^respective years. 
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The Table VII has been designed to cover the 
training of worker® through the method of *study Circles'. 
The relevant Information pertaining to the base year 
(1972-73) is not available in the records of the •Regional 
Centre for Workers'Education*, Agra, During the period 
under review, no group of workers adopted study circles on 
their own* The plain reason for this disinterestedness 
seems to be a lack of sufficient educational background among 
workers. As is evident, this method requires a good background 
of education, in order to prove to be a subject of ccamnon 
interest through mutual debate and discussion. Viewing from 
this angle, workers in general, do not conform to the standards 
of education and, therefore, it cannot be e3q>ected from them 
to take part in discussions where depth of knov/ledge, expressioi 
language and certain educational bias is necessary. 
So far the discussion covered the working of the 
Agra regional centre for workers* education and included a 
period of eight years begining from 1972-73 to 1979-80. In 
order to have a closure xinderstandlng of the working of the 
regional centre, T^le VIIX gives a picture since the 
inc^tic»i of the regional centre, it Is T«7orthy to be mentioned 
that the Agra regional centre, was origin-tlly established at 
Saharanpur, on 16th Augulit,1963« The regional centrc was 
shifted from Saharanpur to Agra on Slat December,1976. The 
Table Vlll gives information about the total number of the 
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trained worker-teachers and the workers, since the centre 
was established till the year 1979-80• 
T^Sa -VIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF THE TRAIHED WC^ KEIU-TSACKERS AND WORKERS 





i.e. lS»8-63 upto 31-12-1976 1297 67290 
31-12-76 to 31-3-77(1976-77) 926 
1977-78 91 2898 
1978-79 101 3269 
1979-80 104 3081 
Total 1625 77464 
Source I - Workers Education Bulletln#Hagpxir, January 1,1977 
- Workers Education, Nagpur, Februrary,1979 
- Annual Reports the CBWB,for the respective years. 
The Table VIII reveals the nundber o£ the worker-
teachers and workers trained at this centre from 16-8-1963 
(the date of inception, of this centre) ijpto 1979-80, the 
number of the worker-teachers and workers produced since thB 
begining upto 31*12-1976 at tlM.fi centre comes to 1297 and 
67290 respectively covering almost a period of over thirteen 
years, from 31-12-1976 to 31-3-1977 the number stands at 32 
and 926 respectively for the same cetegories of trainees,as 
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mentioned above • The figures of 91, 101 and 104 for 
worker-teachers and 2898, 3269 and 3081 for workers represent 
1977-78# 1978-79 and 1979-80 respectively. The total figures 
of 1625 worker-teachers and 77464 of workers since the 
establishment of the centre upto 1979-80, give at a glance, 
the total achievement of training programmes launched at the 
centre. It can be inferred that the numerical strength added 
to the training programmes at the eentre is worthy of 
appreciation. On all counts, the total figxire of 77464 trained 
workers appears to be <juite impressive. The figure, 1625, 
of trained worker-teachers may also be considered as a sizeable 
contribution for the achievement of the target of ;7orkers* 
training programmes at this regional centre. 
Having discussed the achievement made by this centre, 
from the begining upto 1979-80, by having full time courses 
for worker-teachers and workers, it is necessary to have a 
look on the achievement of the training through short-term 
programmes and refresher courses. The Table IX is meant to 
give a restsrae of the progress of short»terra programmes and 
refreslier courses since the birth of this centre upto 1979-80, 
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TABtB 
PROGRESS OF THE SHORT TERM PROGRAMMES AND THE REFRESHER COURSES SINCE THE INCEPTION UPTO 1979-80 
Year Workers Trained in Refresher Courses Short Term Programmes 
One Day Three Day ^fetudy Schools Seminars Circles 
Worker-Teachers Workers 
Since inception 
upto 30,6,75 13348 787 461 326 50 
1.7.75 to 
31.3.76 1352 95 • 38 
1976-77 2338 230 - 14 -
1977-78 2293 - 52 — 
1978-79 2165 40 - 23 -
1979-80 680 - 11 -
Total 22181 1152 461 426 88 
Sourcet*Workers* Educ&tion*, CBWE# Nagpur, August,1975, p, 123. 
-Annual Reports, CBWE, Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table IX highlights the achievements of the 
various short-terra programmes and refxresher courses conducted 
at this regional centre. One Day Schools, Three Day Seminars 
and Study Circles constituted the main method of short-term 
prograam®, whereas refresher cotirses are divided in batweer* 
worker-teachers and workers. The figures 13348, 787 and 461 
refer to one-day schools, thr«»e-day seminars and study circles 
respectively since the inc^tion of this centre upto 30,€.1975. 
- i2€ * 
For the same period, tha niiraber of worker-teacher a and 
workers are represented by the figures 326 and 50 respectively 
In refresher courses. The period from 1,7,1975 to 31.3,1976 
is represented by figures 1351 and 95 for one-day schools and 
three-day seminars respectively. The study circles were not 
held during this period. The refresher courses for the same 
period are represented alone by the number of 38 workers 
trained and the training of worker-teachers is conspicuous 
by its absence during the same period. One important thing 
revealed through this table, is the total ntamber of trainees 
produced at this centre since the inception till 1979-80, 
througlh the short-terra programmes and refresher courses. The 
total number of trained workers produced through one-day 
schools, three day seminars and study circles can be represented 
by figures 22181, 1152 and 461 respectively. The total number 
of trained worker-teachers and workers throu^ refresher 
courses is represented by the figures 426 and 86 respectively. 
The analysis of the total period of about seventeen years, 
begining from 16,8,1963 to 31»3,19d0, shows that the perfoxmance 
and achievaRent of the short term programmes and the refresher 
courses at the regional centre is satisfactory. It can be 
said, beyond any doubt, that the nuttier of trainees produced 
in all tlie courses mentioned above, speak by th^selves the 
success of training programmes at the Agra regional centre. 
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THE WORKING OP THE REGIOWAI- CENTRE FOR 
WORKERS* EDUCATZOK — AUiAHABADt 
The second Regional Centre for Workers* Education 
in Uttar Pradesh is stationed at Allahabad} This centre 
came into being at Allahabad on 28th August, 1972, The 
centre has been contributing sizeably towards workers* 
education in the region, which can be testified by the study 
of the Tables I to IX given in the following columns* The 
Tables are designed to highlight nximber of worker-teachers 
and workers trained through various programmes conducted 
at the centre# The other associated programmes linked vjith 
the overall training progrananes of the centre can also be 
learned through these tables* The Tables have been formulated, 
specially to compile statistics of various training programmes 
from the relevant sources, in order to draw a conclusion 
as to the working of the centre. 
1. The order of discussion of the regional centres for 
workers* education does not base on chronological order, 
rather the system of alphabetical order has been adoptedi 















over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 1 28 02 30 • 
1973-74 3 129 04 133 343,33 
1974-75 4 154 09 163 443,33 
1975-76 4 135 21 156 420.00 
1976-77 3 152 12 164 446.66 
1977-78 3 136 07 143 376,66 
1978-79 4 115 OS 123 310,00 
1979-80 4 132 10 142 373,33 
Source s Animal Reports, CBVIE, Hagp\ir,for the respective years. 
The Table I brings into focus statistical infcacraation 
connected with the training of worker-teachers for the regional 
centre, Allahabad. It covers as usual a period of eight 
years begining from 1972-73 to 1979-80, The data relate both 
for the public and the private sector undertakings. In 
compariaion to th« private sector, the outcome of trained 
worker-teachers in public sector is much more higher during 
the eight y«ar period. The highest number of 154 trained 
worker-teachers in the public sector is witnessed in the 
year 1974-75 followed by 152, 136, 135,132, 129,115 and 23 
in 1976r77, 1977-78, 1975-76, 1979-80, 1973-74, 1978-79 and 
1972«73 respectively, Zn the private sector the highest nisnber 
of 21 trained worker-teachers is obtained in the year 1975«'76 
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followed by 12, 10 ^ 09, 08, 07, 04 and 02 In 1976-77,1979-80, 
l974-7i,1978-79, 1977-78, 1973-74 ana 1972-73 respectively. 
Despite the fact that low niuiO^ er of trained worker-teachers 
has been turned out in the private sector, yet, the percentage 
increase of the totals of both the private and the pxiiblic 
sectors is quite comforting. Considering 1972-73 as the base 
year,the increase is noticed 446,66% in the year 1976-77 which 
is followed by 443.33, 420.00, 376.66, 373.33, 343.33 and 
310.00 percent in the years 1974-75, 1975-76, 1977-78, 1979-80, 
1973-74 and 1978-79 respectively* The performance of the 
ptiblic sector seems to be satisfactory for vjhich the number of 
trained worker-teachers givos a testimony. As usual, the 
response for this training programme in the private sector 
is meagre, yet it is not, discouraging. 
TABLE -II 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 
Year sessions Workers Trained Total 9iage incr-completed Public Sector 
Private 
Sector 
ease or decrease over Base Year(1972^3» 
1972-73 37 965 441 1406 mm 
1973-74 224 3207 2256 5463 288.54 
1974-75 300 4664 2532 7196 411.80 
1975-76 296 4612 2440 7052 401.56 
1976-77 300 4757 2407 7164 409.53 
1977-78 310 5132 2233 7365 423.82 
1978-79 224 4992 1344 6336 350.64 
1979-80 218 3952 1363 5315 278.02 
Sourcet Annual Reports,C9VflB,l(agpur,for the respective years. 
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The Table II is meant to show information regarding 
the training of workers in the same regional centre, ^ e 
number of trained workers produced during the period 
mentioned in the table, both in the public and the private 
sectors, is enough to signify the popularity of this training 
programme at this regional centre for workers' education. 
In this case also^  the peroformance of the p\ablJ.c sector has 
an edge over the number of trained workers of the private 
sector. At any rate, the public sector has turned out a 
good number 4f trained workers and shovis consistency in the 
figures, except for the base year 1972-73, xjhen only 441 
trained workers have been produced. All along, during the 
period under review, a percentage increase is noticed in the 
totals of both the public and the private sectors ranging 
from 278.029^  to 423,82%, 
Qo. the whole, the performance seems to be 
satisfactory in both the sectors, and it can safely by 




TREND IN THE NUMBER OP THE WORKER-TEACHERS TRAINED IN RSFRESKER COURSES 
Year Sessions Worker-Teachers 
Cott^ jleted Trained ^^Ln^lltT Public private decrease 
^ c t i t ILtor Xm^TliJ!^ 
1972-73 - - « - -
1973-74 - - . - -
1974-75 i 11 5 16 
1975-76 1 18 - 18 12,50 
1976-77 I 12 3 15 -06,25 
1977-78 3 82 8 90 462,50 
1978-79 2 5 5 - 5 5 243,75 
1979-80 • . - -
Source* Annual Reports, CBWE,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table 111 refers to the statistics related to the 
training of worker-teafihers through refresher courses both 
in the public and the private sectors for a period of eight 
years fron 1972-73 to 1979-80, During the period of eight 
years, the programme coiild be conducted only in the years 
1974-75, 1976-77 and 1977-78 in the private sector, and from 
1974-75 to 1978-79 in the public sector. In rest of the 
years the programme of refresher course has not been carried 
out at this regional centre for workers' education. The 
performance of the public sector is better, in two ways, as 
compared to the private sector. Firstly, because this 
programmes have been conducted for five consecutive years 
and secondly, because the number of trained vjorker-teachers 
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tum®d out in the said sector is more than what one get 
from the corresponding figures in the private sector. 
Except, for the year 1976-77# with a decrease of 6,25% 
over the base year 1974-75, in rest of the years the position 
is in the plus side of the scale. The year 1975«'76 shows 
12.50% increase which gallops to 243,75 and 462#50 per cent 
in 1978»79 and 1977-78 respectively. The reason for the 
irregular commencement of the refresher courses seems to be 
that a far gi^ater number have been trained in the first 
instance, for which Table 1 provides a testimony* The other 
reason can be attributed to the effectiveness of the original 
training to the worker-teachers belonging to the generation 
referred to in the Table X* the present generation referred 
to in the table under discussion, hardly needs a second 
round of training* 
TABLE -IV 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED IN REFRESHER COURSES 
Year sessions Workers Tr^ned 
completed Public Private 
Sector Sector 
Total %age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1975-76) 


















Source! Annual Reports, C8Wl,M»fl!pur, for the respective years, 
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The Table IV throws light on the training prograxwne 
of workers through refresl^ er courses. Ho refresher course 
was conducted in the private sector during the period 
under discussion. In the public sector too, the prograimne 
could not be held for the years from l97i2-73 to 1974-75 and 
in 1977-78 and 1979-80. In 1975-76, 1976-77 and in 1978-79, 
25,80 and 25 workers were provided with training through 
refresher courses. To a person, whojtakes the table on its 
face value, the scanty figures may not appeal much, but the 
fact is, that the participation of workers is found at a lov^  
ebb for the reasons already mentioned and need not to be 
emphasised again, m this table 1976-77 has been considered 
as the base year and therefore, it can be noted that the 
percentage of the achievement through refresher courses is 
kept intact in the year 1978-79 (i.e. 220.00%). 
TABLE -V 
TREND III THE NUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHC®T-TERM PROGRAMME 
(ONE-DAY SCHOOLS) 
Y«ar Slsslons workers Trained Total %age'increase 
or decrease 






1972-73 10 160 240 400 -
1973-74 146 2905 2911 5816 1354.00 
1974-75 95 2189 1597 3786 846.50 
1975-76 81 2189 968 3157 689.25 
1976-77 92 2299 1350 3649 812.25 
1977-78 105 3360 840 4200 950.00 
1978-79 57 1655 640 2295 473.75 
1979^80 i9 360 199 7B9 89.75 Source lAanuax K«9ort3,aiHB#iiagpur«forth# 
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The Table V estpresses figures both In the piiblic 
and the private sectors related to the training programme 
of Industrial tirorkers through one-day school from 1972-73 
to 1979-80• The performance of the private sector in 
one-day school progrannnes have been better with Individual 
score of 240# 2911 and 399 in the years 1972-73» 1973-74 and 
1979-80 respectively in comparison to the performance of the 
public sector for the same duration, Frcan 1974-75 to 1978-79, 
the performance of the piiblic sector, in each year, has been 
more than what is found in the private sector for this period. 
But at any rate, the performance of the public and the private 
sectors have been appreciable and can be testified lyy taking 
into consideration the totals of the both, and finding out 
percentage increase or decrease. In column 6 of this table, 
it is seen that all along the period, there have been a 
percentage increase ranging from 89,75 to 1354,00 considering 
1972-73 as the base year. 
It can therefore, be inferred that one-day schools 
are a popular way of dessimination of education among industrial] 




TREHD IN THE NUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 







Total %age Increase 
or decrease 
ovor the Base 
Year(1973-74) 
1972-73 Hot available 
1973-74 17 400 280 680 * 
1974-75 OS 120 80 200 -70.58 
1975-76 09 235 120 355 
1976-77 14 240 362 602 -10.59 
1977-78 02 80 80 -88.23 
1978-79 08 265 40 305 -55.14 
1979-30 03 107 107 -84.26 
Source I Annual Reports#C®WE,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table VI r^resents the figurative information 
in connection with the training programme of industrial 
workers through the short-term programme called Three-Day 
SeHiinar, The figures, both for the ptiblic and the private 
sectors are not available for the year 1972-73 and therefore, 
1973-74 has been assumed as the base year. The programme of 
three-day seminar was held in the years 1977-78 and 1979-80 in 
the private sector. Except for the year 1976-77, with a 
figure of 362 workers,the performance of the private sector 
has been at a low key in con^ aris4ffi to the performance of the 
public sector in the rest of the years. The perfomance of 
both the pxiblic and the prlvat® sectors for the base year 
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Is hignest «ind therefore, all along the period xinder 
diseusslon* a percentage decrease is noted, ranging fron 
10,59 to 88,23 percent* The other reason for this loss In 
percentage can be attributed to the inconsistent achievement 
of the private sector. 
TAB3:,E -VII 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OP THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROGRAMME 
(STUDY CIRCLES) 
_ Year Sessions Workers Trained Total 96age increase 
con^ Jleted Pxiblic Private or decrease 
Sector Sector over the Base 
Year(1974-.75) 
1972-73 NOT AVAILABIiE 
1973-74 • - • • 
1974-75 1 - 15 15 
1975-76 3 30 15 45 200,00 
1976-77 « • • -
1977-78 • • - -
1978-79 6 8 8 - 8 8 486,66 
1979-80 4 82 - 8« 446«66 
SourceI Annual Reports,C®WE,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table VII talks about another short-terra 
prograrame pertaining to the training of industrial workers 
entitled as 'Study CirclesThe data both for the public 
and the private sectors is not available for the year 1972-73 
and during the year 1973-74 no such programme could be held 
in both the sectors, threfore, 1974-75 is assumed as the 
base year. The programme of study circles could not be held 
in the public sector during the years 1974-75,1976-77 ' 
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and 1977-78 • This prograinm«» in th« private sector was 
not persued frcm 1976-77 to 1979-80* The perfonnanc© of the 
private sector in the years 1974-7|i and 1975-76 is equal* 
representing a figure of 15 trained workers* and therefore, 
shows consistency in the perfomance* The figures of 30» 
88 and 82 in the public sector for the respective year 
1975-76, 1978-79 and 1979-80 show an increase in the begining 
and a slight fall in t^e end» In the years 197S-76#1978-79 
and 1979-80 the percentage increase is 200, 486«66 and 446.66 
respectively. On the whole, the performance se«as to be 
satisfactory in, both the sectors, except that the prograitime 
of study circles could not be held as mentioned above, Th® 
reason for this programme not being held, seems that a large 
number of workers were trained throu^ the short-term programme 
ofi One-Day Schools, as is evident from the Table V, 
TABIJB -VIII 
TOTAI, HUMBER OF THE TRAINED '.JOBKER-TEACHERS AND WORKERS 
SINCE THE IHCEPTIOKT UPTO 1979-80. 
Year Worker-Teachers Workers 
Since inception 
l,e»28«8«72 upto 31,12,76 














Total 1054 47297 
SourceI -Morkexs Education Bulletin,Nagpur,January 1,1977 
-wodesrs Ediieatioa*Jtafpur, »ftbruary, 1977 
-Jieosnal Reports of th» CBU|,^ agpur, for the respective 
years. 
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The Tablo VIII reveala that 26093 workers and 595 
worker-teachers were produced upto 31.12*76# since the 
inception of this centre. The period from 1,1,1977 to 
31.3.1977 shows 2188 and 51 workers and worker-teachers 
respectively at the same centre who had received training. 
In the year 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1979-80 the corresponding 
figures for trained workers and worker-teachers are 736S, 
143; 6336, 123; and 5315 and 142 respectively. The total 
number of workers trained at this centre coraes to 46814 and 
total nxariber of worker-teachers stands at a figure of 1054 
in about a total period of eight years. It can#therefore, 
be placed on record that the statistical ntoiiOjer of trained 
workers and worker-teachers produced at this centre in a 
period less than a decade is worthy of appreciation. 
Besides,training of workers and worker-teachers 
the centre undergone with sch^es of short-term programmes and 
refresher courses meant ftirthor to augment training to the 
sane classes of recipients as have been discussed above. 
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TABIJg »IX 
PROOiESS OP THE SHCSIT TERM PROGRAMMES 
AHD THE REVRESHER COURSES 
SINCE THE INCEPTION UPTO 1979«-80 
Year Workers Trained in Refresher Courses Short Term Programmes Worker- Workers One Day 
Schools 





1040 15 16 «M> 
1.7.1975 to 
31.3.1976 2917 195 45 18 25 
1976-77 3649 602 — 15 80 
1977-78 4200 80 90 -
1978-79 2295 305 88 55 25 
1979-80 759 107 82 m -
Total 24062 2329 230 194 130 
Sourcei 'Workers* Education*#caBWE,Nagpur#August, 1975 -Annual Repoxrts^ CBWE, Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table IX has been divided into two parts viz, 
short-term progreaiunes and refresher courses. Short term 
prograiam«s include One-day schools. Three-day Seminars and 
Study Circles. Refresher courses are designed to provide 
training facilities to trained workers and trained worker-
teachers. The position of one-day schools, three-day 
s@ninars and study circles has been tabulated since inception 
upto 30.6.1975 that show 10242, 1040 and 15 workers trained 
respectively. The period from 1.7.1975 to 31.3.1976 reveals 
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number of workers trained that can be r^resented by the 
figures 2917, 195 and 45 respectively for the said 
programmes* In the year 1976-77 and 1977-78 study circles 
were not held at this centre,however» one-day schools show 
3649 and 4200 trained workers respectively. The corresponding 
figures for three-day seminars for the same period stands 
at 602 and 80 trained v/orkers respectively* In the year 
1978-79, 88 workers were trained through study circles,305 
through three-day seminars and 2295 through one-day schools. 
The figures of study circles, three-day seminars and one-day 
schools for the year 1979-80 are 82, 107 and 759 trained 
workers respectively^ 
As regards refresher courses, the number of x:orkers 
and worker-teachers who attended the courses was small. 
However, they have been tabulated to give an insight of the 
refresher courses at this centre. The period from 28«8,1972 
to 30.6.1975,1977-78 and 1979-80 witness no refresher courses 
among workers at this centre and/ for worker-teachers, during 
1979-80 no refresher course was held, 16 worker-teachers 
Joined refresher courses during the period Isetween 28.8.1972 
to 30.6.1975. 18 worker-teachers Joined refresher courses 
from 1.7.1975 to 31,3.197«. 15, 90 and 55 worker-teacher« 
received facilities of refresher courses dxiring the session 
1976-77, 1977-78 end 1978*79 respectively. The workers who 
received training through refresher courses stand at a figure 
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of 2S during the period from 1.7.1975 to 31.3.1976. 
The flgiire of 80 and 25 worJcers trained tlirough refresher 
courses are represented for the years 1976-77 and 1978-79 
respectively, 
Zt can be concluded chat the refresher courses 
were not a «blg draw* at this centre, whereas the short-term 
prograinmas specially ons-day schools have been the main 
focus of attention among majority of workers at this regional 
centre for workers* education. 
WORKIUQ OF THE REGIONAL CENTRE FOR 
WORKERS* EDUCATION- BAREILLYi 
The next Regional Centre for Workers* Education 
in Uttar Pradesh is located at Bareilly. This centre was 
started on 4th October,1976 with a view to imparting 
educational facilities to wrker-teachers and x^ orkers. 
In the forthcoming paragraphs an atcerapt is being made to 
make an analysis of the working of this centre. For this 
purpose^ the required statistlca. has been compiled, in the 
form of various Tables given at proper places. Severcl 
training programnes like refresher courses, new courses and 
short«.terra prograiranos have been studied since the date of 
inception upto 1979-80. 
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TABLE 
TREND IN THE KUHBBR OP THE WORKSR-TEACHERS TRAINED 
Year Sessions Worker -.Teachers Total %age Increase 
coR5>leted Trained or decrease 
J>ublic Private over the Base 
Sector Sector Year(1976 
1972-73 - - -
1973-74 - — — <— mm 
1974-75 m — - -
1975-76 - tm — -
1976-77 2 47 04 51 -
1977-78 3 56 24 80 56.86 
1978-79 4 97 15 112 119.61 
1979-80 4 90 30 120 135.29 
Source t Annual Reports#CBWE,Hagpur^for the respective years. 
The T§i>le 2 signifies numerical information related 
to the training of worker-teachers at the Regional Centre for 
Workers* Education at Bareilly for a period of eight years.^ 
Out of the period of eight years, the figures are available 
frcHti 1976-77 to 1979-80, as the regional centre itself was 
set-up in the year 1976-77* The figures shown in the table, 
highlight the performance both of the piiblic and the private 
sectors. The number of trained worker-teachers in the publle 
l.The regional centre for workers* education at Bareilly x^ as 
established itself in 1976-77, The first batch for providing 
training to workers,was started from 4.10.1976* As this 
centre comnenced its functioning from October,1976,therefore, 
statistics related to various courses are not available as a 
consequence to it. The year and date is also indicated 
as to the begining of the training activities at this centre. 
This researcher, therefore, has no option but, for the sake 
of sytmmtxy^ has included in this table and in rest of the 
tables the period fvom 1072*73 to 1975-76. 
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sector Is more than what the private sector presents. 
The trend in the public sector, of trained worker-teachers 
aXso« shows continuous progress frc»n the initial figure 
of 47 in 1976<-.77 to 97 in 1978-79 and then there is a slight 
fall in the trend in 1979-80 with a figure of 90. m 1976-77 
with an initial figure of 4,the number Increased to 24 in 
1977-78 with a siseable decline to the figure of 15 in 
1978-79 but this figure doubles up in 1979-80* showing a 
zigzag progress in the private sector too. Assuming 1976-77 
as the base year* it is gratifying to note that the trend 
has all along show a percentage increase of 56.86 to 135.29 
from 1977-78 to 1979-80 continuously. It can therefore, be 
inferred that in a short period like this, considerable number 
of worker-teachers have been turned out as trained worker-
toachers from the regional centr® at Bareilly. 
TABLE -II 
TRBMP IH THE HOMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 
Year Sessions Workers Trained Total %age increase oon^leted Public Private or decrease 
Sector Sector over the Base Year(1976-77) 
1972-7J - — - - -
1973-74 - - - -
im-75 - - - - -
- m - - -
197#*77 986 644 1630 -
1977-78 U 2 2401 1102 3503 114,90 
1978-79 177 2647 1596 4183 156,63 
1979-80 145 1681 nt9 3900 139.26 
Source I Annual R«port«#GMai#llftgpur#for the respective years. 
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The Table II shows the working related to the 
training of workers during the same period at the same 
regional centre. The private sector produced 644, 1102f 
1536 and 2219 trained workers in the years 1976-77, 
1977»78, 1978-79 and 1979-80 respectively. The figures 
show a trend of continuous development in the number of 
trained workers in the private sector. The position of the 
public sector is still better than what is noted in the case 
of the private sector. In 1976-77 the number of trained 
workers turned out in the public sector was 986,which In^roved 
to 2401, 2447 in 1977-78 and 1978-79 respectively. In the 
year 1979-^0 the number of trained tjorkers declined to 
1681, Jointly, the position of both the public and private 
sectors, can be studied by having a look into the figures 
ccanputed on the percentage basis. Assuming 1976-77 as the 
base year, it is notid that in the year 1977-78 there has 
been an increase of 114,90% follonred by 156,63% in 1978-79 
Which moderately declines to 139,26% in 1979-60, On the whole, 
the performance jointly and individually both of the public 
and the private sectors have been satisfactory. It appears 
frcRi the table that the scheme of training of workers is 














over the Base 
Year(1976-77) 
1972-73 - - - ir 
1973-74 - - *» <•• -
1974-75 - - — -
1975-76 - m mm -
1976-77 1 09 04 13 « M 
1977-78 2 36 15 51 292.30 
1978-79 2 47 <m 47 261.54 
1979-80 1 20 • 20 53.85 
source! Annual RepottS/CBWE,Nagpur»for the respective years. 
The Table ill refers to the data regarding training 
of worker-teachers through refresher courses both in the public 
and the private sectors* The scheme of refresher courses is 
found to be carried frcwti 1976-77 to 1979-80 in the public 
sector and from 1976-77 to 1977-78 in the private sector. The 
tiny figures of 4 and 15 in the private sector are compensated 
with the figures of 9, 36« 47 and 20 in the ptiblic sector 
which at any rate, seems to be a reasonable performance. 
Assuming 1976-77 as the base year,the Joint performance of 
both the sectors is lilso considerably satisfactor|^ * Zn the 
year 1977-78, with an increase of 292,30?6 followed by 261.5416 
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In 1978-79, the percentage achievement bears a testimony 
for the successful achiev«nent of the refresher courses at 
this centre, in 1979-80, however, the percentage increase 
is confined to 53#85 only, but l»hat too, speaks on the 
positive side of the ahievement, it has been noted at 
different regional centres for workers' education that the 
nujtiber of worker-teacher a, taking part in the refresher 
courses, is not that .hlgh,^ t is found in the original 
training programme designed for them, Bareilly, therefore, 
is not an exception to the trend that prevails at the other 
regional centres, 
TABLE -IV 
®RI!I3D IKF THE NUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED IN REFRESHER COURSES 
Year Sessions Workers Trained Total 














Source! Annual. Reports,GBWB,Hagpur,for the respective years, 
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The Table IV is meant to signify the trend related 
to the training of workers through refresher courses at the 
regional centre,Bareilly,covering both the public and the 
private sectors for the period under discussion. As mentioned 
earlier, the centre was set-tip in 1976 at Bareilly and, it 
started functioning from 4th October, 1976, when the first 
batch of workers was enrolled to be trained* The period from 
1976-77 to 1979-80 speaks the truth that both in the public and 
tho private sector undertakings, need was not felt to pr#vlde 
refresher courses to the workers who had already received 
vigorous training in the first round as is evident from the 
Table II above. The table IV although does not represent any 
statistical data, yet at any rate, the success of the original 
training iir^ sarted to the workers cannot be over-emphasised. 
This table, therefore, has been included to provide a symmetry 
to this study, 
TABLE -V 
TREND IN TOE NTJMBER OP THE WORKERS TRAIHED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROGRAMME 
(OHE-PAY saiOOLS) 
Year Suasions workeg Trained 
coB®>let«d public Private 
Total 9iage increase or 
decrease over the 
sector Sector Base Ye 
m <m <m • 
1973*74 a o • • -
1974-75 m m tm <•> 
1975*76 - - m am 
1976-77 38 990 490 1480 • 
1977*78 74 1729 1182 2911 96.68 
1978*79 58 1491 820 2311 56.14 
1979*80 01 m #0 *97*29 
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The Table V reveals the porfonnance related 
to the training of workers through the shcart-tena progranmie 
called One-day School, fixcopt for the year 1979-80, the 
private sector has turned out 490 trained worlcers in 1976-77, 
1182 In 1977-78 and 820 In 1978-79• The performance of the 
pxibllc sector, except for the year 1979-80 with a figure of 
40 trained worlcers is considerably higli in comparison to the 
private sector* The public sector produced in 1976-77, 990 
trained workers that increasedto 1729 in 1977-78 follov^ ed by 
a slight decline In 1978-79 representing a figure of 1491, 
One-day Schools shovrcd a percentage loss of 97.29 in the 
year 1979-80 but in the year 1977-78 and 1978-79 chowdd a 
percentage achievement of 96*68 and 56.14 respectively. 
It can,therefore, be inferred, that one-day schools have been 




TREND IN THE NUMBER OP THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROGRAMME 
tTHRBl-»DAY SEMINARS) 
Year Sessions Workers Trained Total 95age increase 
or decrease 






1972-73 - im • 
1973-74 — - 4MB — -
1974-75 - - - -
1975-7i <m - - • 9m 
1976-77 • 40 - -
1977-78 2 32 50 82 -
1978-79 9 255 75 330 302.43 
1979-80 «* • mm -
Sourcet Annual Repotrts«CBW5,Ifftgpur^ £or the respective years. 
The Table VI reflects information connected with 
the training of workers through ahort-term progranane entitled 
•Three-Day Seminar* • In the year 1977-78 the performance 
of the private sector with a figure of 50 trained wrkers has 
an edge over a figure of 32 trained workers in the public 
sector. In the following year* the ptiblic sector takes a big 
lead in producing trained workers* showing a figure of 155 
against 75 of the private sector* m the years 1976-77 and 
1979"»«0 the short-term programme meant to in5)art education 
through three-day seminar was not held at this centra. 
Assuming 1977*78 as the base year the Joint performance of 
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both the public and the private sectors la much co«fortlng 
and show 302,43% Increase, It can»therefore, be deduced 
that this programme has received proper attention, appreciation! 
and acclalmatlon both In the public and the private sectors 
at the regional centre at BarelXly* 
TABUB^VII 
TRBMD m THE HUMBER OF 'sm WORKERS TRAINED 











Sessions Workers Trained 
completed Public Private 
Sector Sector 
Total %age increase or 






Sourcet Annual Reports*CBWE,Nagpur#for the respective years. 
The Table VII shows statistics pertaining to 
the training of worlcers via the short-term programme called 
•Study Circles In the year 1976-77,In the public sector and 
in the year 1978-79 In the private sector, the programme of 
study circles was launched representing a number of trained 
workers to the time of 25 and 15 respectively. In rest of 
the years, during the period under review, this programme 
e^uld not be held at this centre, Assianlng 1976-77 as the 
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baae year, a decrease of A0% is witnessed at the centra* 
As mentioned earlier, the participation of workers is 
meagre in short-term progranraes and therefore, this 
short fail can be attributed to the reason already mentioned. 
On the whole, the performance does not appear to be \msatis-
factory# 
TABia -VIII 
TOEAli NTOfflER oy THE TRAINED WCmKER-TBACHBRS AND THE WORKSRS 
SIHCB THE mCEPTIONUPTO 1979-80 
Year Worker- Workers 
Teachers 
Since inception - 994 
i.e. 4.10.1976 
upto 31.12.1976 
1.1.1977 to 31.3.1977(1976-77) 51 636 
1977-78 80 3503 
1978-79 112 4183 
1979-80 120 3900 
Total 363 13216 
Source I Workers* Education Bxilletin,Nagpur, January 1,1977 
-Workers * Education,Nagpur,February,1977 
-Annual Reports*CBWB,Na5^ur, for the respective years. 
In this Table 994 workers were trained upto 
31.12.1976 since the inception of the cewKSe, but no mention 
has been made regarding the number of worker-teachers 
trained daring this period. 636 workers and 51 worker-teachers 
were trained from 1.1.1977 to 31.3.1977. 3503, 4183 and 
3900 workers and 80, 112 and 120 worker-teachers were trained 
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in th« years 1977-78, 1978.»79 and 1979-80 respectively, 
m a total period of Uxait five years (since th© Inception 
t^to 1980), 363 worlccr*teachers and 13216 workers were 
trained at this regional centre independently, that can be 
considered as a sizeable contribution of the centre to 
the overall training achievements in Uttar 9radesh« 
TABUB 
PBCXmBSS OF THE SHORT TERM PROGRAMMES 
MSfD THE RSVRESHER COURSES 
SINCE THE INCEPTION UPTO 1979-^0 




















Total 6742 412 40 131 
Sourcet Workers* Education,Ragpur,August,1975, p.123 • Annual Reports, a9WS,Magpur,for the respective years. 
The Table IX deals with the figures regarding 
the training of workers and worker-teachers through the 
medium of Refresher Courses, (hie-day Schools, Three-day 
Seminars and Study Circles* At this centre the above mentioned 
training prograanmes yielded 1480 trained workers through 
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Ofitt-Day Schools during the period frcxn 4• 10*76 to 
31«3*1977 and 25 workers throng study circles for the 
same period. 13 worlcer-teachers were trained during 
the same period via the refresher courses programme, 
m the year 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1979-80, 51, 17 and 20 
worker-teachers were turned out respectively through the 
refresher courses at this centre* For the same period 
2911, 2311 and 40 workers were produced respectively through 
One-Day schools. 82 and 330 workers were trained through 
Three-Day Seminars in the year 1977-78 and 1978-79 respectively 
The Study Circles produced 15 trained workers in the year 
1978-79. 
The redettaing feature of this table is that no 
worker joined the Refresher Courses at this centre during 
the period under review. On the whole, the working and the 
results at this centre aeema to be satisfactory in view of 
the fact that both the short-terra programmes and '-.ie 
refresher courses, received the attention of vrorkers as well 
as worker-teachears. 
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THE WORKING OF THE REGIOHAL CERTRE FOR WORKERS* EDUCATZOH—KAHVtRlt 
The fourth and the last Regional Centre for 
Workers* Education in tJttar Pradesh was established on 
28th August, 1959 at Kanpur» The centre is the oldest in 
the state and, has contributed great deal to the cause of 
worker-teacl^ ers'and workers * education in the state which is 
evident from the Tables I to VII discussed below* 
TABLE 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OP THE WORKER-TEACHERS TRAINED 
Year Sessions con^leted Worker-Teachers Trained Public Private Sector Sector 
Total %age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 3 86 IS 101 -
1973-74 4 91 19 110 08.91 
1974-75 4 89 11 100 -00.99 
1975-7® 4 99 13 112 10,^ 9^ 
1976-77 4 85 10 95 -OB.94 
1977-78 4 lis 02 117 15.84 
1978-79 4 10$ 05 110 08.91 
1979-80 4 118 04 122 20.79 
Source! Annual Reports, GBWE, Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table I gives the figures in regard to the 
position of worker-teachers that have been trained at the 
regional centre,Kanpur, covering a period of eight years i.e. 
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from 1972-73 to 1979-80. The miinber of worker-teachers 
trained both in the ptibllc and the private sectors are 
given side by side In separate colxanns, A look at the 
table* shows a marked achievement in the number of trained 
worker-teachers in the public sector as ccn^ared to the 
private sector. Except for the year 1976-77, the number of 
worker-teachers trained In the pxiblic sector has Increased 
steadily. The corresponding figures in the private sector 
does not show any definite pattern. Percentage-wise also# 
the table shows steady Increase during the period under 
review, except 1974-75 and 1976-77 when the figures register 
0,99% and 5,9$% decrease respectively. The highest percentage 
increase is obtained in the year 1979-80 i,e, 20,79, The 
worst year that registers the maximuiti fall is 1976-77 with a 
decrease of 05,9494, 
On the whole, the achievement seems to be 
satisfactory in the public sector but the private sector 
needs efforts to increase the tempo of the training at the 
centre. 
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TABL8 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OF THE WORKBRS TRAINED 
Year Sessions Workers Tr^ned 
coir^ leted Public Private 
Sector Sector 
Total %age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 322 4220 3180 7400 
1973-74 312 3655 2895 6550 -11.48 
1974-75 324 3430 3040 6470 -12.56 
1975-76 357 3200 3940 7140 -03.51 
1976-77 366 4020 3300 7320 -01.08 
1977-78 354 3940 3140 7080 -04.32 
1978-79 348 4410 2310 7620 02.97 
1979-80 357 4987 3798 8785 18.71 
Sourcet Annual Reports,CBl-JB, Nagpxir, for the respective years. 
The Table II depicts figures related to the 
training of workers at the regional centre, Kanpur,for a 
period of eight years. During all this period* the nuinber of 
workers trained in the public sector is higher as cc.. pared 
to the private sector, except for the year 1975-76 when the 
position is just the reverse, in the base year 1972-73 the 
total niunber of workers trained both in the public and the 
private sectors is loigher as compared to the totals of the 
years from 1973-74 to 1977-78. This has consequently resulted 
in a percentage decrease during the period under discussion. 
The position loproves in the years 1978-79 and 1979-80, 
with a percentage Increase of 02.97 and 18*71 respectively. 
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It can be noted with appreciation that during the period 
under review both the piiblic and the private sectors have 
contributed a substantial number of workers trained at this 
regional centre. 
TABUB "IXl 
TREND IN THE ITOMBER OF THE WORKER»TEACHERS TRAIIJED IN 
REFRESHER COURSES 




Total J4age increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1972-73) 
1972-73 1 34 <Ml 34 — 
1973-74 2 34 26 60 76.47 
1974-75 - - - -
1975-76 2 38 15 53 55.88 
1976-77 - « • mm 
1977-78 3 70 15 85 150.00 
1978-79 3 63 23 86 152.94 
1979-80 2 43 IS 58 70.58 
sourcet iUnnual Reports*CBWB,Nagpur» for the respective years. 
The Table XZZ provides statistics in regard to the 
training of worker-teachers through the refresher courses both 
in the public and the private sectors at the Kanpur regional 
centre• Ho refresher courses were conducted at this centre in 
the years 1974-75 and 1976-77 in the pid?lic sector and 1972-73, 
1974-75 and 1976-77 in the private sector. The performance 
of the public sector in coit^ parison to the private sector is 
better during the rest of the years as shown in the table. 
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The year 1977«»78 records bluest number of worker-teachers 
trained In the publio sector 70, The second highest 
number of such a batch of the trained personnel was 63 In 
the year 1978-79. The trend In the public sector, from the 
beglnlng till 1977-78, has been steadily the rising one. 
It Is In the year 1978-79 that the trend shows a slight 
decline and, then again in 1979-80 this decline is further 
sharpened representing a figure of 43 only. The position 
of the public sector, seems to be somewhat weak, yet it 
\ 
shows steadiness to some extent. Having a look on the Joint 
performance of the public and the private sectors, the highest 
percentage Increase is noticed in the year 1978-79 i»e, 
152.9454, narrowly followed by 150,00* in the year 1977-78, 
It is noteworthy that In the years 1973-74, 1979-80 and 1975-76 
there have been an Increase of 76.479(, 70.58% and 55,8896 
respectively. In short, the performance at this centre in 
regard to the refresher courses seems to be an^ly rewarded 
except during the years in which the course could not be 
conducted at the centre. 
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TABU »IV 
TREMP IN THE HtMBBR Qg THE WORKBRS TRAINED IN REfRESHER COtJRSES 
Year Sassions Workers Trained Total 

























SourceI Annual Reports#CBWB,Nagpur,for th© respective years. 
The Table W pertains to the training of workers 
through the refresher courses both In the public and the 
private sectors. Sharing a period of eight years, the refresher 
courses could be held from 1975-76 to 1977-78 in th® public 
sector and in the private sector the course was conducted 
only in the year 1977-78, In the year 1975-76 and 1976-77 the 
number of workers trained in the pijblic sector was 22 in each 
year and the nximber of workers trained was 25 both in the 
public and the private sectors in the year 1977-78. During 
the same year«it can be noted that 127.27S Increase has been 
obtained in the training programme jointly in both the sectors. 
The reason of poor attendance in the remaining period seems 
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that the workers originally trained in the first round 
did not like to Join refresher courses» as they were fully 
satisfied with the trainin? they received in the first 
instance, for thi8# Table XI above provides evidence, 
that a large nunA>er of workers wsre trained during the period^ 
1972-73 to 1979--80« as shown in the said table, 
TABLS -.y 
TREND ZN THE miMBER 07 THS WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROGRAMI^ E 
(OMB-DAY SCHOOLS) 






over the Base 
Year<1972-73) 
1972-73 33 1689 480 1169 « 
1973-74 105 1590 2219 3809 225.83 
1974-75 89 1220 2208 3428 193.24 
1975-76 62 1166 1093 2259 93.24 
1976-77 29 565 544 1109 -05.13 
1977-78 66 1523 1189 2712 131.99 
1978-79 71 1456 1778 3234 176.64 
1979-80 35 941 600 1541 31,82 
Source t Annual Reports* C3lifS«Magpur« for the respective years. 
The Table V purports to the statistics related to 
the training of vrorkers through short-term prograirane i.e. 
One-Day School at the regional centre, Kanptir, Having a 
glimpse of the table, it can conveniently be said that a large 
number of workers have been trained both in the pxiblic and 
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the private sectors under this schane during the period 
im<fiOr review. The public sector haa an edge over the 
private sector as regards to the number of trained workers 
during 1972-73, 1975-76, 1976-77 and 1979-.80, The number 
of workers trained in the private sector show a lead during 
the years 1973-74, 1974-75 and 1978-79 over the number of 
workers trained in the public sector for the same period» 
The analysis of the total number of wrkers trained both in 
the public and the private scctors has been shown in the 
last column of the table that shows percentage decrease or 
increase over the base year(1972-73). The year 1976-77 
shows a marginal decrease of 5.13^, whereas in rest of the 
years, a gain is noted. The increase ranges from 31.82?S 
in 1979-80 to 225.83% in 1973-74. The yoars 1975-76, 1977-78, 
1978-79 and 1974-75 sho^ f percentage Increase in an ascendening 
order of 93.24?6, 131.99?i, 176.64% and 193,24J6 respectively. 
One-Day Schools, sem to b« pretty popular among 
workers of both the sectors. This method of training 
appears to be popular on account of the fact that large ntiraber 
of workers can mak« themselves available for one-day training 
without loosing much of their professional, social and 
d<Mtt««tic life. \ 
z ' 
TABLE 
TREHD IN THE tTUMBER OF THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROCSIAMME 
(THRBg-DAY SEMINARS) 
Year Sessions workers Trained coir^ leted pSBlic Private Sector Sector 
Total fSage increase 
or decrease 
over the Base 
Year(1973«74) 
1972-73 NOT AVAILABLE 
1973-74 05 172 111 283 
1974-75 01 25 — 25 -91.16 
1975-76 07 200 40 240 -15,19 
1976-77 06 172 35 207 -26.85 
1977-78 15 357 220 577 103.88 
1978-79 07 135 120 255 -09.89 
1979-80 09 220 24 244 -13.78 
Source I Annual R^oirts, CBWE,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table VI relates figures in connection with 
the training of workers through another short-term programma 
called *Three-Day Seminars*, The number of workers trained 
in the public sector as conqpared to the private sector is 
larger that is evident from the table during the entire 
period for which the statistics has been collected. Except 
for the year 1974-75# the performance of the public sector 
shows consistency* The year 1974-75 records 25 workers only 
who were trained in the public sector. However, 25 trained 
workers cannot be considered to be a dismal nun^er under the 
said training prograiraae. The year 1977<-78 can be considered, 
one of the toest years, with a figxire of 357 trained workers, 
which is highest in the series. The performance of the 
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private sector^  no doubt* seems to be satlafactory. Except 
for the year 1974-75 in tirhich no such programme could be held 
for turning out any trained worker. The highest and the lowest 
numbers of the trained worker* are obtained In the years 
1977-78 and 1979-80 respectively. The figures of 1972-73,both 
in the public and the private sectors^ are not available and 
therefore, 1973-74 has been considered as the base year in this 
table. Percentage-wise a decrease is noted during the entire 
period except for 1977-78 in vi/hich year an Increase of 103.88% 
is seen* The highest decreaad of 91*16 in the percentage is 
recorded in the year 1974-75* The reason for this steep fall 
in the percentage is# on account of the non-availability of the 
data in the private sector in that year* The marginal decrease 
of percentage in rest of the years can be attributed to the low 
turning capacity of trained workers in the private sector* In a 
nut-sheil, the schane of Three-Day Seminar appears to be 
satisfactory! 
TABUB-VII 
TREND IN THE NUMBER OJ THE WORKERS TRAINED 
IN SHORT-TERM PROGRAMME 
(STWY CIRCUiS) 
Year Sessions Workers ^ ain^ Total 94age increase 
Conqpleted i^lie PrivUte of decrease over 
Sector Sector the Base Year 
1^72-75 NOT AVAILAiLB (1973-74) 
1973-74 06 129 129 — 1974-75 05 121 - 121 -06*20 
1975-76 11 162 - 162 25*58 
1976-77 11 139 35 174 34*88 
1977-78 21 200 123 323 150*38 1978-79 19 85 193 278 115.50 
1979-80 04 4S fO -53*48 
Source I Annual Reports, diwtflla^ uir, for the respective years* 
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The Table VII refers to the Information in regard 
to the training of worlcers through another short-term 
programme entitled •Study CirclesI. The figurativo information 
for the public and the private sectors, for the year 1972-73 
is not available and therefore, 1973-74 has been assumed 
as the base year. In the private sector, from the year 
1973-74 to 1975-76, the programme of study circles is devoid 
of any participation on the part of workers. The figures 
for the private sector in the remaining years i.e. from 
1976-77 to 1979-80, show a sizeable contribution. The 
performance of study circles in the public sector is mppreciabl* 
and consistent. Except for the years 1974-75 and 1979-80 
with a decrease of 6.20 and 53.48 percent respectively, the 
entire period shows a percentage rise In the totals of both 
the public and the private sectors, with a maximtua gain of 
150.38% in the year 1977-78. 
The training of woJtJcers through short-term prograianes 
like study circles looks to be more popular among the workers 
of the public sector as con^ared to the private sector 
undertakings. 
The study of the Tables I to VII covers a period of 
•Ight years beglnlng from 1972-73 to 1979-80. in order to 
probe deeply, the Tables VIII and IX have been ccMnplled to 
cover the entire period (i.e. since Inception till 1979-80) 
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to facilitate th« study to show the working of the 
centre more elaborately. For this purpose, the number of 
worker-teachers and workers trained during the entire period 
are studied under the background of the various training 
schemes like refresher courses, full-time courses and 
short-term programmes, 
TABIjB -VIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF THE TRAINED WORKER-TEACHERS AND THE WCXIKERS 
SINCE THE INCEPTION UPTO 1979-80 




upto 31.12.1976 1845 131743 
1.1.1977 to 31.3.1977(1976-77) 41 1980 
1977-78 117 7080 
1978-79 110 7620 
1979-80 122 8785 
Total 2235 157208 
Source! Workers* Education Bulletin,Nagpur,January 1,1977. 
- Workers* Education Bulletin,Nagpur,February,1977. 
• Annual Reports,CBWI,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
The Table VIII reveals the number of trained workers 
at this centre which ccanes to 131743 since inception 
(i.e. 28.8.1959} to 31.12.1976. The number of worker-teachers 
for the same period at this centre comes to 1845. Frcxa 
1.1.1977 to 31.3.1977 (i.e. for the session 1976-77) 1980 
workers and 41 workers-teachers were trained, 7080, 7620 and 
8785 workers and 117, 110 and 122 worker-teachers were trained 
at Kanpur during the sessions 1977-78, 1978-79 and 
1979-80 respectively* 
The working of the centre seons to be impressive 
and, the nxmber of trained vrarkers and v;orlcer-teachers 
that the centre turned out, is rather highest in both the 
categories of vjorker-teachers and x-jorkers, as ccanpared to the 
correspoi^ ding figures at other centres of the state. This 
centre excels in the training programmes of workers and 
wcrker-teachers by way of refresher courses and short-term 
programmes as given below in the Table ZX. 
TABLE -IX 
PROGRESS OP THE SHORT-TERM PROGRAMMES 
AND THE REFRESHER COURSES 
SINCE THE INCEPTION UPTO 1979-80 
Year Workers Trained in Refresher Courses 
Short-Term Pro^ammes Worker- Workers 
One I>ay Three Day Study Teachers 
Schools Seminars Circles 
since Inception 
upto 3 0 1 9 7 5 15362 2279 1244 997 40 
1.7.1975 to 
31.3«197€ 1694 180 122 40 16 
1976-77 . 1109 207 174 - 22 
1977-78 2712 577 323 85 50 
1978*79 3234 255 278 86 -
1979-80 1541 244 60 58 -
Total 2S652 3742 2201 1266 128 
Sources workers* Education, Nagpur,August 1975#p«123« 
- Annual Reporw CBWS,Nagpur,for the respective years. 
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Th« Table IX can be divided vertically into 
two parts viz. Refresher Coiirses and Shori:-Term Programmes, 
In all, 40 workers and 997 worker-teachers were trained 
at this centre from 28.8.1959(date of inception) to 30,6.1975 
through Refresher Courses. From 1.7.1975 to 31.3.1976 
sixteen-workers and forty worker-teachers received training 
in the same training progransae. The refresher courses^ 
during the session 1976-77 yielded 22 workers and no worker-
teacher participated during this period. In the session 
1977-78 fifty workers and eighty five worker-teachers were 
trained through refresher courses. During the sessions 
1978-79 and 1979-80, eighty six and fifty eight i^rker-teachers 
received training through refresher courses respectively. 
Whereas, no worker joined this programme during the said 
period. 
The progress of short-terra programmes has been 
recorded in other part of the same table \»hich is fxirther 
divided for One-Pay Schools, Three-Day seminars and Study 
Circles. Since 28.8.1959 upto 30.6.1975, One-Day Schools, 
Three-Day seminars and Study Circles, turned out 15362, 
2279 and 1244 workers respectively. For the period begining 
from 1.7.1975 to 31.3.1976, the number of trained workers 
produced by One-Day Schools, Three-Day Saninars and Study 
Circles comes to 1994, 180 and 122 respectively, 1109, 207 
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and 174 trained workers were produced during the session 
1976-77 in One-Day Schoolst Three-Day Seminars and Study 
Circle respectively, 2712# 3234 and 1541 workers were 
trained in One-Day Schools during the sessions 1977-78# 
1978-79 and 1979-80 respectively. The corresponding figures 
for Three-Day Seminars arc 577• 255 and 244 respectively 
for the same period, 323, 278 and 60 workers were trained 
respectively through study circles dxiring the same sessions. 
Like refresher courses, short-term programmes 
conducted at this centre have an edge over the same type 
of programmes conducted at the other centres in the State, 
The numerical strength of trained workers contributed by 
short-term programmes at this centre is higher in each 
category viz, One-Day Schools, Three-Day Semlmrs and Study 
Circles, It can,therefore, be inferred that the regional 
centre for workers* education at Kanpur, is a prestigeous 
centre in the state for it has amply contributed to the cause 
of educational training to worker-teachers and workers in 
Uttar Pradesh, 
THB WORKING OF THE ROWS IN OTTAR PRADESH AT A GLAMCSt 
In the foregoing pages detailed Information as to 
the working of individual regional centres in Uttar Pradesh 
has been given for which necessary tables and statistics 
* new stands for all the four Regional 0»ntr«« for Worker • 
Iducation in Uttar Pradesh namely Agra,Allahabadtlarellly 
«und KfiUQpur# 
provide wldAnee* Having diaeustod* the working of each 
centre independlentSLy* an endeavour is being inade to provide 
a s^optic vietr of the entire worlcing of the rogtomX eontros 
for woclsers* education in Qttar Pradesh* tor this purpose 
the foXlotiing table has been designed that heips understand 
the irking of these centres in trttar Pradesh at: a gianoe* 
TABia 
ini^R Of Tm tuAimp wqrker-^SACH^S mm 
THS WORCTIS m M,h Tin FOUR HSOXOtmL CEISTESS 
113 mrm pmmm 
a@72»73 to 1979-80) 
through , IJhrmigh c m m E mjUfrnVim coimsss ESimESHER ccimess s S S s S S t U E S M E S E lioxkerw Worker© ^ orkei:^ workers '' Three- stu£^ Veacters Day Day Circles 






3S520 152 SO 
47897 194 130 
13214 131 m b 
8834S 376 94 
16838 561 mZt 
24062 2329 230 
6742 412 40 
19261 1831 1247 
Sourcet Annual »eport8#aniiB«!iagpur for the respective years* 
NOTBt in case of Bareilly the data are related to Mte 
years after its inc^tion upto 1979<*«0(i«e* 4«10«76 
to 31«3»80}» goring ebout 4 academic years. 
fhe fable relNirs to the i»»;king of the Ite^oiial 
dMstres for workers* Education in mtme Pradesh* for a 
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period beglnlng from April 1^1972, to 31st March,1980# 
Xn case o£ Bareilly, th« synmdtry of the period under 
review has not been possible owing to the fact that the 
centre at Bareilly was commenced itself only on October 4, 
1976. m connection with Allsihabad too, the study of the 
proposed full period is not possible for the simple reason 
that the centre was established on August 28,1972, reducing 
the period by a narrow margin of about five months* In case 
of the other centres, the study con^rise for the envisaged 
full period. 
The Table reflects progress of training programmes 
through full time courses, refresher courses and short-term 
programmes. 
FULL-TIME COURSESt 
The highest number of S8365 workers trained in this 
programme are reported from Kanpur followed by 47297, 35520 
and 13216 at Allahabad, Agra and Bareilly respectively. 
In case of worker-teachers the highest number of 1054 is 
reported from Allahabad followed by 867, 804 and 363 from 
Kanpur, Agra and Bareilly respectively. It is heartening to 
iVNOVHA 
note that both Allahabad ond Bareilly, haveihavti considerable 
number of trained workers and worker-teachers, though both 
these centres had a late origin. The success of training 
progransnes specially for workers at Kanpur appears to be 
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more than average but at no rate the contribution of the 
other centres can be considered less in^ortant* 
RElTtESHER COXIRSSSt 
Exc^t Bareilly where no refreshers* training 
programme for workers has been conducted, the position of 
Mlahabad r^resenting 130 trained workers, is followed by 
94 and 50 at Kanspur and Agra respectively, seems to be 
reasonable. The reason being as said earlier, the comprehen-
sive training in^arted in full-time courses, leaves little 
opportunity for refre&her courses. The same logic applies 
to worker-teachers as well« The figure of 376 trained 
worker-teachers at Kanpur being the highest is followed by 
194, 152 and 131 at Allahabad, Agra and Bareilly respectively* 
SHORT-TERM PROGRAMMESt 
These programmes can be classified into dne-Day 
Schools, Three-Day Seminars and study Circles* 
ONE-DAY sOHLOOLSt The highest number of 24062 workers 
attended one-day schools at Allahabad followed by 19261, 
16838 and 6742 at Kanpur, Agra and Bareilly respectively. 
This reflects good working at Allahabad, However, the 
efforts made at other centres are no less valuable. These 
figures, also reflect that one-day schools being in the easy 
reach of the majority of workers are largely popular as 
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ccHiqpared to other short-terra progfrainmes namely ®hree-Day 
Seminars and Study Circles* 
THR1B«»DAY SEMINARS I In case o£ three-day seminars* the 
largest nuiBtoer of 2329 workers Is witnessed again at Allahabad, 
Kanpur with a figure of 1831 followed by Agra and Barellly 
showing 561 and 412 respectively comes next* Three-day 
s®nlnars appears to be less popular as compared to one-day 
schools* This is on account of the fact tl at in the saninars 
workers having at least scwie background of education are 
required, whereas one-day schools need Ho such quality* 
STUDY CIRCLES I Study circles appear still less popular 
among workers, owing to the reason that they require somewhat 
higher level of education. It is, therefore, noted that 
at Agra no Study Circle could be functionalised* At Barellly, 
the figure stands at 40* Allahabad is represented by a figure 
of 230* The only figure of 1247 at Kanpur is considerably 
a good achievement in the method of study circles* 
In short, it can be mentioned that the working 
of all the regional centres for workers* education in Uttar 
)Pra<SUish, providing training facilities for workers and 
worker-teachers, through full-time courses, refresher courses 
and short-term programmes is satisfactory beyond any doubt* 
The reason for the meag«9 attendance in refresher courses 
need not be emphasised again* It can, therefore, be of 
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value^ to say that at each centre there appears to be a 
consistency In worlc and achlevanent of the task of training 
of workers and worker-teachers. 
CONCLUSIONt 
The study of the working of the Regional Centres 
for Workers* Education In tTttar Pradesh, during the period 
1972-73 to 1979«.80# reveals that the perfomance of workers* 
education schemes have shovm continuous progress in the 
\ 
p\iblic sector units, whereas, certain schemes in the private 
sector, either received meagre response of participation 
from workers or altogether lost sight of the working class 
for reasons of Illiteracy and lack of educational culture. 
The schemes^ show irapressive results firstly in the training 
of workers, and secondly for the training of worker-teachers 
In the sphere of full time courses* Refresher Courses result 
in reversing the order and bring worker-teachers on top and 
workers to the below* in the area of short-terra programmes, 
poorest response has been ear-marked by the Study Circles, 
The schemes of the Three-Day Seminars have responded slzeably 
and the results of One-Day Schools are quite heartening. 
Although a definite ratings cannot be made for 
each centre in yet ^  .1 the basis of statistics as already 
discussed above, it can be Inferred that the contribution 
of Kanpur Ctentre is by-far the largest in terms of number 
1, S«ft Table OB page 169* 
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c£ workers trained, Allahabad can be rated best for 
tumlng-out the highest nvmber of worker-teachers # 
Agra and Barellly, however, show a satisfactory performance, 
except a few exceptions such as Refresher Courses and Study 
Circles which are conspicuous either for absence or poor 
performance. 
To sum up, the working o£ the Wbrkers* Education 
Schemes in tJttar Pradesh seems to be satisfactory and 
rewarding. But, their true returns cannot be studied in 
isolation, unless a thorough study is made to evaluate the 
impact of workers* education schemes on absenteeism, strikes, 
labour turn-over and tardiness, working efficiency, industrial 
disputes, participation, discipline-conciousness, organisationa,. 
behaviour, trade union activities and indijstrial peace etfi., 
which forms the basis of the next Chapter i.e. the "impact 
of Workers* Education Schemes on Industrial Peace with 
Particular reference to Uttar Pradesh State Electricity 
Board** (UPSBB). 
C H A P T E R - IV 
THE IMPACT OP VJCSiKERS* EDUCATION SCHEMES 
ON INDUSTRIAL PEACE with PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 
UTTAR PRADESH state ELECTRICITY BOARD (UPSEB) 
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PCTRODUCTIOHt 
To show the Impact of workers* education schemes 
on industrial peace, certain indicators have been mentioned 
in the concluding part of the previous chapter, which shall 
be dealt with scMtiewhev^ , in the forthcoming pages. This 
researcher would like to study the said intact with special 
reference to the Workers* education schemes which are current 
in Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board(jPSBB), The UPSEB 
which is an autonomous body, formed on 1st April,1959 from 
a mere Hydro-Electric Department working under the then 
Ministry of irrigation & Power, enjoys now the status of a 
Board accountable to the Secretary, Ministry of irrigation 
and Power, Government of tJttar Pradesh, As per rules of the 
Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, the minimum number of members 
of the Board has been fixed as three, and the maximura number 
may be seven* Out of the minimum three members of the Board, 
each one should represent Administrative,Technical and 
Commercial Accounting & Financial bacijgrounds. For long, 
one of the thred statutory members of the Board could be 
appointed as its Chaiman, v;lth a modification that any 
outsider on the reccanmendatlons of the Government of Uttar 
Pradesh can also be appointed Chairman of the Board, 
Presently, the Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board Is 
conqprised of five regular members and two ex-officio members. 
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Th« Secretaries In the Ministries of Finance and 
Irrigation & Power» Oovt, of Uttar Pradesh are the 
ex-of£lclo roentoers of the Board respectively. The five 
regular memdHirs are appointed by the Govt .of Uttar Pradesh* 
The regular meiobers are separately incharge of Transmission & 
Distribution* Commercial Operations, Power Generation, 
Financial activities and the Secretariate of the Board, 
The Board has divided whole of the state of U«P« 
into seven Zones namely Varanasl, lAicknow, Kanpur, Barellly, 
Meerut, Agra and Hill(Nalnltal) from the distribution point 
of view. Besides, there are two other Zones of Transmission 
namely Trauismlsslon-Bast and Transmission-West* Moreover, 
a new Zone has also been introduced under the Scheme of the 
World Bank for tube-wells. All these sones work under the 
supervision of the Zonal Chief Engineers(ZCE) separately,but 
the M<i»A>er«Tran8ml98lon & Distribution looks after all these 
zones individually. 
As far as generation of the power is concerned, 
there are three existing power generating projects, namely 
Obra, Harduaganj and Pankl (Kanpur) with installed power 
capacities of 1550 MM, 530 Mf and 284 MW respectively. The 
Obra and the Harduaganj projects are under the supervision 
and charge of General Managers, who usually are Chief 
Snglneers. The Pankl (Kanpur) power project is headed by 
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the Deputy General Manager, whose rank is that of an 
Additional Chief Engineer. Besides the three running 
projects, there are three more thermal projects under 
construction, namely Tanda, Parlchha and Aanpara(the lit 
two are under the charge of cailef Project Managers who are 
of the rank of the Additional Chief Engineers and the third 
one Is managed by the General Manager whose rank Is that 
of a Chief Engineer), The three thermal projects are nearlng 
ccm^ pletlon. The Installed capacities of these projects are 
440 MW, 220 MW and 630 MW respectively. The Aanpara Power 
Project, is under construction with the Japanese Collaboration 
under 'the YEa? Credit Scheme*, meant initially to generate 
630 MWf with a further capacity of 1000 Ml^  to be added to 
overcane the perennial problem of the power shortage in the 
state upto the beginning of the Seventh Five Year Plan, 
However, "the total installed generating capacity of the 
state of Uttar Pradesh at the end of March, 1980 stood at 
3379 MW,*^ 
When looked from the angle of the en^loyees, working 
with the Board, the Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board 
appears to be a big organisation, oi^ iloying about '•95376 
technical and non-technical employees as on 25,5,1982, .2 
1, •SHAKrrVANl*, llo,33«35, tl.P. State Slectrlclty Board, 
&ucknow, November, 1980 • lfay,198X, p. %4. 
2, Information supplied by Shrl Pa^nakar Tripathl, 0 6 M 
Officer, U,P,3.1,B,, Ashok Marg, iMcknow in his 
letter No, Nil, dated 2S,S,1982. 
Out of the total 95376 enqployees, 3295 and 298 belong to 
the Gazetted Engineers and Gazetted Non*technical Personnel 
respectively» The built of the workforce of the Board is 
CCTi5>rlsed of the technical non-gazzoted staff, to the tune 
of 78000 employees, whereas the ntctciber of non-technical 
non-gazzeted staff shows a figure of 12300 only. The Board 
has on its staff some non-wage personnel, among them 1258 
are non-technical and 54 are technical personnel. 
The Board has a net work of its Divisional and 
Sub-Divisional Offices in every district and tehsil respect-
ively covering the entire state of Uttar Pradesh with the 
schemes of workers* education sponsored by the Central board 
for workers* education. This writer has chosen the Board for 
the study of the impact of vrorkers* education schemes on 
industrial peace for the reason that the Board has allowed 
Workers* Education Schemes to operate liberally throughout 
the state. In the forthcoming pages, therefore, a brief/ 
theoretical landscape of Industrial Peace and the indicators 
that show it,would be discussed, 
IWDVSTRIAIi PEACE —. SOME FACTS i 
*Peace in industry' means 'absence of strife and 
struggled Strife and struggle is fundeaniental to human nature. 
Absolute Industrial Peace is neither possible nor required 
as it closes avenues for further es^loratlon of better 
techniques in industrial relations management. A near to 
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peace condition can be evolved by bringing together 
employers and onployees in particular and trade unions 
and other institutions in general. The forces that generate 
industrial unrest somehow be regulated and arrested to give 
birth to voluntary and spontaneous co-operation* a sense 
of partnership between labour and management to augment the 
climate conducive to industrial growth. Economic development 
cannot be viewed in Isolation unless it is harboured on the 
theory of good industrial relations for which industrial 
peace is a slne»quOb<-non, It is aptly observed by the National 
Comralssion on Labour in its Report that "the ansx-zer to 
class-antagonisms and xTorld conflicts will arrive soon if t/e 
succeed in discovering a sotmd basis, for human relations in 
Industry? it is in this connection the First-Pive Year 
Plan emphasises'the role of 'peace* in industry has a 
great significance as a force for world peace.' «1 
The much sought after Industrial peace is inevitable 
for the economic progress of a country to create hantionious 
working ccmdltlons for improving productivity and efficiency. 
"Iconoroic progress is bound-up with industrial harmony for 
the simple reason that industrial harmony inevitably leads 
to more co-operation between eiigE>loyers and ecnployees* which 
results in more productivity and thereby contributes 
to all-round prosperity of the country, Hoalthy industrial 
1. First Five Y«ar Pl«n# 
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relations, on Which industrial harmony is £ounded« 
cannot therefore be regarded as a matter in which only the 
©i^ loi'ers and eit^ jloyeea are concerned; it is of vital 
significance to the cOTiraimity as a whole. That is how the 
concept of industrial harmony involves the co<»pperation 
not only the employers and the employees, but also of the 
coommnity at large* This co-operation stipulates that 
employees and eii5>loyers recognise that though they are fully 
Justified in safeguarding their respective rights and Interests 
they must also bear in mind the interests of the coirammity» 
In other words, both employers and employees should recognise 
that as citizens they ought not to forget the interests of 
the community. If this be the true scope of the concept of 
Industrial harmony, it follows that Industrial harmony should 
and ought to emphasise the importance of raising productivity, 
because the resulting accelerated rate of growth will lead 
to the good of the community as a whole# That, we consider, 
is the true significance of the doctrine of industrial 
harmony in its three dimensional aspect? 
m order to create an atmosphere of industrial peace 
the role of workers' education can not be overemphasised* 
The vital issue of industrial peace cannot be solved only 
through •ducation alon«, although education has an over-riding 
influence in creating conditions of peace or near to peace 
i, "RepQVt of the National Conmission on Ziabour, Ministry 
of taib&a and amployKiVRt and Rvhablitation, oovt.of India, 
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in industry. Besides education, the attitudes of workers 
and en5>loyers are also to be in favour of creating the 
climate of peace by reasoving any disruption in canmunication, 
finding out reasonable and honourable solutions of tussles 
of any kind and ensuring that no memorandum asking for any 
deraands is lying pending with the management. Both en^loyees 
and employers should have s due consideration for the legiti-
mate limitations of each other while preparing any charter 
of demands, "Difficulties arise when ire attempt to reach 
agreement on the facts in industrial disputes because every 
industrial situation is complex and provides cues that can 
lead to contradictory Interpretations Sf^  Endeavour must be 
made on both sides to avoid contradictory interpretations and 
evolve amicable, just and acceptable formulae to surmoxint 
this situation, 
The industrial policy of a country with special 
consideration Cor industrial relations is the prime duty of a 
Oovemment that should be evolved purely on sound economic 
lines, "^ ha state which has to discharge its obligations to 
safeguard the interests of «i^loyers, tti^loyees and the 
comnnunity at large cannot afforA to be a silent spectator 
in the sphere of industrial relations* Apart from economic 
interests, the State» irrespective of its political ideology^ 
Ross Stagner, *Psychology of Industrial Conflict*, 
Xiondon, 1961, 484« 
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siaives to propagate a social system through the content 
of its industrial relations policy,. Its policies and attitudes 
towards unicms« en^ ployers* organisations, pattern of industrial 
output and sharing of profits by working class are fonaulated 
and shaped by social goals that it strives to achieve, its 
role, however, differs from country to co^try, depending 
on political Institutions, nature of economy, social and 
economic development?^ All this is possible when "the 
foundations of industrial peace can be strengthened by fair 
dealing, but a *peace at any price* policy cannot, however, 
2 be supported? 
Industrial peace may also not be searched in the 
court of laws or tribunals designed to settle industrial 
disputes* ''it i» far better for management and labour to 
settle their differences amongst themselves than for than 
to go as litigants and opponents before a tribunal or coHJtt*^  
•the principle of coratpulsory arbitration.••• has given a 
great setback to the growth of trade unionism in India. The 
spirit of self-confidence and self-reliance engendered by 
1. Mehrotra, S.N,, 'I^ abour Problans in India*, New Delhi, 
1976, p. 563. 
2. Richardson, J.H., 'An Introduction to the Study of Industrial 
Relations*, London, 1959, p« 18. 
3.1xcerpt« frran the speech of V.V. oiri in the 12th session 
of Indian Iiabour Conference, 1952, narrated in •Labour 
Movement in India; G.K. Sharma, Wew Delhi,1971, p, 127. 
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healthy bargaining has given place to the habit of inqportunity 
and litigation. ••« vihen one party haa lost and other won, 
the victor and the vaquished get bacX to their work in a 
sullen and resentful mood towards each other; and neither 
can forget or forgive. The loser awaits the next importunity 
to make good the loss, while the winner is carried away by 
a sense of victory which is not conducive to co-operation. 
Such an attitude of suppressed hostility in one party and of 
• ••••• satisfaction and tlriun^ h in the other may lead to 
transient truce but not lasting peace? ^  
The lasting industrial peace though difficult, yet 
is not in^ossible* for evolving lasting peace a good 
deal of hard work and sincere efforts are called for, as said 
earlier, both by employers and oa^loyees* Xn this connection, 
it is necessary that various elements that contribute to 
industrial peace may be viewed briefly. The caiief elements 
that contribute to the industrial peace are discipline 
consciousness, absenteeim, labourM^tumover and labotir tardi-
ness, strikes and other agitational approaches, trade 
unlonion, workers* participative role in management, working 
efficiency and organisational behaviour. 
1, 8harma,G.K*, 'Labour Movement In India*, New Delhi, 
1971, p, 127. 
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DISCIPLmE CONSCIOUSNESS I 
Discipline m^ana sticking strictly to certain 
rule®, norms of behaviour, standard practices, traditions 
and conventions enforced in the industrial set-up of a country. 
Violation df regulatory practices lead to conditions of 
indiscipline in industrjr, Deraocracry is a good slogan so long 
it is not used as a tool of exploitation* In the name of 
democracy easployers or employees cannot put each other to 
trials and tribulations by creating uncalled for conditions 
of work in industry, disrupting production. The aim to 
evolve the institution of law is to safeguarding the interest 
of industry as such, besides having a full consideration for 
the conflicting interests of the agents of production. 
Discipline is a necessary condition without which productive 
work in industry is difficult to a sizeable extent. Discipline 
is said to be broken when workers show any of the behaviours 
namely absenteeism, abuse of rest and luncheon periods, 
breaking safety rules, leaving the job without permission, 
insubordination, drinking, fighting, dishonesty, garnishment, 
falsifying clock cards and ganOaling etc. "Lack of skill and 
understanding in the enforccanent of rules and in reprimands 
by supervisors is a well-recognised source of employee 
dissatisfaction. Individual criticismi reprimands, and 
warnings are now considered personal matters to be hahdled in 
private. Assessment of penalties deserves thoughtful, thorough 
• I8i -
consideration, not hasty action. For many offences*, 
comment may include warnings of more serious penalties for 
subsequent violations* Zn all such action, the appropriate 
objective is to correct, to establish a relationship likely 
to prevent repetition. Records of all such actions must be 
nade as a basis for future action, but common practice purges 
the record after a stated period without violations?^ 
Discipline consciousness on the part of workers 
depends much on the behaviour of management as well. 
Management should do every effort to keep the morale of workers 
high by adopting sound policies and clean practices. Manage-
ment should be alert in ccsnmunicating the rules and regulations 
to be followed by workers. Before awarding any punishment 
or undertaking any disciplinary action, a thorough investi-
gation be made by those who are at the helm of affairs, 
Zn this connection es^loyee hand-books containing rules and 
regulations can play a positive role if timely supplied to 
workers. Discipline consciousness among industrial workers 
may be increased provided management is just, alert and alive 
to the behavioural pattern of workers* attitudes, Znqprovements 
in discipline consciousness can gainfully be utilised for 
creating harmonious relations in industry and ultimately 
contribute, in a large measure to industrial peace. 
1, Dale Yoder, 'Personnel Management & Industrial Relations*, 
New Delhi, 1972, p,S5C« 
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ABSEWTBEISM^LMIOUR^yimNOVER & TARDINESS t 
Modem managemont gives due in^ortance to explore 
and study the causes of absenteeism among industrial workers. 
Management realises the high cost that Is caused on account 
of absence of workers frcMn their place of duty on one or 
the other pretext. Absenteeism may be termed as the absence 
of a worker from the place cf his work, when he is properly 
scheduled to work. The Labour Investigation Ccaranittee 
in its Report defines absenteeism as the "total man-shifts 
lost because of absence as a percentage of the total number 
of man-shifts scheduled;'^  "The rate of absenteeism is the 
ratio of days lost to the total number of days for vrhich the 
2 
employment was available J it is usually calculated on a 
monthly basis, "The rate of absenteeism is subject to wide 
variation attributed to personal characterstics# occupations, 3 
location* industry,weather and other circumslmcesS Besides, 
the above cited reasons, low morale, behaviour and attitudes 
of individuals and lack of education are scane of the 
oaus«s of absenteeijon that cannot be over-looked. 
Absenteeism causes a fall in production and Income both 
to enqployer and employees respectively. The onus of this 
1« Report, Labour investigation OKMRmittee, 97. 
2. Mehrotra* 'Labour Problems in India*, New Delhi, 
t976« p. 32« 
3. Zbld, 3S* 
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industrial malaise is more on workers than management. 
Che problem o£ absenteei^« however, can be checked, if not 
totally controlled by opting for congenial conditions of 
work# sufficient wages^ protection against accident and 
sickness, better leave rules, facilities for rest and 
convaJescence and adequate arrangements for housing and 
transportation etc. Management should avoid as far as possible 
the award of any penalty to absent worker. The attitudes 
and behaviours of absent workers be moulded by educating thera 
on the evil effects of absenteeism* 
Labotur-tumover is a wide spread problem in Indian 
industries and poses difficulties of ineffeciency and work 
I 
disruption when occurs in a large measure, "Labour turnover 
may be defined as the time-to-time changes in the ccm^osition 
of work-force that result from the hiring, release, and 
replaconent of «^loyee«?^ The turnover among workers 
may be of two types i«e, avoidable and unavoidable(natural 
turnover), The avoidable turnover may be on account of 
resignations, diaonisaals* and lay-offs* The reasons of natural 
turnover are death, retirement, marpiage, frictional unemploy-
ment, military or national service. The causes of labour 
turnover in general are very many and diverse. Notable among 
1, Dale Yoder, 'personnel Kanagement 6 Industrial 
Relations*, Hew Delhi, 1973, p« S53. 
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the causes sre slackness in Inccotie prospects* conditions 
related to work, unsatisfactory relations with the 
management, victintlzatlon for participating in union 
activities, workers* own limitations and aspirations, 
non-availability of better opportunities and future prospects, 
faulty recruitment policy and workers' family problems. 
Besides the various reasons mentioned above, the attitude 
and behaviour of worl^rs towards staylng-in or staying-out 
cannot be ignored. The attitude and behaviour are the 
product of the training and education that workers have 
received at one or the other stage of their,lives. It is 
needless to repeat, what has been said earlier about the 
workers training and education prograranes, sponsored by 
the CBWE in Indian industries, Lalaour turnover cannot all 
together be mitigated, yet the rate of turnover can be 
reduced to a considerable extent by adopting means and 
measures within the Jurisdiction of managanent. Tlic chief 
factors tJiat can reduce labour turnover are better income 
prospects, good working conditions, healthy worker-management 
relations, freedom to participate in union activities, due 
consideration for workers' own limitations and aspirations, 
avallablity of avenues for future development and sotind 
recruitment policies etc. However, the role of Workers* 
Iducation in the construction and formation of their attitude 
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and behavioiir cannot be undermined* 
Tardiness means reaching late to the place of work. 
Reaching early to the place of work is as much a habit as 
being late* workers who are unpunctual cause difficulties 
of co-ordination as one job is connected with another. 
"Tardiness is contagious."^ i^art from the several incidental 
and env4.ronmental reasons that cause tardiness« low morale 
may said to be one of the reasons of poor time keeping on the 
part of workers. Low morale coupled with illiteracy manifest , 
itself in the increased rate of tardiness. Education reminds 
to the workers, the importance of being on time to the place 
of work. Besides many controlling measures of tardiness such 
as deductions, temporairy lay-off, postponement of salary 
increase and other penalties etc. "one of the singplest methods 
2 
of controlling tardiness is not to tolerate it." Managment 
must endeavour to motivate workers for coming in time, and, 
for this purpose, proper education and training be provided 
to workers. 
Absenteeism, labour tum«over and tardiness when 
added together may lead to substantial loss of man-hours and 
also generate a climate of indiscipline in the industrial 
1. George R« Terry, 'Office Management and Control; 
Illinois, 1958, p. 453. 
2. John, J.W« Mexiner 6 B. Iiewis Keeling, 'Modern Office 
Nanagwnent*, Boiia>ay, 1970, p. 595. 
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frameworlt. This disciplinary problan generated on 
account of the above mentioned factors, can be controlled 
to a sizeable extent *f manageanent attends It open-
mlndedly, timely and wisely. Indiscipline creates disruptive 
forces in the smooth running of Industrial machinery 
and, hence, it should be nipped in the bud. The help of 
training and educational prograrasnes can be of great value 
to check industrial unrest, and it can play a positive role 
in creating an atmosphere conducive to industrial peace. 
STRIKES AND OTHER AGZTATIOHAL APPROACHESt 
To show their dissatisfaction, wcdQcers adc^t 
extrane measures like strike and various other agitational 
means to ingress upon esi^ loyers, their charter of demands, 
"Strikes, of course, have high attention value. Conflict 
is always news; disruption of customary routines is quickly 
noticed?^ The industrial Disputes Act, 1947 defines 
"strike' means a cessation of work by a body of persons 
<H^loyed in any industry acting in ccaabination, or a concerted 
refusal, or a refusal under a cowmon understanding, of any 
number of persons who aire to have been so eo^loyed to continue 
2 to work or to accept employment! Thus, "generally speaking. 
1, Ross Stagner, •Psychology of Industrial Conflict*, New York, 1961, p. 414. 
2. 'Industrial Disputes Act, 1947*, Section 2(qhAllahabad, 
p. 5. 
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strike is a spontaneous and concerted withdrawal of 
Xabo\ir from production tetapfrarily in order to demonstrate 
mass reaction to injustice?^ Strikes range frcxn moderate 
to extreme types, such as token, stay-in (go->slow, slow gear, 
lazy, folded-arms or pen-down strike) sit-down, stay-down, 
lie-down, sectional, buirqper, hunger and revolutionary 
strikes etc. Strikes, sometimes, may also be tinofficial 
when they are arranged outside the purview of a trade union. 
Besides strikes, various agitational approaches 
are adopted by workers to draw the attention of employers 
towards their grievances. In most of the agitational means, 
there Is either partial or con^ plete stoppage of vrork. The 
widely and generally preferred techniques of agitations are 
•protests! •processions*, *rallies*, *blockades*(Rasta Roko), 
•dhamas*, 'gheraos* and •violence* of any kind etc. 
Strikes and various agitational tactics cannot be 
suppozrted if they cross the boundaries of legitimacy. At 
any rate, strikes and various agitjktional methods cannot 
altogether be abolished from industrial life. However, it is 
necessary to avoid or reduce their frequency and severity 
as they may cause considerable economic and social harm, by 
way of stqppage of work. To overcome this problem, conditions 
1. Mehrotra,S.K», 'Iiabour Problems in India*, New Delhi, 
1976, p. 545. 
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of amity, goodwiXl and cordial relations be fostered 
between workers and atqployers. The patent methods of 
aoiving problems and tensions existing between anployers 
and workers are through negotiation* arbitration and 
adjudication* Strikes and agitations can also be reduced 
sizeably if workers leam the evil effects of these practices 
on themselves* In this direction, workers* education progra-
mmes highlighting the econcanic and social concequences. can 
play positive role and may be instrumental in restoring 
Industriitl peace to a considerable extent* 
TRADE UNIONISM t 
The Trade Unions Act, 1926 defines a trade tanion 
«as any canblnatlon, whether temporary or permanent, formed 
primarily for the purpose of regulating the relations 
between workmen and eit^ loyera, or between workmen and workmen, 
or between employers and employers, or for imposing restric-
tive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business 
and Includes any federation of two or more trade unions?^ 
from this definition it can be inferred that "regulation of 
2 
relations is one of the main objects of a trade unlonSf 
Relations between workers and onployers can be regulated 
more gainfully if trade unionlj»n is directed towards sound 
1* *The Trade Unions Act*, 192«, Section 2(h)* 
2* It Oarg, K«C««*A Text Book of Industrial Iiaw*, 
XtMdhiaiift, 197S, p* 40* 
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practices. To Imow the existenca of soimd trade unionism^ 
it is necessary to have a IcnowXedge of certain facts such 
as awareness of trade unions among wor)cers# how actively 
worleers participate in union activities?, how strong trade 
union is?, do workers subscribe to the union fee and attend 
its meetings regularly?, how far workers like to be the 
office-bearers of trade unions?, have trade unions strength-
ened social relations of workers and what external influences 
are operating on trade unions? etc, Ko doubt, trade unions 
can claim for certain rights for workers, but it should be 
borne in mind that every right imposes a duty. The processes 
of collective bargaining, workers* participation, conciliation, 
arbitration, adjudication and mutual agreement etc., should 
be aimed not only to claim economic or material well-being 
of workers, but also a regard for employers, consumers and 
agents of production. This can be achieved if workers and 
office-bearers of trade unions are educated to realise the 
grim necessity of their role towards this end. The CBWS offers 
separate education and training programmes for workers and 
trade union officials that can be effective in strengthening 
the role of trade unionism viz-a-viz industry. "Xt is 
needless to point out that State has a direct interest in 
preserving industrial peace,in this connection the role 
1. Agnihotri, V*, •industrial Relations in India*, 
Delhi, 1970, p. 48. 
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of central Oovemmcnt In our coimtry is appreciable as 
It ha» egtabllahed the Central Board for Workers•Education 
for In^rovlng industrial peace in India, 
WORKERS* PARTICIPATIVE ROLE IN MANAGEMSHITt 
Workers* participation in management is a concept 
very near in meaning to industrial democracy. It is one 
of the bipartite consultative machinery, 'workers-management 
joint councils' being the principal mode of tlxis Machinery, 
may lead to harmonious, congenial and peaceful relations 
in industry. Defined areas of ccaamon Interests between labour 
and manageraent can be thrashed-out for concensus in the 
larger interest of the two through the said participation. 
"At present the labour movement i» guided by the principles 
that they stand for safe-guarding the interests of workers 
against any possible exploitation to then by capital owners 
who are <utqployers. Since we have accepted the socialistic 
pattern of society there is a great need to change the princi-
pl••^that guide the labour movement* The labour movement 
Mciftti for the larger Interests of the commmity, so it should 
act at an •ffective basis of control over the behaviour of 
the workers and the management!^ The principle of participation 
not only leads to increase productivity, harness industrial 
d«niocracy, reduce conflict and friction but also generate 
1, Miraa, M,A,, 'workers* Participation In Management in 
India and Abroad', . ,,Aligarh, 1982, p. 22, 
conditions o£ peace in industry. The Oovt. of India 
sent a Study Oroup to European countries in 1956 that 
siibraitted its report in 1957» "The Report gives a review 
of the working of the scheme of workers* participation 
in other countries. It eitrphaslaes that in India an 
educational ccxnpaign should be latmched so that v/orkers and 
managerial and supervisory staff may realise the various 
implications of such a Scheme!?^  The role of workers* 
education schemes in bringing workers and management fairly 
close to one another occupies an important place. This role 
of education occupies still greater significance as it is 
instrumental in taming the minds of workers and trade union 
leaders for industrial peace, 
WORKBIS AND THEIR WORKING EFFICIENGYt 
Total production or total output of any industrial 
unit is the sura total of tJtie produce of all the workers 
engaged in the process of production in a given period. All 
%forker« do not produce on a similar pattern of quantity^ 
quality and time scale. Individual workers show separate 
figures denoting quantity* quality and time. Efficiency of 
workers signify the working capacity within a given period 
for a particular type of production, working efficiency 
1, Saxena, R.C.« *Iiabour Problems and Social Welfare 
Meeruty 19S3, p, 947« 
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is important not only from econanaic growth point of view 
but the very existence of workers depends on it. Pail in 
efficiency leads* apart from other things, towards lower 
earnings of workers, that workers need to be reminded of. 
There seems to be a galary of causes such as wages, working 
conditions, role of trade xinions and workers* organisations, 
lack of liaison between workers and management, living and 
working conditions of wolScers and workers' education etc., 
that may have influence on workers' capacity of production. 
"Education, both general and technical, has also a definite 
impact on the efficiency of labour. It is the most irr5)ortant 
single factor in achieving the efficiency and adjustment 
with the changing technological system. Hence, an educatid 
worker is more efficient and responsible than an illiterate 
worker?^ In order to raise efficiency of workers, need is 
to focus attention towards education and training of work 
force on priority basis apart from the factors that have been 
mentioned above, in this regard, the various schemes offered 
the CBMB to train and educate industrial workers and 
trade union officials are worth appreciating. Low standard 
of living inAiich is a natiiral outcome of falling standards of 
efficiency among workers, may at one stage or the other. 
1« 8axena,S.It«, * Labour Problems and Social welfare*, 
XMcknoir, 1974, p. 
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fructify in frustrations* demonstrations, agitations and 
ultimately become a source of industrial disharmony, The 
problem needs to be tackled at the point of origin through 
proper education and training programmes. The prograiranes 
of the CBWE highlight in specific terms the means and ways of 
inqproving efficiency and the benefits of such an exercise. 
ORGANISATIONft>L BEHAVI0T3R I 
m an industrial set-up the need to understand 
Organisational Behaviour specially when the majority of 
workers are educationally under-nourished is quite evident. 
At any work place, the objectives cannot be achieved unless 
due regard is accorded to human aspects, "The human aspects 
of organisation are the most in^ortant ones, and it Is 
certain that, whatever, formal organisation is devised, the 
human side is Just as iaqportant?^  Organisational behaviour 
gives prime ixe^ ortance to the study of the past, present 
and future postures and attitudes of workers and guides 
managsment to get fully equipped to get on well with such 
a demeanour o£ the work-force, it aims to study the human 
behaviour in the context of work organisations/situations. 
1, Baig, liafees, 'Office Organisation and Management*, 
Mew Delhi, 1979, p, 25. 
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On® of the main purposes of organisational behaviour 
ia to predict the hxiraan behaviour In the sphere of 'worlcs 
organiaationJ future behaviour of workers can be predicted 
on the basis of the behaviour in the part? "Past behaviour 
is irag^ ortant for developing effective hvnan skills?^ The 
management has to acquire sIcllX to understand^ , motivate, 
control and develop behaviour of workers conducive to give 
ample rewards to the organisation!. This is possible when 
"oxir concentration is on the interaction of people, motiva-
tion and leadership?* This calls for education and a true 
understanding of hijmian nature. Education cleanse minds and 
helps understanding human pzroblems, clrcmstances, predica-
ments and gestures• It also removes misunderstandings, 
misgivings and infighting in an organisation to pave a way 
for fraternity, understanding, coordiality and durable peaee 
among workers on the one hand, and workers-management on 
the other. 
The country is fast developing Its Industrial 
b«s«» Industrialisation is a necessary condition to achieve 
the social and economic goals. Besides, several input factors 
the Jj»5>ortance of manpower as one of the most Important factors 
H«rsey,P* & Blanchard,K«H*» 'Management of Organisational lehaviour', NewdDelhl, 1978» p,9» 
Jbifi, p, XIV» 
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hardly i^d any mention. Manpower in industry can play 
a significant role in in^roving the conditions of industry 
provided prefer facilities for education and training are 
available, "Modem Machine industry depends in a peculiar 
degree on education^ and the atten^t to build it up with an 
illiterate body of workers must be difficult and perilous, 
we should en^hasise the fact that, precisely because of this, 
the education of industrial labour should receive special 
attention?^ The Workers' Education Schemes that have been 
designed and introduced by the Ooverbment of India since 
1958 through a semi»autonomous bsrard (Central Board for 
Workers* Education) are worthy of mention. "The workers* 
education enables the worker to put his finger on the problems 
confronting him as individual and as a mentoer of trade txnlon. 
The workers* education also trains the worker to kniiw how he 
should behave in societyt Family, neighbourhood, work place 
etc. The speed of change forces us to question the validity 
of many institutions and of many basic attitudes in social 
life* The divorce between old habits and old attitudes on the 
one hand and new techniques and new situations on the olOier 
is certainly the cause of many troxibles in the industrial 
relations field all over the world. 
1« 'Report of the Royal Oomnission on Labour in India*, 
Oovt. of India, p.27* 
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Both imagination and drive are therefore required 
to find the appropriate solutions to the new situations 
created by technological change and increased con^etition. 
in the search of these solutions, the aspiration towards 
greater securityy the need for greatet participation! and the 
necessity to provide for greater public accountability of 
those engaged in the industrial relations process, are quite 
relevant. Moreover the strength of d®iiocracy lies its 
institutions and traditions. 
The workers* education is one of the most effective 
instruments to equip the workers and trade unions to fulfil 
their tasks in the most dignified wayj^ th© effectiveness of 
education can be enhanced by developing a labour force having 
desired motives and attitudes. "Due to the diversity of 
cultures, levels of education, historical backgrounds, and 
available resources in trained raen, materials and money,there 
is a wide range of possible approaches in workers* education 
and great need for a deliberate choice from among the avail^le 
tools and techniques. The techniques «n(5>loyed for the puirpose 
of »uch education are the general lectures delivered in direct, 
non^academic and imaginative language? discussionsf study 
groups and correspondence courses, etc, A nuniber l»f educational 
aids and devices like i^l newspapers, visual aids (maps, diagramaj, 
charts, ete.}, radio and recording, films, filmstrips and flip 
1, Ra8hikar«f«I«*«*Iiq^ aet of CilOt Feogrammes on Trade unionism in Iii4i«« CBMK^ Ilagpurt Janitary,l$79« p«2. 
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cards« models* exhibitions^ travelling museums* role-playing* 
field work and study visits are enqployed in different 
countries?^ The educational needs of different classes of 
workers are many and diverse. "The difinition of precise 
workers* educational needs varies with different categories 
of persons* their educational background and functions 
exercised, the duration and frequency of training* the educa-
tional facilities and resources available a& well as the 
trade union situation* public policies and political* social 
and economic conditions. In terms of target clientele and the 
nature of programmes* some constnon needs are nevertheless 
2 discemable? ~ 
The various programmes of workers* education have 
been a matter of active discussion both by the experts in 
the field and the committee appointed for the purpose, 
frcMB time to time. An l,i:*,0. Expert* Prof, Charles Orr* who 
visited India in 1960 to evaluate the programmes of workers' 
education remarks* "it is showing encouraging results in 
improving the process of collective bargaining* and also 
inter-union relations and in making workers more conscious 
1, ffehrotra,ll(,ll«* 'Labour Problems in India** Hew Delhi* 
1976* p. 92, 
2* *Labour Iducatlon** I.L,0, Publication, Geneva, Ho,24* 
«7Un«, 1971* p, 9, 
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of their legal rights and of their obligations to the 
national econcxnio welfare?* In 1964, Mr, Mc. Nainara of 
the U.3,A«X.D. visited India to make a brief and critical 
survey of the OWE and coomentted, "the workers* education 
scheme is an interesting and on the Whole successful e3^eri~ 
ment on workers' education conducted under Govt, auspices. 
It is large-scale co*pperative venture between Govt., en^loyers 
* 
and trade unions that it perhaps unique among modem indus-
trial countries. It represents a solution to problem of 
workers* education adopted to meet India's specific needs 
2 
and conditions ? The visit of Mr.Mc, Namara was followed by 
another Expert, also from the U,S,A,I,D, namely Mrs, Virginia 
Hart, who also appreciated the programmes of education for 
workers launched in this country. The various comiTilttee such 
as Review COTwiittee appointed by the C3WE in 1964, the Nationai. 
Ctxnsmission on z»abour appointed by the Govt, of India in its 
Report in 1969, the Estimates Committee of the Parliament of 
India in 1971-72 and the famous Ramanujam Camnittee in 
1974-75, speak wrds of appreciation for the services rendered 
by the Central Board for Workers* Education in the quest of 
removing illiteracy among workers in India. 
1« KAshikarImpact of CBViE, Programmes on Trade imions 
in India*, 'iSimt, Nagpur, Jannaxy, 1979, p. 13, 
2, Mongia, * Readings in Indian Ziabour and Social 
Mtlfare*, Mew Otlhi, 1977, p, 4S. 
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Sducation^ besides having a good number of 
positive aspects« can be admired for generating wisdom 
among human beings* The Psychologists and experts on 
Industrial relations suggest humane treatment to be given 
to workers, as workers also belong to the species of the 
human beings. The modem Governments, trade unions, omployers 
and management give sufficient regard to this fact and accord 
due respect to workers which can be attributed to the 
education In general and various educational programmes 
In particular. Through the medium and mechanism of education 
the angularities that exist between Government, trade unions 
and workers are ironed-out to make a break-through for 
co-operation, co-ordination, unity and harmony. Consequently, 
the work-places, too, show greater responsibility, peacefxil 
conditions and a congenial atmosphere on the part of workers 
in the big task of nation-building, 
irttar Pradesh is one of the biggest states in the 
country. The workers* education programmes are diffused in 
the length and breadth of this state. Both the public and 
the private sectors are being benefitted through the educatio-
nal programnes. The schemes of workers* education are 
•nforced more in the public sector undertakings as contpared 
to the private sector units. Among the public sector, the 
schfimiee of workers* education were introduced in the Uttar 
Pradesh State Electricity loard(ypsEB} frcro the very beginning. 
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Mor«ov«r« these achemss are exposed £airXy[a large ntimber 
of workers In this public sector organisation* The TIPSEB« 
being one of the largest public sector undertaking, engaging 
a big nuniber of workers in the education schemes # offers 
an ideal opportunity to make a study of the impact of workers' 
education on industrial peace. 
In order to evaluate the intpact of workers* education 
on industrial peace,this researcher prepared a queationnaire 
duly translated in Hindi^ given in Appendix III (the original <m<; 
in English given in Appendix II) • The questionnaire is 
con^ jrised of 36 questions* pertaining to elicit responses of 
workers* worker-teachers, trade union officials and management 
in the affirmative, the negative and the undecided columns• 
The questions contained in the questionnaire relate to various 
parameters such as discipline consciousness, absenteeism, 
labour-turnover and tardiness, strikes and agitational 
approaches, trade unioAim, en^ loyer-eraployee relations & 
workers* participative role in management, waployees and 
working efficiency and» organisational behavioiir to evaluate 
the industrial peace* The questions in the questionnaire 
1. The questionnaires translated in Hindi were sent 
to different class of people in the inPSSB units, to 
elicit the required information with the assximption 
that they either do not know or know little of 
English language. 
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concerning a slngl* pararaoter ara more than one and 
scattered hera and there. The responses o£ such questions* 
but pertaining to the sama parameter are grouped together 
and converted into totals, reduced to percentages and 
finally given in a tabular £orm as would appear at their 
proper places. 
This study, where the technique of senile enquiry 
has been used to collect the data from workers, wrker-
teachers, trade union officials and management through 
statistical statements received good response frcxn all the 
concerned categories of workers mentioned above. The study 
has been divided into two groups, l^e first group con^rlsing 
of the managonant and, the second group Includes workers, 
worker-teachers and trade union officials,^ in all 1200 
questionnaires were sent to about 108 Divisions and 
Bub-Divisions of the UPSEB covering workers, worker-teachers, 
trade union officials and managerial personnel. It is 
gratifying to note that mojre than 60% of the people responded 
to the, questionnaires from amongst both the categories 
{i*e, the manag«nent and the workers). 
1, Trade Union Officials and worker-teachers are no other 
people than workers. For all practical purposes they are 
first workers than, either they are woSCker-toechers or 
tjrade union officials. Therefore, this researcher has 
grouped them together kei^ing in view the fact that they 
are all workers basically. However, management is a 
distinct class and cannot be classified with workear^  
2* The list of the divisions and the s\3b-dlvi&ions of the 
UPSEl is given in appendix -IV, 
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The responses received through these questionnaires 
have been brought into the form of tables related to 
different parametert contributing to industrial peace, in 
tae forthcoming pagos the»e tables are being given and, an 
attempt has been made to analyse them to evaluate the impact 
of workers* education schemes on each parameter* one by one, 
and finally to assess the position of industrial peace as 
an outcone of these schemes. 
impact of workers* epucatioh on PI8CXPLI|«i; 
consciousness mom Tim workers t 
Disciplintt and discipline consciousness are 
pre«requisites for industrial peace. Education helpti a 
great deal in moulding human attitude and behaviour. One 
of the major objectives of educating labour force, is to 
create among thmt a sense to appreciate peace in industry. 
Industrial peace, besides other factors, depends considerably 
on discipline consciousness among workers. The data given 
in the Table-1 indicates that 54*76?6^ of the managerial staff 
of the tJ|>SBB supports the view that workers* education helps 
1. The calculation of the percentages regarding the favourable, 
unfavouratol* and und«cid«d responses of the Table-z and 
the Tables that would appear in the forthcoming pages are 
«falculated on th« assumption that the total number of 
t^e re«ponii#8 r«ccived through the questionnaires sent to 
tHe menag^^iitt worlcers* worker^teachers and trade imion 
officials of the WWMB is 100 (the total responses received 
throu^ questionnaires are more than 60%}* 
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raise industrial peace* 40»48)( of the saim staff does not 
support this view. Only 04,7655 of the managerial personnel 
are non«coiwnital on this issue. 
TABm -I 
TABLE REQARDIHO DISCIPLINE CONSCIOUSNESS 
(MANAGEMENT'S VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
94age 40.48 04.76 
TABLE 
TABLE REGARDIl^ DISCIPLINE CONSCIOUSNESS 
(WORKERSI WORKER^TEACHERS* & TRADE UNION OFFICIALS* VIEW) 
FAVOURJIBLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
%age 55.56 40.74 03.70 
The workers, worker-teachers and trade union 
officials respond 55.569S, favouring the view that discipline 
consciousness among workers has been raised through education, 
40,74% of this group of people shows unfavourable view and 
stick to the idea that education has not been instrumental 
in develc^ing discipline consciousness among workers. The 
petty 03.709i, neither support nor oppose this view which is 
indicated throu^ the Table XI. 
It is eiear from the Tables I 4 II that the majority 
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of both managerial as »«>X1 as non-raanagerial staff 
support the Idea that the workers* education programmes 
play a positive role in inqproving the conaitions of 
discipline in general and contributing to industrial peace 
in particular, 
IMPACT Qg WORKERS« EDUCATION ON AB8SWTEEISW>IA80tJR 
TURN»OVER AND TARDINESS AMONG THE WORKERSt 
M)sentee4ara, labour turn-over and tardiness are 
common features of Indian industry and therefore, the 
UPSEB is not an exception. This set of problems is important, 
for it has its repurcussions aa disciaseed earlier. The 
problem to overcome thes6 lapses, on the part of industrial 
workers, can be mastered through lir^ lementing the educational 
programmes, besides the various meacures nomally applied 
for the purpose. The table lli given below presents the 
consolidated view of 53,9796 of the managerial personnel 
who a£c of the opinion that after the implementation of 
education and training schemes in the WSEB, absenteeism, 
labour turn-over and taxdiness have decreased, 46,03% of the 
same class of people oppose this view and opine that 
absenteeism, labcmr turn-over and tardiness among workers 
do not show any decline after the impl^entation of the 
workers* education schemes in the UPSEB, 
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TABLB »III 
TABIJ: REGARDING ABSINTIEISH, LABOUR TURN-OVER AND TARDINESS 
(MANAGEM1NT*S VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
Xage 53.97 46.03 • 
The responses of the workers, worker-teachers and 
trade union officials regarding absenteeism, labour turn-over 
and tardiness are indicated in the Table IV given below* 
TABIIS -IV 
TABLE RBGAIIDING ABSEJSITEEISM, LABOUR TURN-OVER AND TARDINESS 
<WE>KMTS, WORKER-TEACHERS* & TRADE UNION OFFICIALS' VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT ITTTOWN/UNDECIDED 
%&GB 62.96 29.63 07.41 
The c(»ibined view of workers, worker-teachers and 
trade union officials regarding workers* education schemes 
vias-a-vis «b««nt«ei»m, labour turn-over and tardiness is that 
th«fe 8ch«m«8 have a favourable impact in their reduction* 
This opinion is indicated by 62.96% in favour as shoim in 
the table XV« The sayne table unfolds that 29*63% of workers, 
worker-teachers and trade union officials hold the opinion 
that education schemes for workers could not be instrumental 
in getting a reduction in Absenteeism, labour turn-over 
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and tardinttas* A nar« 07*41% of workers, worker-taachers 
and trado union officials do not ahow either any favour or 
disfavour to the education sch«tnes« 
From the analysis of the Tables III & IV above, 
it is evident that abeenteeism, labimr turn-over and 
tardiness are some of the problems in the industrial culture 
of this country and, they are causing substantial irt^ ediments 
to the smooth running of industrial enterprises and mainte-
nance of Industrial peace, and,therefore, they should be 
ft 
looked into properly. Besides a ntunber of measures and 
technlcjues to reduce their occurence, education schemes can 
be employed gainfully to check them considerably. This 
view has been supported both by the managanent as well as the 
combined group of workers, wrker-teachers and trade union 
officials as indicated in the tables III & IV respectively. 
mfACT Of WORKIRS* BDUCATION ON STRIKES & OTHER ASITAriONAI> AfPROACHES AMONG THE WORKERS t 
Strikes and various agitational approaches, among 
Industrial workers, cause industrial unrest. Industrial 
unrest leads to temporary or partial stoppage of work. 
Stoppage of work is neither good for workers nor for employers 
and nor for the society. This malaise is needed to be 
tackked at the grass-root level. In order to create healthy 
industrial atmosphere full of goodwill and amity, it is 
vital that eir®>loyers and workers have adequate understanding 
betv««n thwns^lvcs. The factor that enlarges understanding 
between the txiro is proper education* 55,9456 from the 
management of the WSEB favours this view as shown in Table V# 
they are of the view that after the introduction of the 
education sch^es in the UPSEB, strikes and agitations are 
on a decline* 39*309i from the management of the same organi-
sation do not contribute to this ideology and hold the view 
that education schemes have not shown any favourable impact 
to check strikes and agitations. The managerial staff to the 
tune of only 4.76)i are neutral to the either views given 
above* 
TABLE -V 
TABLE REGARDING STRIKES AND OTHER AGITATIONAL APPROACHES 
(MANAGEMENT *S VIE>0 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
Hage SS.94 39*30 04.76 
TABia -V^ 
TABLt R8GAR»I1IQ eTRlKlS AND OTHIR AGITATIONAL APPROACHIS 
(WGRKlRSft > ft TRABS UNION OFFICIALB' VIEW) 
fAVOURABU; imrAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
%age €4*82 27»78 07*40 
The opinion of tin* workers, worker-*teachers and 
trade union officials in c^uieetion with strikes and other 
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agitational approaches, ±3 more in favour of education 
schemes that have been Introdticed In the UPSEB. 64.82^ 
of this class of people, vote in favour of education 
schmes as shown In table VI given above* They maintain 
that since the education schemes are in-vogue in the UPSEB, 
strikes and agitations show a doclining tendency. 27.78% 
people of the same group oppose this view and say that 
education echanes have not shown any favourable impact in the 
reduction uf strikes and agitations. The neutral 07.40% 
of this class does not give any response in this regard. 
Strikes and various agitational approaches are 
employed by v/orkers in collaboration iirith their organisations 
to pressurise en^loyers to yield to the demands of the working 
class. For genuine reasons strikes and agitations cannot b« 
condemned. At the s^e time, workers, trade unions and 
political parties etc»^  cannot make them a tool to harass 
©j^loyers. Strikes and agitations ere detrimental both to 
workers and employers. They not only cause economic misery 
but also generate industrial unrest* The analysis of tables 
V It VI made above* provide testimony to the fact that the 
pxoblfSi of strikes and agitations can be sunnounted in a large 
measure through the Introduction of education schemes among 
industrial workers. These schemes help change workers 
attitudes in the positive direction and generate climate of 
Industrial peace. 
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ya>ACT or ViORKERg* EDUCATION ON TRADE UHIONISM AMONG THE WORKERS s 
Trade urtions are the institutions of workers 
that regulate angularities between en5>loyers and labour 
in an industrial set-up. Usually, trade unions are looked 
down by ec^loyers for their uncalled for activities, in 
fact, trade unions can be utilised for the better rather 
than the worst. !? ^ Institution by itself can be labelled 
as good or bad, T^e same is applicable to trade unions 
in this country. When trade \mions work under the influence 
of outsiders or political parties or people having any vested 
interests in th«ft, their activities would nattirally be 
visciated and may be detrimental to the larger interest of the 
industry. If trade unions are staffed and run by the people 
who are above any politics and vested interests, the goods 
can b« delivered and no harm can be done to the industry. 
In the present set up# what one finds is the disruption and 
dislocation of gainful activities in industry for which 
tirade unions are used as a tool* The need is to infuse right 
thinking people into the institutions of trade unions to 
better the conditions bdth for workers as well as for 
(unployers. for this purpose workers* training and education 
progranroes desigaed for workers in general and trade union 
staff in particular be Mtqployed. The present enquiry 
conducted in the tjPSSB strengthens this view. 0?he conditions 
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in the UPSEB are favourable both among managerial cadre 
as well a» among working class* specially trade union 
officials who support the idea that education can play 
its due role in creating sound trade ujiionism* This fact 
is indicated in Table Vll where 61«90?S of managerial staff 
favours the proposition of (Education for augmenting sound 
trade unionism in the UP8EB. 31managerial personnel 
do not contribute to this idea and express their (pinion 
that education cannot improve trade unionism in this ptiblic 
sector undertaking* 06.81% of the same staff neither favours 
nor disfavours this view, 
TABLS "Vll 
TABIJS REGARDING TRADE UNIONISM 
(MANAGEMENT*3 VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNi'AVOURABLE NOT KtJOWN/UlTOECIDSD 
%age 61*90 31.29 06«81 
TABLE-. VIII 
TABIIIS REGARDING TRADE UNIONISM 
(WORKBRg*^  WORKBR-TEACHERS & TRADE UNION OFFICIALS* VIEIa?) 
FAVOURABIX UNFAVOURABXtB NOT KNOWK(/UNDECIDED 
%&ge 66,14 25.40 08.46 
The notion regarding education and its influence 
on healthy trade union activities can also be verified frcMn 
* 2U 
Table VIXZ in which of workers* worker-*teachers 
and trade union officials are of the opinion that since 
the education schemes introduced in the UPSEB« sound 
trade unionism made a headway in this organisation. 25«40% 
among th^i show their disfavour and express that education 
among workers could not intprove trade unionism in the 
DPSEB. ^ e faction comprising 08«46% from this group of 
peqple is not committed to the either of the views reiterated 
above. 
The analysis of tables V12 fit Vlll reveals that the 
majority of managerial personnel and the group of people 
coit^ rising vrorkers* xrorker-teachers and trade union officials 
support education for developing sound trade unionism in 
industry. Enlightened and educated trade tinion mambers and 
officials can help check industrial unrest. Peace in industry 
can be ehhancad throu.gh the institution of trade uudon provided 
members and staff of workers* trade unions are educated 
for this piixpose. 
IMPACT OF WORKERS* EDUCATION ON WORKERS* 
FARTICIPATIVB ROM IM MAHAGEfCKTi 
The role of workers in the management affairs of 
any industrial organisation by participating in the managerial 
functions is getting popularity. This fact can be verified 
from table IX, in which 63.96* of the managerial staff of the 
in^ SIB Itself admits that after the introduction of workers* 
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participation in mangement* the relations between workers 
and management have improved. This could be possible 
through the workers* education schemes that inqparted education 
on the importance and advantages of workers* participative 
role in management* of the management staff oppose 
this view and they derecognise education schemes as a means 
to fostering good relations between the workers and the 
management through the medium of workers' participation in 
management* The management staff that is inert to either 
of the views is only 07,53% as shovm in table IX, 
TABLE ^ IX 
TABUB REGARDING WORKERS* PARTICIPATIVE ROLE IN MANAGfiiffiOT 
(MAimGEWEHT*S VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDBCIDED 
%age 63,96 28,51 07,53 
The responses of workers* worker-teachers and 
trade union officials are indicated in the form of figures 
in table X given below, 56,91% of workers^ worker-teachers 
and trade union officials approve the concept of workers* 
participation in maaagmnent and testify that, since workers* 
education schemes are implemented in the UPSEB, there has been 
a siaeable inq?roveroent in the workers' participative role 
in managenent, 35,35% of these people oppose the view where 
as only 07,74% remains neutral to this proposition. 
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TABUI ^ X 
TABUS REOARDINO WORKERS' PARTICIPATIVE ROIB IN MANAGEMEHT 
^WORKERS WCaiKBR^TEAmgRSi & TRADE UNIOW OmCIALS* VIEW) 
FAVOURABXJS UHFAVOURABLE MOT KHOWM/imDECIDED 
%age 56.91 35.35 07.74 
It may be inferred froia the study of tables IX and 
X that the education schemes are instrumental in persuading 
work-force to participate in management functions. This 
can be possible through voluntary bipartite consultative 
machinery and other available devices to iron-out differences 
between workers and management. This mechanism can lead to 
congenial and haxtnonious relations between the two and can 
pave the way for industrial peace, 
IMPACT Of WORKBRB' EPWCATIOH ON WORKING 
ifPICIEHCjr AWONQ THE WORKERS t 
Working efficiency among industrial labour is vital 
both for industry as well as for workers. Besides a number 
of recognised factors that lead to increased efficiency among 
workers, the role of education can not be ignored. This 
fact can be testified with the responses of the managerial 
staff of the tlPBEB. About 59.52% of the manag^ent*s 
respondent* favour the view that after the introduction of 
education sciheRkes in their organisation* the working efficiency 
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of the workers showed an Increasing tendency, which Is 
given in table XI belowi 
TABLE ».XI 
TABLE REGARDING THE WORKING EPPICIEHCY 
(MAHAGEMEICT'S VIEW) 
FAVOURABIfi UNFAVOURABIJ; NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
%age 59.52 35,72 04,76 
A sum Of 35,72% of the managerial personnel do not sxibscribe 
to this and hold the view that education schemes have not 
been Instmmental in raising the working efficiency among 
the workers. Only 04,76% of the management forum keep 
themselves neutral to the issue, and in their opinion, the 
education schemes are inert to the two views mentioned 
above and given in the same table. 
The workerst worker-teachers and trade union 
officials support the education schan^s a bit more than the 
managerial staff and r«cord 61,11% in favour, and 33,349^  In 
the disfavour of such schemes as shown in table XXI# Only 
05,55% respc«idents of this category neither support nor 
oppose the education schmnes as a means to increasing working 
efficiency. 
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TABU -XII 
TABLE RBQARDINO THE WORKING EFFICIENCY 
PAVOURABUB UNPAVOURABLB NOT iCNOWN/trNDECIDED 
%age 61.XI 33.34 05.55 
Wages, working conditions, jrole of trade unions, 
laclc of liaison between -worlcers and management, living and 
worlcing conditions etc., are attributed as some of the 
important factors that can be held responsible for the 
Increase or decrease of working efficiency among industrial 
workers. Yet the role of education, both general and techni-
cal, cannot be ruled out. The technology is fast changing, 
and it calls for a reciprocal change among the sJcills and 
knowledge of workers. This can be possible through the meditim 
of education, that can build up a task-force to face any 
change eitter in the technology or in the working environment. 
Moreover, the educated and trained workers would not face 
the problm of proper adjustment in the changing industrial 
environment and technology. The education and training 
«ehcmes in the UPSEB also speak in favour of this concept 
and put workers on a steadier and firmer relationship with 
the industry' concerned. The education schemes make them more 
enlightened and aware of the ways of prosperity and IkCfluence 
through increased efficiency. One of ^ ^icrnktaxfts of the 
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Increased productivity. Is the satisfaction among workers 
that ultimately Is the starting point for the harmonious 
and congenial relations between worlcers and eniployers. 
It can, therefore, be asserted that education motivates 
workers to work more efficiently and the workers enjoy 
higher levels of satisfaction that finally leads to stable 
Industrial peace* 
IMPACT or WORKERS* EDUCATION ON ORGANISATIONAIi MHAVIOUR AMONG THE WORKERS* 
recent times, organisational behaviour Is assuming 
more Importance, specially for Industrial organisations. 
The present study based on the responses both of the mana-
gerial personnel as well as that of the rank and file of 
the UPSEB also give due recognition to the organisational 
behaviour. Organisational behaviour consciousness can be 
Injected among both categories of the people mentioned above 
through the education schemes sponsored by the CBWE, 66 • 67)6 
respondents frc«n the managerial staff ascribe that since the 
workers* education schemes are planted in the UPSEB, the 
awareness of organisational behaviour has Increased as shown 
in tOble XZZ2. 
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TABUS »XIII 
TABLE REGARDING ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
(MAKAGEMSNT*S VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE HOT KNOWN/UNDECIDBD 
9iage «6.67 23.81 09,52 
The percentage of the respondents frcan the same 
staff who do not admit to the above view is 23,81?6, The 
nentrals to the view frcan amongst the managerial cadifte record 
a meagre percentage of 09.52 as evident from the same table. 
TABLE ~XIV 
TABLE REGARDING ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR (WORKERS*, VjQRKER-lBAaiERS' & TRADE UNION OFFICIALS* VIEW) 
FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE NOT KNOWN/UNDECIDED 
70.37 22.22 07.41 
70.3754 of the rank and file constituting workers, 
wolefker->teachers and trade union officials also admit that 
the education tchwnes have enhanced organisational behaviour 
consciousnes* among themselves. 0 7 o f the respondents 
from the rank and file neither support nor oppose the view 
concerning the impact of education schemes m organisational 
behaviour consciousness. The percentage among the rank and 
file respondents that do not subscribe the schemes in 
affirmative is 22.22 as shotm in Table XIV given above. 
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The Icnowledge regarding the past, present and 
future postures In regard to work organisations and work 
situations that any work force shows* is stibstantially 
quite In^ortant, The attitude of workers can be predicted 
on the basis of the study of the past. Organisational 
behaviour mainly deals with the human aspect of any 
organisation. Education and training can help largely, 
in dealing with human aspects of organisation. The analysis 
of Tables XIII and XIV, strengthen the view that with the 
introduction of education schemes in the UPSEB, the organi-
sational behaviour consciousness has Increased both among 
the members of the management and the rank and file. The 
increased consciousness of organisational behaviour may lead 
to better understanding of human aspect of the organisation. 
The improvenent in the understanding of htjman side of the 
organisation can,reduce barriers of misunderstanding, tensions 
and frustrations etc., and it can be instrumental in 
developing a climate promoting industrial peace. 
CONCLUSIOHt 
The analysis of Tables I to XIV give sufficient 
indication that majority of workers, worker-teachera, 
trade union officials and manag^ent personnel of the 
II.P. State tlectricity Board support the education schemes 
as a means to raiting conditions conducive to industrial 
peace, industrial peave cannot be viewed in isolation and* 
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to understand industrial peace, different indicators 
such as discipline consciousness# absenteeism, labour 
tuim-over & tardiness, strikes and other agitational 
approaches, trade tanionism, workers* pairtlcipative role 
in management, working efficiency and organisational 
behavioiir of workers are to be looked into. In the various 
Tables Aiscussed above the aforesaid Indicators have been 
analysed by collecting data through the medium of questionnairi 
from the various classes of people working in the UPSEB, 
The UPSEB is the largest Public-Sector undertaking in the 
state of Uttar Pradesh enqoloying more than a lakh workers 
as has been mentioned earlier. The schemes of workers* 
education are in vogue in the UPSEB, from the very 
beginning. Ever since their introduction, these schemes 
have made a headway in the UPSEB, The period from 1970 to 
1980 show a steady progress in education sch©nes and 
consequently a progress is acknowledged by majority of 
various classes of workers and employees in regard to Industrie] 
peace in the UPSEB, The different classes of workers and 
managerial personnel in this public sector undertaking confess, 
that discipline consciousness among th«ni has increased, 
They declare that absenteeism, labour turn-over and tardiness 
have declined among then. They reiterate that all classes 
of the people working In the UFSBB prefer peaceful negotia-
tions over strikes and other agitational approaches. The 
consensus among workers and management is that there has been 
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a marked ImprovcmuBnt in traAe unionism and sufficient 
stability has been acquired in the trade unionism of the 
UPSEB as a result of the education schemes. The other 
fact, they mention, is that workers now get opportunities 
to participate in the affairs of management. The workers 
have been grocaaed to participate in the managerial activities 
by way of educational schemes and show substantial confidence 
anong themselves. The workers and management are both 
satisfied with each other, more than ever before. Another 
point on which majority of workers and management staff agree, 
is the inqprovement in the working efficiency as an outcome 
of the technical efficiency that has been ii^ proved on account 
of the education schemes. Besides the various factors 
mentioned above, another achievement of the workers* education 
schemes, is the cordial relationship between the workers and 
the managatient by inqproving organisational behaviour. 
In the last analysis it can be said that the 
improvement brought about by the education schemes in the 
UftlB by increasing discipline consciousness, trade unionism, 
working efficiency^ organisational behaviour and workers' 
participation in nanagmnent* and causing a reduction in 
absenteeism, labour tum-ovior, tardiness, strikes and other 
agitational approaches, has laid down the conditions of 
Industrial peace* industrial peace depends largely on the 
factors mentioned, above, therefore, calls for a culture 
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that can be augmented by introducing various education 
schemes sponsored by the Central Board for Workers* Education. 
Moreover, a nundaer of other conditions and measures are 
necessary for the growth and stability of industrial peace • 
The conditions and meastires concerning mainly the workers* 
education schemes, to strengthen the base of industrial peace, 
would be given in the form of suggestions and proposals, that 
form the basis of the next Chapter, 
C H A P T E R - V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
• 228 -> 
CONCLUSIONS 
Industrialisation is becoming a sign of economic 
supexmacy betwetan nation and nation in the world. The 
» 
contribution of industrialisation in the economic advancement 
of the developed cotintties of the world needs hardly any mentiot 
The ejqoectations and aspirations of the countries belonging 
to the third world linked with industrialisation are full of 
hope to bring about econoaic progress« prosperity and 
self-sufficiency. 
Since Independence, India is painstakingly striving 
to enlarge and broad-base its industrial activities to enter 
into a period of economic development. Besides the priority 
sectors, a great deal of resources, both material and human, 
are being brought under the arena of planning to achieve 
this end, There is no dA^th of material as well as of human 
resources in this country. The'human resource' factor is a 
blessing in disguise for quick industrialisation provided 
due attention is given to the quality of this factor. 
The quality of manpower (labour-»force) depends 
largely on the surroundings in which they have been brought-up 
and the quality and quantity of education & training they 
have received* The National Gommission on Labour in its 
Report omphasises the need for labotir education in India 
for giving an ingpetus to the cause of industrialisation. 
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The Cc»mnission points out sane important changes that 
Kould occur in the Field of laboxir. The labour policies 
of the central and »tate govermenta may take a new turn 
to meet the developing situation and workers need to be 
educated about these things. The success of the labour 
policy in future will ultimately depend on how it is taken 
by those for whcan it is meant. 
Workers* education will have to play an important 
role in preparing labour for the social order characterised 
by e»s>anding public sector and social control for shotildering 
new responsibilities. Soon* joint consultation in industry 
will no l«aatger be a mere experiment and workers will have 
to be educated in their role, and be re-oriented to the 
socialistic objectives and attitude reshaped to meet the 
grcwing challenge of the new pattern of industrial life. 
Zt can also im foreseen that the pattern of trade unionism 
\ 
in £adia will undergo significant changes and the trade union 
movemeat will mature itself into a healthy and powerful 
inatnaneiit of colleetiTe bargaining, zn a foreseeable 
future^ intms^vmim and iatra-union rivalries will be replaced 
by the realisation of having mm union in one industry. 
A modest beginning in this direction has already been made by 
the three Trade Itoion Organisations in ths country viz.» 
Indian national Trade ^ ion Qongrmamiwrm), All India Trade 
^ion Egress CAirire) and Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) by their 
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•tmity accord* of Ma7»1972« Workers* Education will play 
an avar incraasing role In thia field. 
The Indian industrial set-tQ> necessitated labour 
education for a variety of reasons* En^loyers used to 
aaqjloit industrial labour by denying to them their legitimate 
rights such as wages, working conditions, promotions, working 
hotirs and leaves etc# The various facilities available to 
workers as per different Acts or legislations were refused 
by eaiployere to their exclusive interests of profit. The 
workers, instead of any appreciation, were accorded penalties 
and they were victimised on small pretexts. The industrial 
workers of the pre-education era could not be tinited awing to 
illiteracy and hence, most of than were indisciplined and 
frustrated, m general, they led mediocre lives and could 
not improve their standard of living. The realisation grew 
both among cnaployers as well as industrial labour that educated 
work-force would be b^aficial to industry, X«iterate worloirs 
conscious of their duties and responsibilities would work 
whole heartadly and help oxaata paaeaful industrial environment 
suitable for vigorous industrial activity witit higher producti-
vity and greater profits to industrialists* On the other side 
of tha coin, industrial workers would be benefitted by them-
selves throu^ mora sustained earnings to bring about an 
improvement in the quality of their living. 
As cosq^ ared to general education, %iorkers* educati^ is 
limited in its sc^e. However, the scope of workers* 
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•ducation covors general, vocational, social* cultural 
and adult education. It also lays emphasis on the development 
of leadership from amongst the laboiir and discourages outside 
leadership. The broad frame-work of alms and objectives of 
workers* education hinges the participation of industrial 
workers in the socio-economic transformation of the coxintry 
with a sense of dutifulness towards society, trade unions 
and industry in general and their families in particular by 
evolving leadership from among the rank and file with a view 
to havf^ ing strong, united and more responsible trade unions 
for strengthening d«nocratic processes and traditions in the 
Trade Union Movaaient and to shoulder uitimately the responsi-
bility of workers* education through W s IriBtituLiuu u£ trade 
union. The workers' education depends on a nuittoer of factors 
such as contents of education, managerial attitude, quality 
and efficiency of workers which differ from unit to unit and 
person to person in this country. 
In order to introduce and enlarge educational activity 
among Indian Industries, the Oovemment of India on the 
recemmmdatlons of th« l:q;>erts of the * Study Team* ( that 
totured various countries of the world for the purpose) 
•stiO^ llshed in September, 1958 a Seml-autoncxnous tri-partite 
board namely the Oentral Board for Workers* l!ducatlon{cawra) 
at Magpxur, The CiWC is managed, controlled and administered 
by a Board of Oovem0»s, The board of governors is comprised 
of fifteen mendaers who are represented from the Central 
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Gov«rfuaent, Trad« unions and fii^loycrs* Organisations • 
Sesidost educational institutions are also represented in 
the Board since recent times. 
For the sake of fulfilling the avowed aim of spreading 
education among industrial workers at the national level* th® 
CBWB has established at Bombay its training wing called the 
Indian institute of Workers' Education <IIWS!). The IIWE 
provides six-month training to fresh post-graduates and turn 
them out as Education Officers. Apart from the various 
educational schesnes for industrial workers, the institute 
offers a special training progranune for txade unionists. 
The education Officers go to any of the regional centres of the 
CBWE spread all over the country to providei , education and 
training to industrial workers under different education 
schiaonies. In all, 43 Regional,Ctentres of Workers* Education 
have been instituted in the coimtry. Each regional centre 
is headed by a Director and hence it is cctranonly known as the 
Office of the Regional Pirector, To decentralise its functions, 
the anifi has formed various Regional Advisory Committees at the 
regional level. The Regional Director is the Chairman of 
such a OsMRlttee. Besides, a good number of sub-committees 
also exist at the regional level such as for*Academic ptzrposes* 
for *Rural Workers* Education* for*finance? for»Orants-in-AidJ 
for •©epartraental promotion*, for evaluation of the schemes 
and the Standing Advisory ©oromittee for IIWE etc. 
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The Central Boara for Workers* Education is 
Instituted primarily to augment education and training 
facilities throughout the country* The Board has to achieve 
the basic objectives of workers* education by way of its 
education and training prograrranes which are mainly comprised 
of a three-tier system. 
The first phase of the threG-tier system is meant 
for the training of Education Officers at the national level. 
The trainees for this phase are recruited from the open market 
with post-graduate qualifications and vith at least three 
years ejqperience of association with any laboiir organisation. 
Their training is carried at a central place i.e. at the 
Indian Institute of Workers* Education(IIVJE), Bombay. The 
periodbf training for these trainees is six months, after which 
I 
period, if they successfully eoen^ lete the training, are sent 
to any of the regional centres on the basis of the language 
they know. 
The second phase of the system is connected with 
the training of Worker^Teachers at the regional level. The 
trainees are required to have passed the Seventh Standard and 
membership of a trade union and tiaey should not have crossed 
the age of 45 years. This phase is quite c.rucial and important 
as training of worker^teachers may suppose to be the backbone 
of labour education. The trainees ought to be sponsored 
by their respective industrial units, trade unions and 
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organiaation etc» The trainees get full pay and benefits 
and leave is sanctioned to thorn for the training period 
which is con^rised of three months. In the absence of any 
sponsorship, the regional director is empowered to nominate 
workers for training from any of the units, trade unions, 
workers* organisations ©tc» from within the region. In this 
phase , training is provided to the incumbents of worJcer-
teachers in groups of 25 to 30 trainees. Besides training, 
an All India Study Tour constitutes an integral part of this 
programme, m all, 250 hours of training is irnparted to worker-
teachers. 
The third and the laat phase of tne three-tier 
system of workers* education is carried out at the unit 
level. The trainees are the workers engaged in industrial 
units. The worker-teachers have the discretion to select 
prvfarebly those workers who either have some educational 
background or belong to the. age-group of 24 to 45 years. 
The unit level course of training is for a duration of three 
months in vrtilch the trainees are educated on multiple socio-
economic espeets alongwith 0«3ter important matters related 
to their families and society. The workers, who for certain 
reasons, find thoieselves unable to carsy out t3ie three-month 
part-time course, are provided with a three-week full-time 
course at tmlt level subject either to the approval of their 
trade unions or employers. The reading material etc. is 
provided to th« traine«» at a ncaninal cost the CSMK through 
the regional centres whereas acccmsnodation and necessary 
para-phemalla are to be provided by the management of the 
industrial unit where such classes Comraence, 
Apart frcwi the three-tier education and training 
progranane of workers, a ntimber of need-based education and 
training courses are run by the Central Board for worerkers^  
Education, The financial commitments both for the three-ti4r 
systsm as well as the rest of the schemes are met oxtt by the 
Central Government, The other schemes are designed to import 
education to mimd variety of workers such as rural, mine, 
plantation, landless, agricultural, fisheries, tribal and 
forest workers etc. Besides, rural artisans, rural educated 
unen^ iloyed, adult uneducated are also offered education and 
training facilities by the CBWE, The various schemes and 
training courses are of different time durations i/ith 
residential or non-residential facilities for workers. 
Wrom the present stuc^ it can be inferred that workers* 
education is iH®)ort«iit both to the rapid industrialisation 
as well as for the sociooeconovnic transformation of the society, 
for evolving healthy traditions in the education systeati, 
for industjrlal workers, <»ie loust not forget the contents of 
edueationa the scope of education and the social and economic 
ramifications of the system, for fulfilling the responsibility 
of imparting education to illiterate industrial work-force. 
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the services of the Central Board for Workers* Education are 
highly appreciable. The Board has been imparting education 
to Industrial workers on an all India basis since 1958. 
The activities of the Board are confined not for industrial 
labour but several other type of workers and other class of 
people are also included in the education and training schemes 
of the Board. The various schemes of the Board are in qperatioz 
in different state® of the country through the medium of 
various regional centres of workers' education. The four 
regional centres of workers* education in IJttar Pradesh at 
Agra, Allahabad, Bareilly and Kanpur show encouraging results 
after the workers* education and training programmes that 
have been launched for imparting education to industrial 
workers• 
The study based on statistical data of the foxir 
regional centres in Uttar Pradesh connected with the variotis 
education and training progr^ pomes* is made for the peric^ 
1972«>73 to 1979-80• These schemes show sustained progress 
in the public sector industrial units and the position in the 
private sector units is not satisfactory for most of the 
schemes. The d«%a analysed in the Chapter-III reveals that 
the Kanpuur centre has contributed largest number of trained 
workers, For worker-teachers, the 1||iggest number has been 
produced at the Allahabad regional centre, Except refresher 
courses and study clrolei, Agra and Barellly centres, show a 
prog*»s«, it can, therefore, be asserted that the 
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performance of workers* education schemes and training 
progranraes at the said regional centres has been satisfactory. 
But only the knowledge of the workln^f these centres cannot 
throw any light on the iii5)act of these schemes on Industrial 
peace. Therefore* a first hand enquiry has been made by 
sending questionnaires to tt^ e various Mvlaions and Sub-!>ivisio4s 
of the trttar Pradesh State Electricity Board (UPSBB) where 
these schemes have been enunciated from the very beginning. 
The UPSEB is the largest pxiblic sector undertaking, employing 
more than one lakh «nployees# offers suitable opportunity to 
conduct the said enquiry. About 1200 questionnaires have 
been sent to the management, worker-teachers, workers and trade 
union officials of the various units of the tJPSEB. Over 60% 
responses have been received frcan the respondents of the 
various class of employees. The responses so received, have 
been con^iled, classified, tabulated and analysed in the 
Chapter-XV of the present study. 
The analysis of the Tables I to XIV given in the 
GShapter-XV, reveals that all categories of the ORiployees of the 
W$M9 recognisft.' and acci^t education schafiies as a basis for 
in^rvlng Industrial peace in their organisation. The fact 
has been verflied when they assert that discipline conscious-
trade imioniMa, workers* participation & efficiency and 
organisational behaviour have « positive tendency since 
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the •ducation schemes have been introduced in the UPSEB, 
A]s«ettteeisra« labour turnover & tardiness* strikes and 
agitations have shown a decreasing tredd on account of tine 
literevy prograBwies and their inqpact on workers' attitudes 
towards the aforesaid indicat<»». 
It can be concluded that the various education schemes 
and training courses sponsored by the CBWE show a satisfactory 
performance. These schemes not only hftlp raise production 
and productitrity in the industrial units by iii5>erting techni-
cal know-hoi7 among workers# but are also a source of prosperity 
both to employers and employees by improving their standard 
of living. The happy and prosperous workers are assets not 
only to their organisations but they are good citizens^ 
conscious of the socio-economic responsibilities toward society 
in general and their families in particular. The working of 
thes«cscheraes discloses tliat the literate work»force easily 
understands the langui^^ of peace and harmony and do«^ not 
indulge in xincalled for activities detrimental to industrial 
peace. The net ii^aot of these schemes on the smiployeea of the 
W^SEB, nuuiifesta itself in the fom of increased discipline 
consciousness, healthy trade-unionlsmt more participation and 
co-operation on the part of the workers, iii^ rovement in working 
efficiency and organisational behaviour* reduction in absentee-
lam, labour turnover & tardiness, strikes and agitations etc. 
All this constimcts and paves a way for durable industrial 
and creates an araictble atmosphere in which industrial 
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aeti-vity van <mt tinhampairtd. in ord«r to 
ton#»up fvurtlMir tli* iiorlclng of tho oducfttion sehomos for 
industrial X«bour# oonducive to g«rt«rate atabla paaea in 
indastry* a sat of auggaations and propoaala ia being given 
in the forthcoming paragrapha, 
SUQGBSTIOWa AMD PROPOSAUS 
It is a well knovm fact that general education and 
adult education are of immense help in moulding the personality 
of the concerned class of people to vjhich they are applied 
upon. Workers* education is in no way less inq?ortant as it 
carves-out attitudes and behaviour of work-force conducive to 
the general improvement and strength of industrial set-up• 
The various organisations of workers, management, trade 
union officials, academicians and the CBWE including its 
subordinate bodies hold the vi«w that the viorkers* education 
•ohaiMs have been a success in raising efficiency, responsibi-
litgrt ikilla, adaptability «te» aroong workera for preparing 
than to be good oitisans and responsible workers. So far, 
thar* has been m waphasis onong these schemes, on the quantity 
of iiorkars and quality in^rovement has not been given iftvdue 
consideratlQB* Tha quantitative approach of the present 
workers* aducation schanaa is needed to be replaced with 
that of a selective and qualit4tiva appraoch with special 
regard «f inqproving the skills of the participants. For this 
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purpose, education & training efforts at all levels be 
diverted to get satisfactory results among industrial labo\ir. 
Presently, the workers* education schemes & training 
programmes have the same set of curriculum which is applicable 
to all types of industries in the country. Workers* education 
schemes can be of higher value if separate ctirriculura are made 
available on an industry-wise basis» The syllabus for the 
various training programmes can be made flexible , keeping 
in view the specific problems, needs and requirements of 
specific Industries or group of workers. 
The effectiveness of the sch^es can be improved 
provided they are tailored for specific purposes such as 
exclusive schemes for trade union officials, a partictilar 
Industry etc, instead of devoting only a part of the common 
education sch^ne for the same. 
The media of information diss«aination occupies an 
important position and therefore, its selection be made on the 
basis of the available talents of reading, underUtanding and 
retaining through the process of listening and seeing, among 
industrial workers. More and more utilization of audio-
visual aids be made for in^arting education and training to 
work-force. 
The efflcujcy of Study Tours or excursions can be 
enhanced if they are pujopose-oriented. Recreation, site-seeing 
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and enjoyment are not the pnrpoaes of study toiara* Through 
these tours \irorkera can be made to appreciate the different 
working conditions at different-.units within the same industry 
to enrich their estperiences for the sake of adopting better 
techniques in their own working and social life. In short, 
it is suggested that the study tours be made industry-oriented. 
Workers* education schemes can be made more powerful, 
if provisions for the further improvement are made in the 
existing scheraes. it is seen that there exist no courses or 
programmes beyonA.a certain limit or duration after which 
additional training to workers is confined to the existing 
limits* It would be in the larger interest of the workers, 
to introduce advanced courses catering to the needs of specific 
industries to make the education programme a better preposition 
for industrial workers in the countj^ /'. 
The varioxis education programmes deal workers* prc^lems 
in general terms and do not provide separate schemes for women 
and child workers. Separate education courses to women and child 
labour not only would create confidence but also improve working 
results of these persons in a large measure. In the present 
set->up, usually the sponsorers do not sponsor women and child 
workers proportionately for any training prograrane in industries. 
A minimum quota be fixed for wmen and child workers to be 
sponsored for each cotirse in those industrial units where these 
schemes are in vofue. 
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In order to give a wide piiblicity to the education 
programmes^  the CBWE is esqpected to take effective steps in 
this direction. It is necessary that the whole-hearted suppori 
and involvement of manag«»ent must be sought as management 
can play a key role in stimulating academic activity among 
labour class. Trade Union Officials and workers are also 
to be motivated for the persuance of this task. The <2BWE 
can honour a certain managerial staff or trade union officials 
or group of workers who evince keen interest in the further-
ance of the academic programmes by ptoviding to them either 
monetary or nonmonetary incentives. Extensive publicity of 
the schemes would not only help broad-base activities of the 
CTWE but also help workers who hitherto could not participate 
in these programmes for want of information. The said 
incentives can also be given to those workers who maintain 
high percentage of attendance while attending the classes 
at the unit level. 
The reading material prepared by the CBWE in 
Englisliand various regional languages* no doubt, has been 
designed to touch a high standard of acadaidc excellencc. 
But, workers who are beginners, fail to grasp the literature 
in its letter and spirit. The present printed matter can be 
of great value to that class of workers who are well versed 
in a certain language and possess s<Mne understanding about 
the concepts dealt therein, Unforttinately, majority of Indian 
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iabour is illiterate for which the said literature 
(textual booklets) is not suitable* The CBvffi is therefore, 
required to revise its literature and publications, best 
suited to the needs of the learners in the early stages of 
their studies. The wholesale revision may cause difficulties 
of different nature to the CSWE, therefore, the said revision 
can be <?one in piecemeal in a phased programme« Moreover, 
the matter can be referred to a select conmittee of experts 
drawn from different factions representing labour Interests 
and mainly from academic circles. 
The success or failure of the schemes for workers 
would depend greatly on the quality of worker-teachers. 
Workereteachers are fully responsible to impart education to 
illiterate workers at the unit level cJamses* The present 
procedure for the training and selection of woi^r-teachers 
needs a little care and concern* Workers* organisations or 
unions sponsor names of certain workers for this training 
programrae on the basis of certain criteria best knwn to them, 
tt is necessitated that the OBMfi should prescribe certain 
iBinimura experience, qualification, duration of union 
membership and aptitude for the workers, on the basis of 
which they shiauld be sponsored for the training programme. 
This not only would discourage undue favouritism but also be 
helpful in attracting talented workers to Join the scheme. 
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The Central Board for Workers' Education can 
fiirther increase its academic activities by involving worlcers 
of other sectors of the economy in its main programmes, 
Tlie current practice of the CBWE is to cater to the academic 
needs of the worlcers of the organised sector. It would be 
appreciated if the CBWE can include in its programmes» workers 
from other Sectors such as unorganised• small acale and 
co-operative sectors. This would not only help in^roving 
the general labour problems of the country but also help 
migration of labour from these sectors to the organised one 
in a large measure, Tdbegln with, the schemes can be made 
con^ulsory to be adopted by those vinits in ii^ ich a certain 
minimum number (20 to 30) of workers are at^ jloyed. The plans 
for the enlargement of tte Board's activities can be achieved 
through a phased programme to attain the target of taking 
educational facitlities door to door in almost all the sectors 
of the econcany upto a certain prescribed number of workers 
en^ jloyed therein. 
In a bid to expanding the i^ r^kars' education, 
fShe QIWX Is «3q?«cted to seek more and more help and co-qpera-
tlon from various quarters such aa trade \inions, employers* 
organisations, atata Governments, educational institutions 
including universities, imlvarslty Grants Ccsnmission etc. 
The Boaird needs to seek co-cperation specially in thekreas of 
workers* training, future policies and special advice on any 
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matttir that it may d««Ba to consult with. 
Socialism, secularism and deaaocracy are enshrined 
in the OmatltVLtion of India as the avowed aims to be 
achieved by the State, The citixens are supposed to imbibe 
the culture of socialism, secularism and democracy. 
Workers are also citizens* Workers' education should have 
siaeable accent on this aim of the state and therefore, 
the programnws of workers* education be linked frcsn the 
beginning with socialism, secularism and dmocracy in the 
country in general and Indian industries in particular. 
In order to bring about iis^ rovement in the existing 
position of workers* education progrcranes, research and 
consultancy etc» the various regional centres and the Indian 
Institute of Workers* Education(Bombay) are carrying out 
research activities as a routine function. The researches 
are conducted either by Research Officers or by Education 
Officers (under the supervision of Regional Directors), vjho 
are the paid employees of the CBWB. The Mucation Officers 
are mainly involved in the training of worker-^ teachers and 
cannot spare much of their time for research activities 
tested upon them. It would be better if a separate staff 
both at the regional centres as well as at the IIWE be 
appointed for this purpose exclusively, in this direction 
the €3IWS would have to show interest and tie regional centres 
are supposed to take a lead, Ste^ povement in the schemes. 
y 
> 
researches on various aspects of education such as workers* 
skills* attitudes* behaviours etc. and the consultancy 
facilities available to workers, work»r-teachers, trade 
union officials would immensely help lihe process of 
development of workers in general and workers' education 
in particular. 
The regional centres are responsible for the 
successftil conduct of the Unit Level Classes through the 
worker-teachers. It is noted that in certain areas or 
industrial establishments. Unit Level Classes are not run 
on a sound footing. It is prqposed that 'MovAng Can^ s* be 
instituted for imparting instructions to vTorkers who have 
not Joined the unit level classes anywhere. These camps 
can be organised in the nook and corner of the country 
specially in those areas or establishments where education 
schemes have not permeated. The moving camps can carry 
with tiiem well equipped libraries and audio-visual aids 
rvlevaat and befitting to the needs of the prograiwnes. For 
this pucpose, regional centres should make first hand surveys 
to spot out areas and establishments where education progra-
miMs are conspicuous by their absence. The ultimate respon-
sibility for the planning and implementation of unit level 
classes through moving camps would fall upon the regional 
centres for workers* education. 
The various regional centres for workers* education 
in India are running a three ninth training course for 
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worker-p-teachers. This training is made available to the 
trainees in the very premises of the regional centres 
throughout the country. The present pattern in which a 
three month full time training course is run by the regional 
centres needs diversification. It would be in the fitness 
of things if regional centres can switch-over to some short-
term programmes meant for trade unionists and managerial 
personnel to fulfil the deficiency among the said groups of 
the people. It is suggested that short-term courses can 
conveniently be conducted .at any place suiting to the schedules 
of these people preferably at the premises of the regional 
centres, precints of the trade unions and locations of 
Industrial establishments. 
It is observed that trade unions either take 
languid interest or do not at all evince any concem for 
workers* educcition schaoaes in the country. Under the 
circtimstances where trade unions do not take active part 
for workers in the psrsuance of academic activities, the 
workers are left alone to persue courses without getting 
proper amenities for the same. It is needed that trade 
unions should cane forward with Initiative and drive either 
to persuade or presvurise employers for providing adequate 
facilities to workers during the tenure of their studies. 
Trade Unions can also be geared-up with a view to organising 
the unit level classes on sound lines. 
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At present the formulation, administration 
and in^lementation of various education schemes for 
workers are carried out by the CBWE alone* In such a 
big country i^Ke India vjhere industrial units are scattered, 
it is difficult to anin these schemes simultaneously alone 
with the efforts and resources of the Board, The schemes 
of v/orlcers* education and training can acquire speed and 
monentum if other agencies such as social and employees' 
organisations, universities and trade unions come forward 
to Join hands with the C®WB in the talk of formulation, 
administration and implementation of these programmes at the 
national level. For this,central and state governments 
are expected to coordinate the activities of the said agen-
cies for the single purpose of providing strength and 
vitality to the plans of v/orkers* education in the country. 
Trade unions are representing workers' feelings 
and aspirations in one way or the other in the country. 
The union® are also fighting for the cause of labour at 
the national, state and local levels. Besides th® various 
routine duties and responsibilities such as inqplementation 
of the Grants-In*Aid Schames, trade unions should own 
greater obligations towards education schemes by way of their 
active Interest and participation. The resourceful trade 
unions can fulfil this eafpectation by establishing Labotir 
Training Colleges in which intensive courses for the dura-
tion of either two weeks« three weeks or four weeks can be 
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augmented, par«lX«l to the thre«-.month regular courses 
run at the unit level* The proposed intensive courses 
of lesser duration can attract larger number of wor]<ers in 
co!i5>arlsj&ii to the three month courses. The courses of the 
shorter dxiratlon would became popular among wokkers for 
the reason that majority of workers like to save their time. 
M l the problems related to workers ultimately are 
referred to the labour ministry at the Centire, The magnitude 
and volume of labour problcaas are so diverse and big, that 
the said ministry is over-v/orked# The subject of'labotir 
« 
education'is also locked after by the ministry which is 
engrossed too much in the day-to day affairs concerning 
workers throughout the country. Education is vital on vjrhich 
depends quick industrialist-tion of the country to a sizeable 
extent. The subject of *Workers* Education* needs special 
attention for imparting efficiency to the programmes of 
workers* education on an all India basis. If posslbie, the 
Government should think in terms of creating a separate 
ministry to be called as *Mi!iistry of Workers* Education* 
(at the ©eatre) for delivering the goods to Illiterate 
%fork«force in the country. The ministry can have separate 
departments for heavy, medium,small scale and cottage 
industries. These departments can follow the comprehensive 
Act passed by the 'Ministry of Workers* Education* for 
establisliing universities for induRtrial workers in the 
country. Separate universities be set-up for 
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lndivl<Sual industries in which need»bas®d education 
programmes be run» The proposed colleges run by trade 
unions be affiliated with these universities for giving 
unifomity to the pattern of vrorkere* education. For the 
workers of small scale and cottage industries, 'Village 
Polytechnics* be instituted for imparting education to 
workers. The village polytechnics should also be linked 
and affiliated %irith the conceimed universities for directions, 
guidance, planning and financial help. 
It is needless to emphasise that workers' education 
can prove to be a sound investment in human capital, '-ilie 
advanced economies of the world bear a testimony that with 
the help of workers* education programmes, they could attain 
a coveted status with rest of the countrilAs in the world. 
Quick industrialisation can be eagpected if x^ orkers' education 
is dove-tailed with the industrial planning in the country. 
However, a step in this direction has been taken by the 
Central Government in 1958 by establishing the CBWE for 
carrying out a three-tier education programme for industrial 
workers on an all India basis. The prograimne has been 
envisaged for different classes of workers alongwith manager-
ial personnel. The analysis regarding the inqpact of 
education schemes on the workers of the UFSEB reveals that 
on account of the implementation of the said schemes, the 
UPSEB has experienced stabler peace in the various units 
of the organisation in whole of the Ifttar Pradesh. The 
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workers* education schemes can be of greater advantage 
if the various suggestions and proposals given in the 
foregoing pages are adqpted for action and implenentation. 
More the cSucation schemes are vitalised greater number of 
educated industrial workers would be available for ushering 
in an era of industrial peace. It can therefore, be 
concluded that workers* education is a necessary condition 
for industrial peace and industrial peace is a pre-requisite 
for rapid industrialisation and economic advancement of 
the country. 
* * * * * * * * 
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43* Srinagar 
• CSentres having residential facilities for trainees. 
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APPEMDIX - II 
QUB8TIOWMAIR3S FOR EVABPATING THE IMPACT OF WORKERS* EDtyCATIOH 
IWSTRUCTlOHSt 
This research Is being conducted by the undersigned, 
a Research Scholar, Department of ConssMrce, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. The ptirpose of this study is to evaluate 
the real impact of Workers* Education Schcaaes on different 
tASpects leading to Industrial Peace and harmony^particular 
reference to the Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board* 
It is,therefore, requested to kindly reply the questions 
mentioned in this questionnaire with due care and honesty 
so that the researcher may reach fair conclusions* 
Please mind that Ht the time of answering responses, you 
should not seok any sort of help or opinion of any other, 
otherwise the results and informations would be abso'utely 
false and not lead to the real conclusions* The questions 
are in a statement form irrespective of their positive or 
negative nature* There are three brackets against each 
stateiMBt« 'YesS 'm* and *unable to decide* or 'Not 
knoim* • 80* you please put a tlc^ C y ) A«rk on the correct 
answer in your opiiiioii* tick the last coltiran l*e* 
*Mot known* when you are full confident that your reply is 
neither *y«s* nor *llo** Though «li«re is no any time limit 
but If you would make it convenient to reply at an earliest, 
it would be better for the researcher. 
I assure you that all your opinions In the form of 
answers, would be kept top secret and would be utilised only 
for the said research purposes. So please d<m*t hesitate 
in making responses frankly. Thanks, 
( JAVID HATBSZ } 
Research Scholar 




DUE TO WORKERS* EPUCA^ TION SCHEMES I 
1. Working Efficiency of workers has Inqprovttd. 
2. Earning Capacity of workers 
has decreased. 
3. Workers now realise the worth 
of their 
4. Workers have developed a sense 
of satisfaction, 
5. It secHsis that there is no impact on sense ot responsihiiity. 
6« Znter-opersonal relations 
betwe«ti employees have 
iaqproved* 
7. Discipline consciousness 
amongst workers has increased 
6* AbsenteAism has declined* 
9« Xiabour»turnover has decreased 
10* Rate of Lebo\ir tardiness has 
ll« Workers do not pay much 
attention to strike cells* 
12* Woskers seen to be willing to 
participate in organisational 
activities* 
13* Workers now prefer peaceful 
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14« 9r«at«r particlpAtion and ( 
co«qp«ratioi} «t dl£f«r«nt levels 
is pere«ptible« 
XSm Industxial peace and harmony is 
disturbed* 
16* The Managenient *8 attitude towards 
enqployees grievances has becone ^  
more rigid, 
17. Managetaeat hardly bothers to look 
into the grievances of workers* 
Id* Worker-4iianag«nent relations have 
beccne mox^ cordial* 
19* ManagesMKit has initiated welfare 
progrerataes for the employees* 
20* Management has come to realise 
the in^ertance of organising 
culturlil activities* 
21* Bn^loyers have become more polite 
towards workers* 
22. Workers are now more victimised 
and humiliated by miployers. 
23* Staployers now do not provide 
adequate welfare schemes to 
workers* 
24* There has occured an ifl^ >roveraent 
in the behaviour of si^ qpervisors* 
25* ManagMMint does not pay attention 
towards suggestions made by 
workers* 
26* Workers are not capable of taking 
part in decision-making process 
27* workers are now able to understand 
org«aisation«polie^s and 
pregraMies* 
26* The Coraaunication gap between werkeFS and eni^ loyers has increased* 
) ( ) ( ) 
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29* WorX«r» t«)c« part actively in 
union aetivititts. 
30, Trada tmion Moramant has become 
more stronger than ever« 
31 • Workers now regularly pay union* 
8\:dbacription« 
32, Workers now give more welghtage 
to tmlon-meetlngs. 
33« Workers have willingness to be 
Office-bearers of trade unions. 
34. Trade Unions have failed to tone-up social relations among 
workers* 
35• External influence on union 
activities has Aecreased* 
36* workers seaaa to be positively 
motivated by Bducaticm 
Programmes* 
( ) < ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( > ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
C } ( ) 
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fm wsTiottttAiRi mm 
JTf (Research) (Researcher), ^ f^^ 
sr^ TR ^ft^TT f^ f^^ i^Frir, sr^s ?RT f^i ^ T T^ T | I ^ r^ ^ t^, ftr^f 
% sfhftPT^  % f^^ T^gsff (iT^ ) T?: Tf^  ^ ^ 
STR^ TFT ^ TF"^  11 FT F^ C^T TTT^ ^ 
(U. P. S. E B.) qT f^^ % F^T^T 11 
^ft I f^'FT^  "^t?rT«ff (Researcher) ^  ^ l 
sq-r?T W % sr^ f^ % ^ ^ WT STTT M ^ ff cftTW # 
JT ^FT^ r i ^ T sftr ^ ^^ rnf f^ ^^ r^ ^ ^ ^ af^T F ^ ^ 
'Tf^ T^  t srtt;^  ^f ift I IT^  TT^  (Statements) % ^ t | a^ T ^  ^ T^T ^ 
^ T^ ^tf ^r^^^sr t i fT^ s^ir % 'IT^  (Brackets) r^rffr, ' 
I 3TTq- fTTirT STT^t TT^T if ^ ^ ^ % f^TtT ^  ^^ ^f ^ ^ (V) ^ 
F?r9rR emntT f^ r^  anq- T^TIT^  11 ^ T srife^  Tif^  f^ ^  
f?T5n?T ^TftT ^  snq- wm f^  STTT T^T "^rfr" ^r ^ ^ ^ % 11 
^ 3Tm> f^ ^^ iw f^ T^^ r f f^T % if sifq^  xm 
Sfo ^ c f^To fg^TT^T, 




C 2 ] 
1. "TT^ H^ f # frpT ^  ^ ^ I'' 
"^T^fTli % qfni]^  ^  it ^rf 
"^ T^ ®^  m t^ttt ^  ^  J^t f" 
SL. ^iW I r=fr fsr^ T^r^Rt # ^ R^ iT Sense of 
Responsibility) qr ^  sr^ R ^rflr ifT I" 
^ STW^'V n^^ cj ga^ I" 
\S. ''T^ ff if ST^ r^-T ^  ^ r^ T (Discipline 
Consciousness) i^ t 
K. (Absenteeism) ^  arr^  
(Labour Turnover) ^  sn?^  
''JM^ -^fT ^T ^ ^f^ # I Labour Tardines-^) 
sr^  ^ t^rT 3TTf[R (Strike Calls; 
•l':^, m O^rganisational Activities) 
F^T %% % f^ t^ ^  I'" [ 
I" 
IV. f^TTf (Levels.) «tt sifsRr ^rf^rk sftT 
^ m feri m twt f" 
^ tT^ TfjRY # sftTT aifH^ T^ rl W 
fit^ n^g;^  (3f5^ ) vik 
^^ f?^  I" 
( ) ( 
{ 
« 2 • 
[ 3 1 
f^ '^T ^^ I" 
o^. "^ W'^ sr^  (Employers) % g-ff^ f^ ^ ^Tt^ r^f 
(Cultural Activities) ^  sfRtf^ ^ % 
^^^ ^  ffT'TT t" 
s^ f^TT ^ ^ ^rJr I" 
J^T^T snrniT i^t 
T^ft gf^sniT ^q^rstj fT^  I" 
f^ f^ t^ (Supervisors) % sti^ TT ^  
^^ TT f3TT I" 
# mFf ^ I" 
TT^ T^f ^  #riT?TT trst I" 
• C\ • ^ 
• c\ 
^ r^f (Gap) sftT ^  TTf t" 
(Active) wm ^ t" 
O^. "F^^FFM SR^  ARK STTSTSFI 
^ n^TT t" 
= t^  % q^ TfsT^ T^  ^ TT TO? 
^ m ^ T^ t" 
( ) ( 
) 
- 2 f a » 
[ 4 1 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
^^ 
f^T^ 
fTT^ rnr - • 
f^ 
STH 
^ ^ sr^fsr- sft^  TTTI^  sfp?-
fewTTjsri^Fr ^  
Muslim Educational press Aligarh 
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I^PBHPIX «IV 
LIST OF THE PIVISI0HS/SPB»DIVISI0K3 OT THl UPgBB COVERSP 
1. UPSBB, Division-Jl, Hathras* Dl»tt, Allgarh. 
2« XJVSEB, Fatetigarht Distt* Farukh^ad, 
3, WPSWB0 Etawah. 
4« H^del* UPSEB# Mainpuri* 
5, Hydel, UPSBB* Kttrena, Distt* Btawah, 
6* Hydel« UPSSB, Firoffi^ ad, Distt* Agra* 
UPSBB, Mathura. 
8« 1.32 KV Su-Station* tlPSBB^  TaJganJ# Agra, 
9m Biactxlclty Transmission Sub-Division« l]r?SBB# Fatahptir. 
10, BlQOtricity Distribution Division* t7PSBB« liucknow* 
IX* fi^ aeX SuboStation* WSEB» Fatahpur* 
12* Blactricity Diatribution Divisite* TOSBB* Fatehpur. 
13. Blactricity Distribution Su-Division# WSEB^ Salon, 
Di3tt« Rai Barailly* 
14« Panki Powar Rous** Paiiki# Kanpvtr. 
15* Hydel Sub-Station, UPSBB, Kharan, Dis*t. Rai Bareilly* 
'iMclcnoif Electricity Supply Administration, Lucknow. 
17* UPSfii* lAicXnow, 
18. Blectricity Transmission Division, IIFSBB, Kanpur. 
19. Hydal 8«A»*Mvision« UPSEB, Malwan, Fatahpur* 
20* fiydal, UFSSB, Rai Barailly. 
21* Hydel, WSBB, Bara-Bar^. 
22, UFSBB, Kanpur. 
23* Blactricity supply Administration, Kanpur* 
24* W^KBf i?al«Am« 
25* HPSBB* Bar«->Banki. 
11FS8S* Baiiraich. 
27* UPSEB, YAinao. 
2S* M^al Mstritotttion MvisilMt« UPBBB, Nauranipur, Ohansi* 
29* Blectricity Distribtttion Btvision, IIF8BB* Balr«a9ur,Oonda* 
SO* Blectricity Distribution DiviBioKt, tXTSBB* Orai, 
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31* tJPSEBy 
32* State Sloctriclty Distribution 8ul>»Division#t7iinao 
33* Slsctricity Stib»Divisioii« UPSEB^ Hauravan# Okinao* 
34. jipiMstricity Tranamla^lon & Conatrtxction Division, Kanptir 
3S» Electricity Tranmission Diviaion, UPSBB, Fatehpur. 
36. Electricity Distribution Division* UPSEB, Hamirpur, 
37. Electricity Distribution Division, OTSEB, Banda. 
38. I^el, UPSSB, iMCknow. 
39* Hydel, sub-Division, titinao* 
40. Bleclxicity Distribution Division, tJPSEB, Mauranipur, 
Jhansi. 
41. Electricity Maintenance Division, IIPSEB, Hardoi. 
42. Hydel Sub-Division, UPSEB, Hib-Karori, Tarukhabad. 
43* Hydel Transmission & Construction Division, Lucknow. 
44. Electricity Maintenance Division, UPSEB^ Luclcnow. 
45. Hydel Sub»Division, UPSEB, Fatehgarb. 
46. UPSBB, Sub-Division, Bharthana, Etawali. 
47. XJPSEB, Sitapur. 
48. UPSEB, Lalchin^ ur, Kheri. 
49. UPSEB, Farukhabad. 
50. Hydel Maintenance Division, UPSEB, Fatehpur. 
51. Hydel Maintenaace Division, UPSEB, Kannauj. 
52. Hydel Maintenance Division, UPSEB, Etawah. 
53. Hydel Maintenance Division, XTPSEB, Rai- Bareilly* 
54» Hydel Sva>«Division, UPSEB, Bekawan, Etavah. 
S5. Hyael Bub-Division, UPSBB, Bk-Dil, Etawah. 
Blectricil^ Maintenance Division, UPSEB, Bara-Banki. 
57. I^del Siib-Division, UPSEB, iChaga, Fatehpur. 
58. Hydel Maintenance Division, UPSEB, Hardoi. 
59. Blectrieity & Maintenance ^vision, Hydel, UPSEB, 
60. Blectricity Bub-Division, UPSBBt Durrayya, Btavah. 
61. Blectricity Maintenance Division, Bitapur. 
€2. Blectricity 9iib-Divlsioii, UPSBB, ^ aasi. 
63. Electricity Distribution -XZ, UPSEB, Axamgarh. 
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64. st«an Power station* tTPSBB^  Hati^ Nath Bh«iijan«Asamgarh. 
65. Slectricity Distribution Oivisioii»IX# UPSEB, 
Maunath Bhanjaa* Asamyarh* 
€$• UPSSB» BaXia. 
67* r .var House, llPSEB# Maunath Bhanjaa* Azaaigarh* 
68. Electricity Maintenance Division* UPSEB, Faizabad. 
69. Electric Maintenance Division, UPSEB, Sultanpur* 
70. Hydel Transmission Construction, UPSEB, Allahabad, 
71. Electric Maintenance Division-Z, Hydel, Allahabad. 
72. 220 KV, Sub-Station, WSEB, Reevan Road, Allahabad, 
73. Viddyut StxpplY Nlrman Khand, tTPSEB, Asamgarh. 
74. Electricity Preservation Divisiitai, trpsEB, fals^ad. 
75. Electricity Preservation Division, WSEB, Siilta^ pur, 
76. UPSEB, Varans!. 
77. Hydel, tfPSBB, Jaunpur. 
78. Hydel, Maintenance Z^ Lvision, UPSEB, Jaunpur. 
79* Rural Electrification Division, UPSEB, Jaunpur. 
80. Viddyut Prasar Hiraan t^*Khand, tJPSEB, Asamgarh. 
81* Electricity Distribution Division->2, UPSEB, Deoria. 
82. Electricity Distribution Sub^DivisionrX,UPSEB, 
ffliarwari, Allahabad. 
83. VldAyut Power House, UPSEB, Allahabad. 
84. UeetrlQlty Distribution Sub-Division-Z, UPSEB, 
Asaiigaxh, 
8S« Electricity Transmission Division, UPSEB, Asaragarh. 
•«• Poirer House, UtSEB, Allahab&d. 
87, Electricity Hihlnd (Electricity House), UPSEB, 
Pipaei, Mirsapur. 
88« Eleetrieity Distribution, Sub-Division-Xi, UPSEB, 
Allahabad* 
89. Electricity Supply DivislAn, 57, UPSEB, George Town, 
AllahHtbad* 
90. Electricity Supply House, UPSEB, Allahabad. 
91. Electsicity Distribution Division -Z, faixabad, 
92. EXectricity Distribution Division-XI, FAisabad. 
93* Electricity Distribution, Sub-Division-X, Nirsapur. 
94* Electricity Distfibtition, «^2»Lvision-ZV, 
Hierwari, Allalmbad* 
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95. IXectrlcity Distribution, tlPSKB» 
Sohaval, Faisabad. 
96. Blactricity SD$>ply Dlvislon-II* VPSEM, BaXla. 
97. Electricity Dlftributlon-Dlvlalon-IIt UPSEB, Pratapgarh 
98. Slactrlclty DlstrHmtion 9iil>«Dlvlslon# tIPSEB,pratapgarh 
99. Allahabad, Slactrlclty Supply taking, Allahabad. 
100. Slectriclty Supply S\ib»Divi«ion->XX, HPSEB, Jhoosi, 
Allahabad. 
101. SXectrlcity SuppXy Division*X, UPSSB, Jarze Townt 
Allahabadt 
102. Electricity Bupply Siib«l>ivision, UPSEB, Bhopia-Mau, 
Pratapgarh. 
103. Electricity Distributicm Sid^ -Divisiofi-X, tJPSEB, 
Sultanpur. 
104. Electricity Distribution Sub-.DivisiOfi*XX,UPSEB, jaxinpur. 
105. EXectricity Distrib?itlon Sub-Oivislon-X, UPSEB, Jaunpur. 
106. EXectricity Distrlbtstion Sub^Division^I, Moradnagar. 
107* Electricity Distribution Dlvision-IX, Moradabad. 
108. Electricity DistrJJsution Divisi<m*X« Bareilly. 
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t mdlan Labour Probleas 
t Xndustrial Relations in India 
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Quarterly Journal •workers* Education** January 1971 
workers* education* OUly* 1971 
Workers* Sducation* October* 1972 
Workers * Sducation^ r January* 1973 
Workers* Eduoation* J^ ril* 1974 
Workers* £ducation# Jtjly* 1975 
Workers * Education* Oct<dt>er* 1976 
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